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ABSTRACT 

A study of global water supply has been made. Five billion people are predicted to die 

between 2040 and 2060 if nothing is done. A brief review of the water situation in 

Sydney, Australia and surrounding areas is also presented. Desalination may present a 

solution, if effective scale control can be achieved. An extensive study of scaling, 

calcium carbonate polymorphs, and existing scale control mechanisms and methods has 

been made. Many methods appear to exploit the same mechanism: changing a portion 

of calcium carbonate scale in its tenacious calcite form to the more easily removed 

aragonite. However, the mechanism behind changing forms is not known, and is 

currently impossible to test. There are many postulates, but no definitive proofs. 

 

Investigations were made into an existing scaling control system known as the Carefree 

Conditioner to determine its impacts on calcium carbonate scale. The system suits 

remote areas that have ‘hard water’ problems and little access to expensive treatments. 

The device relies on turbulence, and does not use magnets or electric currents. Tests 

have been made on the conditioner’s effects on particle size and scale morphology. The 

Carefree Conditioner significantly reduces suspended calcium carbonate particle size by 

up to 50%. X-Ray Diffraction tests prove the Conditioner’s ability to change up to 

70.2% of scale from calcite to aragonite, if the calcium carbonate was dissolved during 

conditioning. It does not change the morphology of suspended solid particles. 

 

Computational Fluid Dynamics models of old and new Conditioner designs have 

quantified that the new spiral design at a flow rate of 10L/min produces 7.2 times the 

average turbulent kinetic energy (k) and 131 times the average turbulent energy 

dissipation (ε) of the old Venturi design at the same flow rate. There is room for further 

improvement, as the old and new designs have the bulk of their turbulence generated in 

the front half, with little at the end. Turbulent features of the old and new designs have 

also been quantified for a range of flow rates.  

 

Turbulence results from CFD modelling have been combined with polymorph ratios 

calculated from XRD analysis to determine the optimum flow rate for calcite 

transformation. Results suggest a threshold value close to 2.45 x 10-3 J/kg for average k 
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and 0.272 J/kg.s for average ε. Increasing flow rate and dissipating more energy beyond 

those values reduces the effect, and increases the amount of calcite. A possible 

mechanism has been described. 

 

Turbulence results from CFD modelling have also been combined with particle size 

results to determine the optimum flow rate for particle reduction. The best result of a 

50.0% reduction in particle size occurred at a flow rate of 0.193 kg/s. Results suggest 

that there is a threshold value at a flow rate of 0.11 kg/s (average k of 2.5 x 10-2 J/kg and 

average ε of 17.2 J/kg.s) for reducing particle size. Increasing the turbulence beyond 

that value does not significantly change particle size. The new design was shown to 

reduce particle size 35.3% more than the old design at the same flow rate. 

 

The Carefree Conditioner significantly reduces scaling problems in remote areas 

without expensive treatment by changing dissolved calcite to aragonite, and reducing 

suspended solid particle size. The new design generates substantially more turbulence 

than the old design. Both can still be improved, as each design generates turbulence 

mainly in the front half, with comparatively little at the end.  

 

This is the first time such findings have been achieved. These will contribute 

significantly towards the Care-free Conditioner’s acceptance in the market, and in 

developing future Care-free Conditioner designs. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis explores a potential solution to the problems that calcium carbonate scaling 

causes to water supply systems around the world. This chapter reviews the world’s growing 

need for water, defines the problem of calcium carbonate scaling, and covers the thesis 

aims, objectives, scope and structure. The chapter provides a broad map of the issues that 

are explored in depth in subsequent chapters. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 World Water Resources and Problems 
The absolute dependence of all life on water becomes more apparent as environmental 

pressure mounts. Only 2.5 percent of the Earth's total water resources are fresh water, and 

around 70% of that is in polar ice caps, or below the earth’s surface. Only about 0.007% is 

easily accessible for use (Al-Gobaisi, 2000).  

Water is “stressed” when supply for all purposes including food growing is less than 

1,700 m³ per person per year, “scarce” when supply is less than 1,000 m³ per person and 

“absolutely scarce” when less than 500 cubic metres is available per person (UN Water 

FAO, 2007). There are 2.8 billion people already living with water scarcity now 

(USAID, 2010). Seventeen countries headed by Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia already face extreme risk of water scarcity (Maplecroft Consulting, 2011). The 

Water Stress Index results for the world’s regional areas are shown in Figure 1.1. 

Latest figures from 2008 show that 900 million people lacked access to freshwater and 2.6 

billion were without adequate sanitation (UN Water GLAAS, 2010). While the world 

average would meet the Millennium Development Goal to halve the number of people 

without sustainable access to safe drinking water by 2015, 28 countries would not (USAID, 

2010). Africa’s lack of progress is shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Thirteen per cent (884 million people) still relied on unimproved water sources for personal 

needs (GHO, 2010a). The sanitation goal was behind schedule, as 1.1 billion people (17% 

of the world’s population) were still without basic sanitation (GHO, 2010b). Eighty-one 

percent of these live in just 10 countries: India, Indonesia, China, Ethiopia, Pakistan, 

Nigeria, Sudan, Nepal, Brazil, and Niger (USAID, 2010) 
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Figure 1.1: Map of the Water Stress Index 2011 (Maplecroft Consulting, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Millennium Development Goal progress for improved water sources, 

(USAID, 2010) 

Eighty-eight percent of diseases in developing nations stem from unsafe water (WSSCC, 

2008). Over 3.575 million people die annually from diseases of contaminated drinking 

water and poor sanitation (WHO, 2008), including 1.8 million children who die from 

diarrhea alone (UNEP 2010, USAID 2010) 
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By 2025, 1.8 billion people are predicted to be living in countries or regions with absolute 

water scarcity, and two-thirds of the world's population could be living under water stressed 

conditions (UNEP, 2007). The UN estimates that if present trends continue, in less than 25 

years, 5 billion people will find it impossible to meet basic water needs (UNFPA, 2003). 

Simonovic’s WorldWater computer model agrees with this. Even assuming moderated 

population growth, the development of resource conserving technologies, the protection of 

agricultural land, increased production and reduced pollution, the model predicts the death 

of approximately 5 billion people between 2040 and 2060 from lack of safe water. 

Disposing of untreated wastewater into fresh water bodies is the greatest threat (Simonovic, 

2001). 

 

Future demand is growing, both in numbers of people, and the amount each person wants. 

The global population is growing by 80 million people a year, with 90% of that happening 

in poorer countries. Demand for water is growing by 64 billion cubic metres per year 

(UNWWDR3, 2009). Rather than the previously predicted stabilisation at 9 billion, world 

population is now predicted to reach 10.1 billion by 2100 and keep growing. This is 

compared to 6.1 billion people in 2001 (UN, 2010). Asia as the fastest growing continent is 

experiencing the greatest pressure on its water resources. 

1.1.2. Water supply in Australia and New South Wales 

Australia is not immune from water crises. Australia’s population will increase by 63% to 

35 million people by 2050. By 2056, urban water demand will increase by 76% (Gill, 

2011). Severe drought affects some part of Australia about once every 18 years, with 

intervals varying from 4 to 38 years (UNESCAP, 2007). Sydney’s water supply reached its 

lowest level on February 10, 2007, at just 33.8%.  

 

Climate change due to the enhanced greenhouse effect has become a global concern.  While 

changes will vary regionally, best estimates are that by 2030 Australia will face:  

• a further 1ºC of warming in temperatures  

• up to 20 per cent more months of drought  

• up to 25 per cent increase in days of very high or extreme fire danger  

By 2070 temperatures are predicted to rise between 1.0 to 5.0 degrees, and annual rainfall 

could fall by up to 30 per cent in some areas (CSIRO, 2007). There is therefore a need to 
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explore new water supply options for the local area, the Sydney catchments and indeed all 

countries.  

 

Despite knowledge of the problems, the existence of solutions and the expertise to apply 

them, government inertia, and a world population not fully aware of the scale of the 

problem means corrective actions are not taken. Better management of existing freshwater 

and reusing wastewater are the most cost effective solutions. However, should this continue 

to be left undone, then desalination of low quality water with renewable energy may well 

represent the last hope humanity has to meet its water needs. 

1.2 Problem Definition and Justification of Research 

Better management of water can limit future pollution, but cannot meet the supply needs 

that exist now. Treatment options are available but they have limited effectiveness against 

pollutants like organic chemicals and microorganisms, are expensive and require large 

amounts of energy. Reliable, cost-effective methods are needed to supply potable water in 

poor and remote areas without further degrading the environment. Ecologically sustainable 

development through renewable sources is the goal. 

 

Desalination by distillation and membrane processes can potentially meet these. They are 

the only known processes that effectively remove microbes, turbidity, sediment, colloidal 

matter, total dissolved solids, toxic metals, radioactivity, pesticides and herbicides. 

Seawater is capable of supplying the world’s water needs. Inland communities can use 

groundwater. Sun and wind can potentially power the process.  

 

Before desalination can meet the world’s water demands, major problems need solving. The 

largest is scale, which fouls membranes and heat transfer surfaces. Cleaning interrupts 

production, is expensive and impacts the environment. Scale also affects both the quality 

and quantity of desalted water. 

 

There are currently many ways to combat scale: mechanical cleaning, flexural methods 

(thermal shocking, mechanical flexing), chemical cleaning and anti-scalants, limiting the 

resident time of scaling waters, and areas for scale deposition, and reducing the recovery 

rate to avoid saturation. Each has its own drawbacks. Another way is physical conditioning 

processes: using magnetic fields, electrical charge, turbulent flow or some combination of 

the three. Magnetic water treatment has been used widely for several decades. Physical 
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conditioning shows promise because of its low cost, low environmental impact, and ease of 

implementation and maintenance. 

 

Physical conditioning is said to reduce the adhesion of deposited scale (Yang, 2005).  

However no quantitative testing has been published and the mechanism(s) behind it are still 

unclear.  

 

One well studied area concerns the polymorphs of calcium carbonate: substances with the 

same chemical formula but different crystalline shape and behaviour. Calcium carbonate 

has three polymorphs: calcite, vaterite and aragonite.  It is claimed that calcite forms a more 

dense, harder scale than aragonite (MacAdam & Parsons, 2004), and aragonite is easier to 

remove (Yang, 2005), but no data has been given. Only one study has sought to measure 

scale adhesion, but that only examined surface roughness (Keysar et al, 1994). Just one 

study specifically links increasing aragonite to reduced scale adhesion, but it was based on 

anecdotal observations without controlled experiments (Prisyazhniuk, 2009).  

 

Many studies have tested various scale control methods that claim to favour aragonite over 

calcite.  There is no agreement on how the various experimental methods affect the choice 

between aragonite and calcite on a molecular level (Yang, 2005). This study attempted to 

fill some of these gaps. 

 

Desalination will become more practical and economically competitive once the problem of 

scale is overcome. More research is needed to achieve this. Changing scale attributes 

through conditioning to reduce adhesion, and the mechanisms behind those changes are 

explored as part of this study.  

1.3 Thesis Aims and Objectives 

1.3.1 Aims  
This study aims to develop and summarize the understanding of the physical conditioning 

of scaling waters, and promote the use of turbulent conditioning to combat calcium 

carbonate scale. Once successful, it can encourage further take up of turbulent conditioning, 

and exploit its potential low cost, low maintenance, high capacity and environmentally 

friendly operation. 

1.3.2 Objectives  
The specific objectives of this study are to: 
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1. Critically review factors affecting scale conditioning of brackish water, especially 

turbulence, electric and magnetic fields, and mechanisms proposed to account for 

scale conditioning effects. 

2. Use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to determine the total kinetic energy 

released through an existing commercial turbulent flow conditioner, the ‘Care-free 

Conditioner’. 

3. Experimentally investigate conditioning’s effects on scale morphology and particle 

size. 

4. Experimentally determine the effects of different flow rates on conditioning 

performance. 

5. Combine the scale morphology and particle size results with CFD modelling results 

to investigate if there is any relationship between turbulence generated and the 

amount of aragonite versus calcite deposited, and turbulence with the size of 

conditioned particles. 

6.  Propose a potential new mechanism to explain the observed and tested effects of 

turbulent conditioning on deposited scale. 

1.3.3 Scope of work 

The reviewing of factors affecting pre-conditioning, especially by turbulence, electric and 

magnetic fields is thorough but by no means exhaustive. Available journals and reports 

have been read, noted and referenced. Due to controversy in this field and the current 

inability of researchers to explore the molecular level interactions needed to solve the 

problem, it has not been possible to present definite conclusions on what mechanisms are 

responsible. The review can only show the ideas of the various schools of thought, and the 

areas of disagreement. This review has fed heavily into the development of a new 

mechanism to explain observed and experimental results. 

 

The testing of an existing commercial conditioning device known as the ‘Care-free 

Conditioner’ is the first time it has been subjected to systematic study. According to its 

inventor, the ‘Care-free Conditioner’ relies on turbulence to produce a change in the 

properties of scale particles to eliminate the cohesion that exists between the mineral 

particles in the water (www.carefree.com.au, n.d). A review of the literature found there has 

been little work done on turbulent physical conditioning. The addition of a magnetic field 

across the device was an innovation never attempted before.  
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Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling was conducted by constructing an accurate 

computer model of the ‘Care-free Conditioner’ using ANSYS CFX software. The 

performance of the conditioner was modelled for various flow rates, and the modelled 

turbulent kinetic energy levels were recorded.  

 

The experimental determination of flow rate on calcium carbonate morphology has been 

achieved by setting up a constant head tank and conditioning system where the flow rate 

can be controlled without a pump. The flow rates tested experimentally were the same as 

those modelled in CFD. The circulated water had suspended calcium carbonate particles for 

the first round of experiments, and dissolved calcium and carbonate ions for subsequent 

runs. The scale resulting from conditioned solutions was tested by X Ray Diffraction 

techniques to determine if there has been any change to the morphology, mainly between 

the calcite and aragonite forms of calcium carbonate. 

 

Evidence of a relationship between turbulence levels and scale morphology was examined 

by plotting the turbulent kinetic energy levels obtained from the CFD modelling against the 

calcite percentages obtained from XRD analysis for the various flow rates.  

 

The experimental determination of the effects of magnetic field and flow rate on pre-

conditioning performance has been achieved by setting up a pump and pre-conditioner 

system where flow rate can be adjusted. The pre-conditioner is an existing system for 

inducing turbulence; a magnetic field has been added later. The circulated water has had 

clay and calcium carbonate suspended in it. Samples at different flow rates have been taken 

with and without conditioning. These have been tested to determine their particle size 

distribution, to show if the conditioner is impacting the size and variance of the particles. 

The same method was used to show if the presence or absence of a magnetic field in 

conjunction with the conditioner had any effect on particle size distribution. As permanent 

magnets were used, it was not possible to discretely vary the magnetic field strength.  

1.4 Structure of thesis 

Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the scope of works completed in this study: a 

background on water problems globally and in Australia, defining the problem and 

justifying the research, setting aims and objectives, and the flow chart of the research. 
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The literature review in Chapter 2 introduces scale and scale control. Scale treatment 

devices incorporating magnets, electricity, turbulence or some combination of the three 

have been reviewed. MacAdam & Parsons reviewed scale conditioning by chemical means 

in 2004. Yang reviewed physical conditioning in 2009, but it was not published in a journal. 

While many scale treatment devices have been presented, there has not been broad 

agreement on the mechanisms behind the conditioning. The information presented in this 

section provides the reasoning behind the designs that are explored in subsequent sections.  

Chapter 3 describes the set-up of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model. It models 

the Carefree Conditioner, an existing device that reduces scaling in water systems by 

inducing turbulence. It had not been systematically studied before, and so the exact means 

of its operation were not known. The CFD model was able to calculate the turbulent kinetic 

energy (k) and turbulent energy dissipation (ε) at all points in the device. The results of the 

modelling are shown in Chapter 5.  

 

Chapter 4 describes the set-up of physical experiments designed to test the Conditioner’s 

effects on scale: namely changes to suspended particle size, and changes to morphology in 

scale resulting from conditioned solutions. The results are shown in Chapter 6. 

 

The final Chapter 7 summarises the study, and presents recommendations for future 

research. A flow chart of the research summarising flow conditioning, the steps taken to 

explore them, modelling, experiments and conclusions drawn from them is shown in Figure 

1.3. 
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Figure 1.3: Flow chart of research
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CHAPTER 2 CONDITIONING MECHANISMS AND METHODS 

2.1 Introduction 

Scale is a major problem for the world’s water supply, particularly in desalination. Scale is 

the agglomeration of all insoluble products in a water source. It mainly consists of calcium 

carbonate with impurities like oxides, hydroxides and silicates. Scale fouls heat transfer 

surfaces and membranes, which then require cleaning. This is expensive, interrupts 

production, and has environmental impacts. Scale also affects both the quality and quantity 

of desalinated water. 

 

This chapter reviews literature in two areas. The first area reviews proposed molecular level 

mechanisms that try to explain reported effects on scaling behaviour. This is important as 

the review of old ideas has led to a new mechanism being proposed. The second area covers 

various macroscopic methods and devices that rely on the microscopic mechanisms to 

ameliorate scale. This is important as it appears that the same molecular level mechanisms 

can operate through different macroscopic means. 

2.2 Scale Formation 

To control scaling, one must know how it works. This discussion focusses on calcium 

carbonate, as it binds scale components together, and is the most difficult to remove.  

2.2.1 Polarity of water 

In a water molecule, covalent bonds and the difference in electronegativity between the 

oxygen and hydrogen atoms create a ‘polar’ molecule, where the oxygen atom has a 

partially negative charge and the hydrogen is partially positive. These partial charges 

hydrogen bond with surrounding water molecules.  

2.2.2 Calcium ions in solution 

When calcium dissolves in water, the ion is surrounded by water molecules with their 

negative (oxygen) end pointing in and positive (hydrogen) ends pointing out. This is shown 

in Figure 2.1. Fully hydrated ions are surrounded by water molecules, forming an extra-

large ion with partially positive and negative layers. This double layer (or Stern layer) is 

represented in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1: The water hydration structure about Ca2+, from Fulton et al. (2003) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Simple representation of the Stern layer around a dissolved calcium ion. 

 

The number of water molecules in a Stern layer varies according to the size and 

electronegativity of the ion, and can even vary for the same ion in the same conditions. For 

instance a fully hydrated calcium ion can be surrounded by between 7 and 9 water 

molecules (Fulton et al, 2003, Megyes et al, 2004). Fulton’s seven-fold model in Figure 2.1 

shows the center of the oxygen molecules is around 2.43 angstroms from the surface of the 

calcium ion, while hydrogen atoms are around 2.98 angstroms from center to surface. The 

rods represent electrostatic forces, not bonds, and are shown for three-dimensional effect. 

 

Di Tommaso & de Leeuw claimed that six-fold co-ordination is preferred to seven-fold by 

approximately 1 kilocalorie per mole (Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 2008), and only 

marginally preferred over five-fold and seven-fold configurations (Di Tommaso & de 

Leeuw, 2009). Tribello’s model also averaged six water molecules around calcium (Tribello 

et al, 2009). 

 

Megyes et al. (2004) used ab initio calculations and X-ray diffraction to give four reasons 

for the variation in calcium’s coordination. They determined the binding energies of each 

water molecule added to the Ca (H2O)2+
n molecule, and concluded that when the number of 

hydrating water molecules reaches 8, the binding energies change only slightly and compete 

with hydrogen-bonding energies between water molecules. Megyes et al expect a lot of 

Ca2

+ 
Partially 
negative 

layer 

Partially 
positive 

layer 

Stern 
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variation due to loose solvation around the calcium ion. They concluded that calcium’s six-

fold co-ordination has the most stable octahedral arrangement, and that attempting to add 

more molecules breaks symmetry.  

 

Fulton et al (2003) reported that the motion of water constant changes the Ca-H and Ca-O 

distances (see Figure 2.4). The quantity ∆ R represents radial vibration of the water 

molecule. The angle φ represents water protons moving back and forth through a Ca-O-H2 

plane, while θ represents the motion of the water protons in a Ca-O-H2 plane. µdipole is the 

water dipole moment. 

 

In short, the hydrogen atoms in a hydrating water molecule are not securely held, nor are 

water molecules securely held to the calcium either. The Stern layer is neither smooth nor 

spherical: its width constantly varies. This is important for ionic bonding, as electrostatic 

forces between charges are inversely proportional to the square of the distance between 

them. This is shown in Equation 2.1 

2
21

21 d
QkQF =→          (2.1) 

where F1→2 is the force (in Newtons) between two particles with charge Q1 and Q2 (in 

Coulombs) separated by a distance d (metres). k is Coulomb’s constant of 9 x 109 N • m2 / 

C2. 

2.2.3 Carbonate ions in solution 

 Aqueous carbonate ions are far more complex than calcium, even before adding the waters 

of hydration. Carbonate is a trigonal planar molecule: a flat triangle existing mainly in 2 

dimensions. The CO3
2- molecule is ideally represented in Figure 2.3(a). 

    

Figure 2.3 (a) Ideal representation of the carbonate ion, (b) Real life representation of 

the carbonate ion, with electron clouds shown 
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The important features are the double bonds and two unattached bonds. However, the real 

life electrons are not fixed in these bonds. Actual carbonate molecules look more like 

Figure 2.3(b), where the outline represents mobile electrons spread across the ion (Clark, 

2006). The carbonate ion is in effect a triangular ‘frame’ for a movable ‘cloud’ of electrons. 

Electrons are more likely to be around the more electro-negative oxygen atoms. 

Importantly, the carbonate ion is particularly easy to polarize. The carbonate ion is uniquely 

perturbed by different cationic environments and coordination numbers (Hollett, 2000). 

 

Complexity increases once carbonate is hydrated. Brooker & Craig (2000) investigated 

carbonate hydration using Raman spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. On the long 

timescale of the ab initio calculations or diffraction studies, carbonate averaged six 

hydrating water molecules. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.4(a). However, on the 1 pico-

second time scale of the Raman experiments, carbonate appeared to be hydrogen-bonded to 

a single water molecule, as shown in Figure 2.4(b). 

   

Figure 2.4: A carbonate ion with (a) six hydrating water molecules (b) one hydrating 

water molecule. 

One more recently uncovered step further intensifies the process. Experimental evidence 

suggests that homogenous nucleation of CaCO3 does not occur under natural water 

conditions like seawater, where the concentration of calcium-bicarbonate pairs is five times 

higher than the calcium-carbonate monomer concentration (Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 

2009). In short, carbonate ions prefer to exist in natural solutions as bi-carbonates. This is 

shown in Figure 2.5. 

 
Figure 2.5: Real life representation of the bi carbonate ion, with electron clouds 
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Combining these two effects forms the basis of a new scale control hypothesis. It has been 

proposed that conditioning either polarises the carbonate ion, reducing the number of 

hydrating water molecules, or conditioning may reduce the number of hydrating water 

molecules, and then polarise the carbonate ion. It may occur simultaneously. The timing 

isn’t particularly important, so long as it happens. Combining that step with the bi-

carbonate/carbonate transition reveals a way to form calcium carbonate using less energy. 

This leads to polymorphs other than calcite that do not cause scale problems.  These terms 

are explained in more detail in subsequent sections of this chapter, while the new hypothesis 

is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

2.2.4 Calcium carbonate monomer formation 

Scaling starts when individual calcium (Ca2+) and carbonate (CO3
2-) ions bond to form a 

CaCO3 monomer, or single molecule. For the insoluble solid to form, the attraction between 

the inner, oppositely charged ions must overcome surface charge effects and displace the 

Stern layers. Modelling by Tribello et al (2009) found there is no activation barrier to the 

binding of calcium and carbonate ions in water. Single ions disappeared very quickly, in 

less than 0.5 nanoseconds. 

2.2.4.1 Monodentate and bidentate bonding 

There are two ways that a calcium ion can bond with a carbonate ion. 

1. Monodentate  

2. Bidentate 

Monodentate bonding has one covalent bond joining the calcium atom to one oxygen atom 

on a corner of the carbonate ion. Bidentate bonding has two covalent bonds joining the 

calcium atom to two oxygen atoms along the edge of the carbonate ion. These are shown in 

Figure 2.6(a) and (b). The dentate bond is important in separating the different forms (or 

polymorphs) of calcium carbonate. 

    

Figure 2.6: (a) Calcium carbonate monodentate and (b) bidentate monomers 
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Di Tommaso & de Leeuw (2008) investigated formation with a polarizable continuum 

model. They found that the dominant building block is calcium bi carbonate with five 

hydrating water molecules, with the bi carbonate mono-dentate bonded with calcium. They 

found substantial variation, with experimental results and computer models reporting co-

ordination ranges of 5.5 to 10. 

 

Di Tommaso & de Leeuw’s model forms monomers with an associative mechanism. The bi 

carbonate drops its hydrogen then enters the first solvation shell of the calcium ion and co-

ordinates in monodentate fashion. Once the monomer is formed, there is an exchange of 

oxygen atoms directly co-ordinated to calcium. So while the monodentate form is the most 

stable, interconversion between mono and bi dentate modes is “quite facile”. Their 

modelling shows the average monomer is bidentate for 2.5 picoseconds before reverting to 

monodentate. Most importantly, they found that with only 1 or 2 hydrating water molecules, 

the monomer was always bidentate and remained that way. With six hydrating molecules, 

only monodentate monomers formed. When n = 3, 4 or 5, both modes are local minima, and 

the monomer could be mono or bi dentate. The difference is only 3-4 kilocalories/mole (Di 

Tommaso & de Leeuw, 2008). This is shown in Figure 2.7. Electrostatics is the main 

contributor to hydration free energy: the closer water molecules can approach, the larger the 

interaction (Raiteri et al, 2010). 

 

Goodwin and others (2010) modelled calcium carbonate formation and found on average, 

45% of Ca-CO3 linkages are bidentate. The exclusively monodentate, corner sharing 

arrangement was not common in their model. This 55:45 split between mono- and bi-

dentate bonding is very important in understanding calcium carbonate’s different crystalline 

forms and behaviours, and the inter-conversion between them.  

 
However, researchers should note that “the relative occurrence of the mono versus bi-

dentate configuration depends on a delicate balance between Ca-CO3 (calcium to 

carbonate), Ca-Ow (calcium and its hydrating water molecules) and CO3-Ow (carbonate and 

its hydrating water molecules) interactions. The actual thermodynamic behaviour is a long 

term average, which for some computational techniques is not yet achievable. Also, there’s 

no ‘direct’ experimental observation of this, and all the information are probably derived 

from some modelling of properties like vibrational frequencies” (Dr. Paolo Raiteri, personal 

communication, 2011) 
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Figure 2.7: Molecular models of calcium bicarbonate in bidentate (η2) and monodentate 

(η1) forms, with one to five hydrating water molecules (adapted from Di Tommaso & 

de Leeuw, 2008). 

There is one further important point about the energies of dentate bonding. The free energy 

profile of single calcium ions being added to single carbonate ions has a ‘shelf’ when the 

ions are between 3 and 3.5 angstroms apart. This ‘shelf’ with its two peaks can be seen on 

the left hand side of Figure 2.8. According to Tribello, it is due to the weaker monodentate 

binding having a very similar free energy as bidentate bonding, leaving a “virtually barrier 

less interconversion between the two binding models.” (Tribello et al, 2009). Raiteri & Gale 

(2010) also explored the same deep minimum around 3 angstroms, and said it is split into an 

inner, bidentate bonding, while the monodentate form is more stable and at a longer 

distance.  
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Figure 2.8: Free energy profile for calcium and carbonate ions as a function of distance 

between them, from Raiteri & Gale, 2010. 

 

The key points are that calcium carbonate has two bonding modes, and they have very 

similar energies. This enables “barrier less interconversion”. It appears that the choice 

between modes is due to the number of hydrating water molecules present when the 

monomer forms. The mono versus bidentate mode is not confined to individual monomers; 

it persists into dimers and larger clusters. For instance carbonate is monodentate in 

Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC), and bidentate in monohydrocalcite (Feng et al, 

2006). 

2.2.4.2 Calcium carbonate polarity in modelling 

Models to simulate calcium carbonate formation have developed down two paths: the ‘force 

field’ approach that accounts for carbonate polarity, and the rigid ion model that does not.  

 

Brehatt, Wyncke & Gervais (1989) used infrared reflectivity spectra to find that carbonate’s 

effective charges were highly anisotropic and depend strongly on polarisation, whereas 

calcium’s effective charge is nearly isotropic and depends little on polarisation. Researchers 

must check if a model deals with polarization before they report the results of simulations. 

Choosing between models is based on information intensity and cost. For larger scale 

simulations, polarizable force fields are expensive and hinder reaching adequate time- and 

length scales to study CaCO3 nucleation and growth (Raiteri et al, 2010).  

 

In 2009, Geysermans & Noguera developed an atomistic numerical simulation explicitly 

incorporating the polarizability of the oxygen atoms into a shell model. Archer and others 

(2003) developed an empirical interatomic potential model for carbonates that incorporated 

a relaxed fitting algorithm to account for oxygen polarization. Thackeray & Siders (1998) 
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used a four state valence bond approach to capture the distortions and polarizability of the 

carbonate ion. 

 

Individual monomers are far too small to cause any problems on their own: they must grow 

into more substantial clusters. Three stages can be distinguished in CaCO3 precipitation on a 

macroscopic level: nucleation, dehydration and crystalline growth.  

2.2.5 Calcium carbonate nucleation and dehydration 
After the monomer has formed, the growth process starts with dimerization, or joining two 

molecules.  

2.2.5.1 Dimerisation 

According to Di Tommaso & de Leeuw’s force field model from 2009, the non-

hydrogenated oxygen atom in the bicarbonate ion (O*) is the most reactive to electrophilic 

attack. The O* atom of one monomer has to approach the calcium atom of a second 

monomer, removing one water molecule from the seven co-ordinated calcium atom in the 

process. Hydrogen bonds then form between the bicarbonate hydrogen of the approaching 

monomer and an oxygen in the bicarbonate, and between the carbonate oxygen of the 

approaching monomer and a hydrogen in a water molecule. Their modelling shows four 

possible approach angles for this to happen. These are shown in Figure 2.9. Approaches C 

and D use less energy to form the dimer. The dimerization process is not kinetically 

hindered (Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 2009). Eventually enough dimers coalesce to form a 

cluster. 

 

Figure 2.9: (a) Calcium bicarbonate CaHCO3 (H2O)5 monomers (b) can approach four 

ways to form (CaHCO3)2(H2O)10) dimers, adapted from Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 

2009 
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Tribello and others used molecular dynamics and umbrella sampling in a shell model that 

included polarization of carbonate and water. They rarely observed charged clusters with 

odd numbers of ions, and attractive electrostatic forces disappear once all charged clusters 

have aggregated (Tribello et al, 2009).  

2.2.5.2 Amorphous Calcium Carbonate 

When a significant number of monomers have agglomerated, they generally form a 

randomly packed cluster known as amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC). It is not the 

ordered structure found in crystals.  

 

The initial binding of calcium to carbonate and subsequent growth of amorphous clusters is 

energetically favourable and virtually free from thermodynamic barriers. Initial clusters of 

approximately 0.6 – 1 nm were measured, but after nucleation, clusters up to 6nm were still 

observed in solution (Radha et al, 2010).  Atomically rough surfaces disrupt the surrounding 

water of solvation, allowing the amorphous phase to grow faster than the crystalline 

polymorphs. After several minutes, ACC nanoparticles reach approximately 30 nm. It was 

proposed that ACC is only metastable to ~120 nm, while crystalline particles are stable 

above 70 nm. Raiteri & Gale claim that the structure of ACC does not resemble any known 

polymorph (Raiteri & Gale, 2010).  Modelling shows that ACC has local order, where most 

of the carbonate is mono-dentate and the coordination of the ion pair is between 6 and 7, 

depending on the method used for the synthesis of ACC (Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 2009) 

 

Goodwin et al, (2010) used X-ray total scattering data of ACC to find a calcium-rich 

framework supporting interconnecting channels containing hydrogen bonded water and 

carbonate molecules. They showed that ACC’s calcium packing density is similar to that 

present in calcite, aragonite and vaterite. 

 

Erdemir, Lee & Myerson (2009) reviewed development of the modern two step model of 

nucleation. Rather than a classical path from nucleation to crystallization, the two step 

model has a sufficiently sized cluster reorganising into an ordered structure. They propose 

that organisation is the rate determining step. Raiteri & Gale (2010) and Sondi & others 

(2011) also showed that ACC nucleation follows a non-classical pathway of nano-scale 

aggregation rather than conventional diffusion based crystallization.  
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ACC dehydrates with aging or heating, and with time crystallises into calcite or aragonite. 

ACC is a suitable precursor for all CaCO3 polymorphs: kinetics controls which phases form 

and which are bypassed (Radha et al, 2010). Goodwin believed that locating additives 

within the pores inhibits charge neutralization, trapping the system in its charge-separated, 

amorphous state.  If carbonate ion orientations were influenced as well, this could allow 

some control over polymorph selection during crystallization (Goodwin et al, 2010). 

Quigley et al, 2009 used metadynamics to show that small, ordered crystalline regions are 

formed locally within ACC particles, potentially of different calcium carbonate phases. As 

crystallization proceeds, one of these domains propagates through the particle leading to a 

fully crystalline structure. Quigley surmised that structural variations at the surface caused 

by additives or monolayers may encourage growth to a particular phase (Quigley et al, 

2009).   

 

Growth of ACC traps water molecules as clusters coalesce for kinetic reasons, not because 

hydrated ACC is thermodynamically stable (Tribello et al, 2009). Geysermans & Noguera’s 

model showed that water molecules prefer to physisorb on calcium ions, although some 

hydrogen bonding to surface oxygens also takes place (Geysermans & Noguera, 2009).  Xu 

and others (2008) found that ACC contains about 15% water. They concluded that 

supplying large amounts of water and additives was important in ACC transformation into 

calcite, while limiting water led to vaterite and aragonite. This is in line with Tribello and 

others’ modelling, which found that at high concentrations, amorphous particles formed 

with very strong hydration and appeared to be vaterite and aragonite.  Radha and others 

showed that the initial dehydration is essentially loss of physisorbed water. Further loss of 

more strongly bound water and restructuring of ACC occurs up to crystallization. The major 

stabilisation in enthalpy occurs during crystallization, not dehydration or transformation 

(Radha et al, 2010). 

 

ACC does not always form first however. Gomez-Morales et al, (2009) did not find ACC in 

his vapour diffusion sitting drop technique, as the critical supersaturation for its nucleation 

wasn’t reached. 

 

The regrouping of monomer aggregates forms colloidal nuclei. Nucleation is homogeneous 

when the nuclei develop only in the liquid phase and are not influenced by impurities in the 

surrounding system. The precipitated form does not generally adhere to surfaces. Nebel et 
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al. (2008) used solid-state NMR to suggest that homogeneously nucleated ACC does not 

contain HCO3. 

 

Nucleation is heterogeneous when the nuclei develop on a support. That deposit is called 

scale. 

2.2.6 Calcium carbonate crystalline growth 
Generally amorphous calcium carbonate forms first, then organises and dehydrates to form 

crystals. These crystals have three different allotropic (or polymorphic) forms (Ogino, 

Suzuki & Sawada, 1990): 

1. Calcite 

2. Aragonite 

3. Vaterite 

These three polymorphs and their differences are discussed in more detail shortly. Besides 

the amorphous calcium carbonate mentioned previously, calcium carbonate also exists in 

two other ‘transient’ forms (Tai & Chen, 1995).  

1. Monohydrate calcium carbonate (MCC) 

2. Hexahydrate calcium carbonate (HCC) 

These vary due to the number of hydrating water molecules temporarily incorporated into 

the structure. 

 

The CaCO3 form that precipitates from aqueous solutions of Ca2+ and CO3
2- ions depends 

on factors such as temperature, concentration of reactants, duration of precipitation, the 

mixing rate, Oswald ripening and filtration speed, absorbed and trapped surface impurities, 

and humidity. Hollett (2000) determined optimum precipitation conditions for the formation 

of each polycrystalline form. Kinetically controlled precipitations depended mainly upon 

the temperature and initial reactant concentrations. Importantly, he concluded that the form 

that precipitates first is determined by the first crystal to nucleate.  

Stipp (1999) used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low energy electron diffraction 

(LEED), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to indicate that Ca2+ and CO3
2- are the 

potential-determining ions, not H+ and OH-. At the crystal edge, hydrolysis species are 

chemi-bonded. At the Stern layer, adsorption attaches Ca2+ and CO3
2-, but the hydrating 

layer separates them from the surface. Dehydration results in direct contact between 

adsorbed ions and the bulk, leading to precipitation. Modelling by Tribello and others 

agreed with this in 2009, where they found a large barrier to adding calcium to small calcite 
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crystals thought to be due to the surrounding layer of water. Hydrating layers are more 

highly ordered around calcite compared to amorphous calcium carbonate. However 

adsorption to the edge of the nanocrystal has a much lower energy barrier. (Tribello et al, 

2009). 

In order to control scale formation, studies have been made on the influence of water 

composition, temperature and water pH on the calco-carbonic system (CaCO3-CO2-H2O) 

that leads towards CaCO3 precipitation (Ben Amor et al, 2004, Gal, Fovet & Gache, 2002). 

For crystallisation to occur the solution has to be supersaturated; however supersaturation 

by itself is not sufficient to induce crystallization. Crystallization requires nucleation sites in 

the form of seeds, embryos or foreign matter in the solution. Growth and re-crystallization 

follow nucleation. Usually nucleation is the controlling step: once the critical nuclei are 

formed, the crystallization proceeds (Chong & Sheikholeslami, 2001). 

 

The chemical reaction of CaCO3 precipitation is: 

OHsCaCOOHHCOCa 233
2 )( +⇔++ −−+  (2.7) 

Or 

OHgCOsCaCOHCOCa 2233
2 )()(2 ++⇔+ −+  (2.8) 

The CaCO3 precipitated from an untreated supersaturated solution is mainly calcite. The 

calcite saturation ratio is defined as: 
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Where a(j) is the activity of the jth species and a(j)eq is the activity of jth species at its 

equilibrium state. Ksp is the solubility product of calcite. 
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The solubility product represents the maximum value of the product of the molar 

concentrations of the two component ions. If solubility is exceeded then the salt 

precipitates. A rule of thumb to avoid precipitation is that the ionic product should not 

exceed 80% of the solubility product (Yang, 2005). 

 

At 25 degrees Celsius, Ksp = 10-8.48, the local supersaturation is given by: 
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where Ks is the solubility product at equilibrium for the allotropic form calcite, aragonite or 

vaterite. At the considered temperature, aCa2+ and aCO3
2- are the activities of these ions. 

 

A necessary condition for appearance of a phase is δ s > 1. For a given value of the ionic 

activity product K, this condition must be fulfilled for one form and not for the others 

(Plummer, et al, 1982). Other sufficient conditions depend on the interfacial properties of 

the various solution and substrate phases. 

 

In practice, for homogeneous nucleation the critical supersaturation δc corresponding to the 

appearance of the first nuclei is typically 40. For heterogeneous nucleation, δ c is much 

lower and is strongly affected by the physico-chemical state of the substrate. Saturation 

solubility of calcium carbonate also depends on the CO2 content and solution pH (Gabrielli, 

et al, 1999). Kemmer (1988) provides data showing the distribution of CO2 related ions and 

CO2 gas in solution as a function of pH. 

Stamatakis and others (2005) experimentally measured the induction time, tind, of calcium 

carbonate precipitation in porous rocks under dynamic conditions at temperatures from 25 

to 120 °C. They proposed the following improved correlation for linking induction time 

with temperature and saturation. 

SITTSI
tind

9.18498.9590.32.3(min)log +−−=      (2.12) 

where T is the absolute temperature in K, and SI is the saturation index. SI=log SR, where 

SR is the saturation ratio. This relationship is important in showing the link between 

induction time, saturation and temperature. Further work is needed to link nucleation time 

with the calcium carbonate form. 

Understanding the mechanism of calcium carbonate precipitation is needed to understand 

which form of calcium carbonate will precipitate, and which factors influence that form. 

Understanding is also needed of factors that affect the form of calcium carbonate after 

precipitation, particularly time and temperature.  

2.2.7 Kinetics and thermodynamics of CaCO3 precipitation 
Understanding the crystallisation of any solid material requires consideration of both kinetic 

and thermodynamic effects. Navrotsky (2004) claims that the three polymorphs are close 

enough in free energy such that surface energy and/or impurity effects can cause crossovers 
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in stability. Therefore the phase that crystallises at the nanoscale can be controlled by 

thermodynamic and kinetic factors.  Tribello agreed with his comments on the ‘shelf’ in 

free energy that exists when calcium carbonate dimers are formed. According to Tribello, 

two calcium carbonate monomers can join in two ways. In the first, where both calcium 

ions sit between the two carbonates, the bonding distances are shorter. In the second longer 

version, one calcium sits between the two carbonates, while the other calcium is outside. 

This is shown in Figure 2.10. The weaker monodentate binding has very similar free energy 

as bidentate bonding; again leaving a ‘virtually barrier less interconversion’ between the 

two binding models (Tribello et al, 2009). 

 

Figure 2.10: Free energy profile of monodentate and bidentate bonding in calcium 

carbonate dimers, from Tribello, et al, 2009 

 

Dickinson et al. (2002) investigated crystallisation from the kinetic/thermodynamic balance 

controlled by the amount of Ca2+ and CO2 present. They showed that at a low concentration 

of calcium ions, calcium limits precipitation and the system is controlled 

thermodynamically. For Ca2+ concentrations above approximately 80 millimoles the partial 

pressure of carbon dioxide begins to influence crystallisation. For sufficiently high pCO2 

the system is kinetically controlled and vaterite is formed. At high Ca2+ concentrations, 

vaterite is observed for all levels of carbon dioxide, however it increases with pCO2, and it 

was occasionally observed that a very small quantity of aragonite was also formed.  

 

Saturation solubility of calcium carbonate depends on the CO2 content and solution pH; 

Kemmer (1988) provided the data on the distribution of CO2 related ions and CO2 gas in 

solution as a function of pH. Determining the correlation between pCO2 and [Ca2+] is 

therefore one of the most direct ways of understanding the control factors in the calcium 

carbonate precipitation reaction. Plummer and Busenberg (1982) published relationships for 
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the thermodynamic solubility constants for the three forms of calcium carbonate as a 

function of temperature (0-90 degree Celsius). 

 

Computer simulations have been developed to predict CaCO3 scaling tendency; however 

most consider thermodynamics only, determining how much scale will be precipitated at 

equilibrium. Kinetic factors, including the mechanisms and rate of precipitation, have 

usually been ignored. Giordani & Beruto (1987) studied the effect of vaporization rate on 

CaCO3 nucleation from Ca (HCO3)2 aqueous solutions for temperatures ranging from 298–

413 K. They found that fast vaporization rates favour calcite nucleation, while slow 

vaporization favours aragonite. These suggest that transformations carried out far from 

equilibrium proceed by kinetic paths.  

 

A simulated kinetic model requires a reliable growth rate model for each precipitated 

mineral, but rate model development and kinetic model linkage has not yet occurred 

(Giordani & Beruto, 1987). Zhang and others achieved general success, but their model was 

not accurate for higher pH solutions, and predicted scale values were lower than measured 

ones for highly concentrated regions due to underestimation of the saturation index (Zhang, 

et al, 2001). This lack of linked kinetic and growth rate model is a major hindrance in scale 

amelioration. 

 

Zhang & Dawe (1998) studied scaling tendencies for high salinity waters (up to 2 mol/kg) 

by a pH-free-drift method in a closed water system. This method avoids the influence of 

CO2 from the atmosphere and allows accurate measurement of calcite precipitation under 

selected conditions. They showed that the calcite growth rate data can be interpreted using 

the David and Jones (DJ) rate equation:  

R=kp (S1/2 – 1)2         (2.13) 

where R is the calcite growth rate, kp is the precipitation rate constant which depends on the 

temperature, calcite crystal surface area and inhibitors, and S is the saturation of calcite in 

the solution. R is approximately 0.74 mmol.m-2.h-1.kg-1 at 25 degrees Celsius.  

 

They also determined that calcite growth from a supersaturated solution is influenced by 

both transport conditions and surface reactions. Surface nucleation on calcite crystals may 

be one of the reasons for the high rate constants and low reaction order obtained with lower 

pH solutions. 
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2.3 Calcium carbonate polymorphs  

The three crystalline polymorphs of calcium carbonate (calcite, aragonite and vaterite) have 

the same chemical composition, but very different properties. These properties have a big 

effect on the behaviour of solid calcium carbonate scale. 

2.3.1 Calcite  
Hollett (2000) reported that according to calculated solubility products and thermodynamic 

data, calcite is theoretically the only stable phase at atmospheric pressure within the 0-90 °C 

temperature range. Calcite may precipitate directly, or form by conversion. Under ambient 

temperature and pressure, aragonite and vaterite will transform to calcite if given sufficient 

time. At temperatures between 15-25°C, precipitation of calcium carbonate leads to a milk-

like suspension. Over 24 hours, filtration of this milk-like suspension yields calcite crystals. 

These precipitates were found to be relatively pure by optical microscopy and Raman 

spectroscopy (Hollett, 2000).  

2.3.2 Aragonite 
While calcite is the most common form, aragonite and vaterite forms if nucleation and 

growth conditions are favourable. Aragonite is thermodynamically favoured at low 

temperatures and high pressures. It only differs slightly from calcite in thermodynamic 

stability under ambient conditions. Individual aragonite crystals have a higher density and 

hardness than calcite, but are only about 1 kJ/mol less stable (Coey & Cass, 2000).  At 

temperatures between 60-90°C, precipitation of calcium carbonate gives a milky 

suspension. Immediate filtration yields aragonite. These precipitates were also found to be 

relatively pure (Hollett, 2000).  

Gabrielli et al. (1999) reported two kinds of aragonite crystals: primary aragonite looked 

like isolated thin needles whereas aragonite crystals appeared as a spindle subdivided in 

small cubic blocks. It seems that vaterite crystals could also transform into secondary 

aragonite.  

2.3.3 Vaterite 
Vaterite is the least stable and most soluble of the anhydrous calcium carbonate 

polymorphs. Between 25-40°C, precipitation forms a suspension. Immediate filtration 

yields a relatively pure vaterite powder. Since no calcite could be detected by optical 

microscopy, Raman spectroscopy or XRD, it can be concluded that the purity of the 

vaterite was better than 99 %.  To obtain pure vaterite without other calcium carbonate 

phases, precipitation must be fast. The longer the vaterite nuclei remain in suspension, 
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the greater the chance of transformation to calcite (Hollett, 2000). This finding agrees 

with Koutsoukos et al. (1989), who observed that the scale initially formed in their 

system was vaterite, and then a phase transition would transform it into calcite or 

aragonite. 

2.3.4 Comparison between forms 
While the chemical composition of CaCO3 polymorphs is obviously the same, the crystal 

structure is very different. Calcite shows trigonal crystalline symmetry as a rhomboedric 

structure, consisting of alternate layers of calcium ions and carbonate ions (Brehatt, 

Wyncke & Gervais, 1989). Aragonite is orthorhombic with needle-like crystals while 

vaterite has a hexagonal or fibrous structure. These differences affect the packing density of 

the deposited scale.  

 

Kobe et al. (2002) determined the crystal form and the particle-size distribution of the 

precipitated calcium carbonate by using X-ray analyses and Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM). Their pictures of calcite, aragonite and vaterite particles are reproduced 

in Figure 2.11. As they are the most prevalent forms at ambient conditions, calcite and 

aragonite crystals are shown in Figure 2.12. 

     
       (a)                                       (b)                                             (c) 

Figure 2.11: TEM image of various crystals obtained in magnetically treated samples: 

C—calcite, A—aragonite, V—vaterite (a) mixture (b) calcite (c) aragonite, from Kobe 

et al. (2002) 
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Figure 2.12 (A) Calcite (B) Aragonite, from Besenicar et al. (1993) 

 

In calcite, the calcium atom is co-ordinated with six oxygens from adjacent carbonate 

groups. In contrast, aragonite’s calcium atoms are co-ordinated by nine adjacent oxygen 

atoms. As a result, aragonite is approximately 9% denser, and more stable at elevated 

pressure above 2500 atmospheres (Feng et al, 2006). 

 

Feng used Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to show that calcite forms 

from the bicarbonate ion. A moderate hydrogen bonding interaction suggests significant 

structural relaxation occurring near the bicarbonate. Analysis of aragonite showed that only 

a small portion of its carbonates are protonated (Feng et al, 2006). It was already known 

that increasing pH increases the conversion of bicarbonate to carbonate, and hence the 

potential to form calcium carbonate (MacAdam & Parsons, 2004). Feng’s conclusion is at 

odds with the modelling conclusion of Tribello and others that calcium carbonate 

prenucleation clusters do not contain bicarbonate, and that bicarbonate acts only as a 

reservoir for carbonate ions, which then grow into the amorphous or crystalline solids 

(Tribello et al, 2009). A comparison of properties between calcite and aragonite is given in 

Table 2.1. 

 

There are a number of stand-out points from this table. 

1. The difference in melting points suggests that aragonite has far weaker intermolecular 

and intramolecular bonding than calcite. Calcite has a monodentate bond between 

the calcium and carbonate ions, whereas aragonite has bidentate bonding.  

2. Temperature strongly affects the polymorph form. Nancollas & Sawada (1982) 

showed that at 70°C, the rate constant for the growth of aragonite is four times 

higher than that of calcite. 
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Table 2.1 Comparison of properties between calcite and aragonite 

Property Symbol Unit Calcite Aragonite 

Chemical composition     CaCO3 CaCO3 

Thermodynamic Condition at STP     Stable Unstable 

Solubility Ksp   3.36×10-9  6.0×10-9 

Dissolution rate rgsa g/cm2/s 1.82×10-10(1-Ω)1.25 2.63×10-10(1-Ω)1.45 

Density ρ g/cm3 2.71 2.83 

Hardness   Moh 3 3.5 – 4 

Melting Point   °C 1339 825 

Calcium-Carbonate Bonding     Monodentate Bidentate 

Crystal Symmetry     Trigonal Orthorombic 

Unit Cell Dimensions a Å 4.9896 4.95 

  b Å 4.9896 7.96 

  c Å 17.061 5.74 

Formula Units per Cell Z   6 4 

 

3. While aragonite is thermodynamically unstable at standard temperature and pressure, 

it still exists in nature in a stable form. Some suggest that the kinetics of formation 

is responsible, and that at STP, the kinetics overtakes the thermodynamics as the 

dominant controlling force of nucleation. 

4. On the Ksp values shown below, aragonite is substantially more soluble than calcite. 

The dissolution rate of aragonite is also higher. At STP, aragonite dissolves 

approximately 30% faster than calcite does (Oelkers et al, 2004). The following 

calculation demonstrates this. 

 

Ksp calcite = [Ca+2][CO3
-2] = 3.36 x10-9  

[Ca+2] = [CO3
-2] = 5.80 x 10-5 moles/litre 

5.80 x 10-5 mol/L x 100.09 g/mol = 0.00580 g/L 

The solubility of calcite is 5.80 mg/litre at STP. 

 

Ksp aragonite = [Ca+2][CO3
-2] = 6.0 x10-9  

 [Ca+2] = [CO3
-2] = 7.75 x 10-5 moles/litre 

7.75 x 10-5 moles/litre x 100.09 g/mol = 0.00775 g/L 

The solubility of aragonite is 7.75 mg/litre at STP. 
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Combining the two properties means that aragonite remains in solution longer than calcite, 

and should it crystallise, it will dissolve again faster than calcite. Changing morphology 

from calcite to aragonite could give the impression that scale has disappeared, simply 

because a portion is dissolved for longer. 

 

There is one notable omission: that of adhesion strength. While literature states that 

deposited aragonite is less adhesive than calcite, there is no numerical value to quantify this. 

There is a standardised test methodology that could be used (Keysar et al, 1994).  As 

adhesion is one of the key properties that researchers seek to exploit when opting for 

aragonite over calcite, the omission of measured adhesive strength is a large oversight. 

2.3.4.1 Dentate bonding 

One of the key structural differences occurs in the bonding between the calcium and 

carbonate ions. Calcite has monodentate bonding, while aragonite has bidentate bonding. 

These were shown in Figure 2.6. This leaves the monodentate calcite monomer with three 

active edges for growth. For calcite, the addition of ion pairs is limited to the edges of the 

crystallite (Raiteri & Gale, 2010). Bidentate aragonite has only two active edges, and so 

should grow more slowly than calcite. This may explain why some additives (such as 

polyaspartate) produce more aragonite by selectively slowing the growth of calcite.  

2.3.4.2 Temperature 

Temperature has a marked effect on which polymorphs precipitate from solution. Zhou & 

Zheng (2001) synthesized calcium carbonate polymorphs in a temperature range from 0 to 

90 °C by slow decomposition of Ca2+-Mg2+-HCO3-Cl--H2O or Ca2+-Mg2+-Na+-HCO3
--Cl--

H2O, using SrCO3, BaCO3 or PbCO3 as seed crystals. The results show that an increase in 

temperature favours metastable aragonite and unstable vaterite, and that an increase in Mg2+ 

concentration or a decrease in Ca (HCO3)2 concentration promotes aragonite formation. 

Transition from aragonite to calcite and from vaterite to calcite in aqueous solutions is very 

fast, within a day or far shorter (Zhou & Zheng, 2001). SEM observations show the 

transition from aragonite to calcite proceeds via dissolution-reprecipitation (Zhou & Zheng, 

2005). In fact the transformations of all the polymorphs can be interpreted through 

dissolution-recrystallization processes (Chen & Nan, 2011). 

2.3.4.3 Stability 

Calcium carbonate crystals are kinetically (but not thermodynamically) stable for hundreds 

of hours after formation (Coey & Cass, 2000).  According to de Leeuw & Parker (1998), in 
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the crystal nucleation stage, calcite is the most stable form due to its higher entropy, vaterite 

is second and aragonite is third. Aragonite becomes more stable when the crystal is large 

enough for the bulk lattice energy to outweigh the surface energy terms. Aragonite has 

twice the surface energy of calcite. De Leeuw & Parker also explored the equilibrium and 

growth morphologies of hydrated and unhydrated calcite, aragonite and vaterite. Most 

tellingly, they confirmed that equilibrium morphology is determined by surface energy, but 

the growth morphology is due to attachment energy. 

2.3.4.4 Solubility 

Five of the six polymorphs become less soluble in water as temperature increases, but the 

rate of change is different for each polymorph. Plummer & Busenberg (1982) measured 

calcite, aragonite and vaterite solubility in CO2-H2O solutions between 0 and 90°C. Their 

CaCO3-CO2-H2O aqueous model includes the CaHCO+
3 and CaCO0

3 ion pairs. They 

conclude the CaHCO+
3 ion pair must be included to account for the observed PCO2-

dependence of aragonite solubility between 317 ppm CO2 and 100% CO2.  

Logarithmic solubility products for the six forms of calcium carbonate are shown in 

Table 2.2, and graphed in Figure 2.13. At 25°C the logarithms are −8.480 ± 0.020, −8.336 

± 0.020 and −7.913 ± 0.020 for calcite, aragonite and vaterite, respectively. This means that 

at 25°C calcite will crystallize slightly before aragonite, with vaterite well behind. The 

difference decreases as temperature rises. 

Table 2.2: Logarithmic solubility products for six forms of calcium carbonate (Elfil & 

Roques, 2001). 

Varieties Equations of pKs (T in K and t in °C) Range 

Calcite 171.9065 + 0.077993 T - 2839.319 / T - 71.595 log (T) 0 < t < 90°C 

Aragonite 171.9773 + 0.077993 T - 2903.293 / T - 71.595 log (T) 0 < t < 90°C 

Vaterite 172.1295 + 0.077996 T - 3074.688 / T - 71.595 log (T) 0 < t < 90°C 

ACC 6.1987 + 0.0053369 t + 0.0001096 t2 10 < t < 55°C 

CaCO3, H20 7.05 + 0.000159 t2 10 < t < 55°C 

CaCO3, 6H20 2011.1 / T - 0.1598 0 < t < 25°C 
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Figure 2.13: Logarithmic solubility products for various forms of calcium carbonate 

 

Figure 2.13 shows that aragonite is more soluble than calcite for the entire range 

investigated. Aragonite is 20% more soluble than calcite at 0 °C, but only 12% more 

soluble at 90 °C. Monohydrate (HCC) is the only form that becomes more soluble with 

temperature, but it transitions to other forms after 25°C. 

 

According to Ryu and others (2010), the dissolution of calcium carbonate occurs with 

retention of charge balance. As each layer of aragonite is formed by a single charge such as 

Ca2+ or CO3
2-, charge balance hardly ever occurs, and aragonite could not be continuously 

dissolved. They concluded that the surface of aragonite could be stable when dissolved in 

acidic solutions, however the surface crystallinity could not be kept.  

 

Geysermans & Noguera’s modelling showed that calcite and vaterite surfaces are all 

stabilised by the adsorption of one monolayer of water, whereas two of the aragonite 

surfaces are destabilized by the addition of water (Geysermans & Noguera, 2009). 

 

Gomez-Morales et al, (2009) used a vapour diffusion sitting drop technique in a 

crystallization mushroom to explore scaling. The least soluble form (calcite) appeared first 

before the other more soluble forms. No ACC formed, as its critical supersaturation for 

nucleation was never reached. 
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2.3.4.5 Transition 

As it is not often stable at atmospheric conditions, vaterite receives less attention than 

calcite and aragonite. It is however an important transient phase for the other two 

polymorphs, and should not be ignored. Important data covering its transition to calcite is 

shown in Table 2.3. The point is that vaterite transitions to calcite far easier than aragonite 

does. 

Table 2.3: Temperature and energy for the transition of aragonite and vaterite to calcite, 

data from Wolf & Gunther, 2001 

Initial Final Transition Transition Activation  

Form Form Temp Enthalpy Energy 

    Ttr, °C ∆trH, J/mol EA, kJ/mol 

Aragonite Calcite 455+10 403+8 370+10 

Vaterite Calcite 320-460 -3200+100 250+10 

 

Rosa and Madsen (2011) reported that vaterite crystallised at 25°C, calcite at 30°C and 

aragonite at 37°C. That allowed the free energy to be determined as 35.4 pJ/m for calcite at 

30°C, 24.2 pJ/m for vaterite crystallised at 25°C and 32.3 pJ/m for aragonite at 37°C. 

 

Raiteri et al, 2010 found that all existing force-field models failed to describe the calcite-

aragonite phase transition. They developed a new model with rigid carbonate ions that 

accurately describes the thermodynamics within molecular dynamic simulations. It was 

found that calcium ions do not absorb at the pristine basal plane of calcite, while carbonate 

ions bind only weakly. Carbonate diffuses across the surface only when it is solvent 

separated from the surface. In this case the carbonate can either diffuse, or migrate back into 

the bulk liquid. Raiteri was able to use double polarized (DZP) and triple double polarized 

(TZ2P) basis sets in PBE functional and PBEsol models to model the transition from calcite 

to aragonite. They found that the transition from aragonite to calcite had an exothermic 

enthalpy of -9.3 kJ/mol at the DZP level compared to -2.8 kJ/mol for PBEsol. However, 

using the PBEsol functional with the more polarized TZ2P level, aragonite becomes more 

stable than calcite by 4.9 kJ/mol.  

Geological researchers know the transition between aragonite and calcite well, as the 

relative proportions of calcite and aragonite in sediment are used to indicate historical ocean 

depth. The increase in calcite can be attributed largely to lower temperatures at greater 
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ocean depths (Burton & Walter, 1987). Dalas & Koutsoukos (1989a) studied the 

precipitation of scale on a heated surface. They observed that the scale initially formed on 

the wall was vaterite, which then transitioned into calcite or aragonite. Wolf et al. (1996) 

used high accuracy calorimetry to investigate the thermodynamic quantities of the aragonite 

→ calcite transition at 25°C. They found the Gibbs free energy of the transition G*
arag→calc 

was -840±20 J/mol, enthalpy H*
 arag→calc = 440±50 J/mol, entropy S*

 arag→calc = 4.3±0.2 

J/mol.K and heat capacity Cp
*

 arag→calc = 0.0±0.2 J/mol.K.  

2.3.4.6 Crystal growth mechanism 

The three polymorph crystals grow in different ways. Schmidt, et al, 2009 used foreign ions 

and time resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy to show that calcite and aragonite grow 

by incorporation, not adsorption. The anions forming the co-ordination sphere of the foreign 

ions controlled the formation of solids. The incorporation of aragonite leads to dehydration 

of water. Beck & Andreassen showed in 2010 that unlike aragonite and calcite, the normal 

enlargement mode for vaterite is polycrystalline growth. 

2.3.4.7 Adhesion 

MacAdam & Parsons wrote in 2004 that “calcite forms a denser, harder scale than 

aragonite”. According to Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of fouled 

membranes, aragonite dominated scales are not as tightly packed, and apparently do not 

cover the membrane surface as completely as calcite crystals (Tzotzi et al, 2007). Gabrielli 

et al. (1999) wrote that aragonite dominated scale ‘resembled a dense, but porous felt’. 

Marin-Cruz et al (2004) reported that calcite crystals merged laterally with aragonite 

agglomerates to form a thicker scale when compared to aragonite alone. Increasing the 

formation time lead to thicker, less porous deposits. In all these cases calcite is said to be 

denser and harder than aragonite, but there was no quantitative data with any of them. 

Xing, Sun & Wang were wrong to claim in 2011 that ‘aragonite is a more troublesome form 

of calcium carbonate than calcite because it forms a harder and denser deposit than calcite 

in boiler and other heat transfer equipment’.  

Prisyazhniuk (2009) wrote that aragonite crystals have a lower adhesion to the material of 

the heat exchange surface or the substrate and the cohesion is poorer than with calcite. Once 

again there was no data or testing with it. Prisyazhniuk claimed it could be attributed to a 

lower level of free surface energy of aragonite crystals compared to calcite, and that as a 
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result, even at “supercritical” values of supersaturation, a small crystal of aragonite may be 

torn off and washed away by the flow of water running along the heat exchange surface. 

Thonon et al. (1999) had already studied the particulate fouling of plate heat exchangers 

with calcium carbonate. They observing little fouling at flow velocities greater than 1 m/s, 

showing that the fouling process is controlled by adhesion. 

 

In a significant first for scale control, Prisyazhniuk did describe the process by which he 

thought a newly deposited layer of aragonite scale can cause the loosening and peeling of 

previously deposited calcite. According to Prisyazhniuk, the newly deposited aragonite 

layer insulates the old calcite, reducing its temperature and supersaturation. Calcite crystal 

growth slows, and accumulates defects as the calcite crystals try to accommodate the new 

aragonite layer. The smaller and more defective a crystal is, the more soluble it is. The 

calcite crystals dissolve, and recrystallize as aragonite. The process speeds up as it works 

toward the hotter heat exchange surface. Eventually the less cohesive aragonite layers peel 

off and loosen the deposit, rather than dissolving it. Prisyazhniuk observed this more than 

once in hot water boilers equipped with magneto-hydrodynamic devices (MHD).  In all 

cases the process took 10-15 days. Installers of the Carefree Conditioner have noted that 

previously existing scale layers have been removed, with a layer of sludge settling in 

reservoirs (Bob Uden, personal communication, 2011). That scale and sludge has not been 

tested for polymorphs. Perdikouri and others showed in 2008 that the reverse process of 

replacing aragonite with calcite follows an interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation 

mechanism as well (Perdikouri et al, 2005). 

 

The main work that has been done on adhesion has been the influence of the substrate, 

rather than the polymorph form. Ben Amor et al. (2004) studied the effect of water 

hardness, temperature and the nature of cell walls on CaCO3 nucleation. They showed the 

probability of heterogeneous precipitation increased for weak water hardness, low 

supersaturation and low temperatures. They also confirmed the influence of the substrate on 

scaling. Metals are more nucleogenous than plastics. The nature of the cell wall did not 

influence the precipitation kinetics or nucleation time, but it did affect the type of 

nucleation. Scale susceptibility is larger on plastics than metals, which bind to the number 

of growth sites varying from one material to another. Temperature influenced precipitation 

kinetics and increased homogeneous precipitation.  
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Wang, Neville and Meredith (2005) investigated scale formation and adhesion at solid 

surfaces considering the substrate, and the shear stress required for removal. Four substrates 

were investigated: normal and electrochemically pre-treated stainless steel, diamond-like 

carbon and polytetrafluoroethylene. It was shown that scale formation is dependent on 

surface energy and on physical surface roughness. They also show the morphology and 

crystal arrangement in the surface scale deposit is important as well.  

Wang, Davidson and Francis (2005) experimented with scale growth on copper, nylon-6, 6, 

semi-aromatic high temperature nylon, polypropylene, polybutylene and Teflon tubes 

exposed to hard water. The scaling rate on the polymers was approximately equal to copper, 

while nylon 6,6 appears to enhance scaling due to hydrolysis of the substrate. Macadam & 

Parsons (2004) investigated the effect of different metals (stainless steel, copper and 

aluminium) on scale formation, with copper scaling the most. They gave no reasons for the 

difference. 

Keysar et al (1994) showed that the adhesion strength of a scale was influenced by the 

roughness of the surface it precipitated on. The energy required to remove scale from a 

surface with a roughness average of 20 micrometres was up to 30 times greater than that for 

a polished surface with roughness average of 0.1 micrometres. 

 

Porosity data showed that calcite deposits formed on smooth metal surfaces were three to 

four times more porous than those formed on rough metal surfaces. SEM photographs 

suggest that the above phenomena stem from two basic effects induced by surface 

roughness: enhancement of the surface nucleation density and an orientation of the calcite 

structure. The end result is a more compact deposit of increased tenacity due to the 

formation of mechanically interlocking bonds between its crystallites. Their study did check 

on surface roughness’ effect on morphology through particle size, but they did not check on 

polymorphology, any change between calcite, vaterite and aragonite. The comparison of 

properties shows that calcium carbonate scale is far easier to deal with in its aragonite form, 

as opposed to calcite.  

2.3.5 Mixed Calcium Carbonate and Sulphate Scale 
Calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate are sparingly soluble salts present in seawater, 

brackish and industrial water systems.  Literature is readily available on the crystallisation 

and scale formation of pure salts, and the thermodynamics and kinetics of calcium 

carbonate (Gloede & Melin, 2008, Augustin & Bohnet, 1995; Nancollas & Reddy, 1971; 
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Plummer & Busenberg, 1982) and calcium sulfate crystallisation (Hoang, Ang, & Rohl, 

2007, Zhang & Nancollas, 1992, Nancollas, Eralp & Gill, 1978).  

 

However, the interactive effect of co-precipitating salts with or without common ions 

changes everything. Sheikholeslami and Chong (2001) found that in presence of CaSO4, the 

usually adherent and tenacious CaCO3 scale loses its strength and becomes less adherent 

and more mobile. Sheikholeslami & Ong (2003) found that co-precipitation in the mixed 

system changed the crystal’s scale morphology (more adherent and tenacious), the 

thermodynamic solubility limits (higher for the mixed system compared to pure salts) and 

kinetics. They concluded that the thermodynamics and kinetics data for pure salts are no 

longer applicable to the mixed CaCO3-CaSO4 system. This indicates that all previous work 

on separate systems is of little use in practice. Sheikholeslami & Ong (2003b) reached the 

same conclusion. Calcium carbonate precipitates before calcium sulphate when both are in 

solution together. 

 

The strength and tenacity of co-precipitated calcium carbonate and sulphate scale has been 

qualitatively researched (Bramson, Hasson & Semiat, 1996; Hasson & Karmon, 1984). 

Calcium carbonate adhesive strength decreased with increasing impurities. Pure calcium 

sulphate deposits were far less adherent than those with co-precipitated calcium carbonate. 

The carbonate seems to act as bonding cement. 

 

A key point of this review is that scale is only a problem if a large proportion of calcite 

crystals are present. Calcite is usually associated with a hard scale whereas aragonite and 

vaterite give a softer scale that is more easily removed. Calcite grows from hard water in 

clusters, which eventually form a solid scale firmly attached to a surface. Aragonite is more 

likely to crystallize in solution while vaterite remains dissolved long after the other forms 

have precipitated, before it too precipitates in solution. Having calcium carbonate scale in 

any form other than calcite is a step forward. 

 

In summary, there is a large amount of literature examining scaling in calcium carbonate, 

calcium sulphate and mixed solutions. Many ways to influence scaling behaviour have been 

identified, such as controlling pH, CO2 content, temperature, flow conditions and substrate 

materials, without resorting to inhibitors. It is possible that conditioning processes succeed 

by using some of these parameters, or the treatments could be new ways to influence 

scaling behaviour that the other parameters don’t. 
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2.4 Scale Control Mechanisms 

The biggest problem with scale control mechanisms by far is that “nobody knows how 

steering the polymorph from calcite to aragonite works. That’s why there are lots of groups 

around the world working to understand the phenomenon.” (Dr. Paolo Raiteri, personal 

communication, 2011). Scale control could move ahead rapidly once this mechanism is 

discovered.  

 

MacAdam & Parsons reviewed scale formation and control in 2004. They summarised 

chemical and non-chemical treatment options with their reported effectiveness, and the 

effects of 27 organic and inorganic compounds. They fitted scale controls into three 

categories for mechanisms: those that 

• Affect solubility 

• Alter crystal growth, and 

• Change surface fouling potential (MacAdam & Parsons, 2004) 

Inhibitors slow growth by blocking the active edges of the crystal. Once the inhibitor is 

bound to the lattice, crystal growth is much slower and is distorted (Harris, 2011) 

2.5 Previously Proposed Physical Conditioning Mechanisms 

One method to prevent scaling and fouling is to use physical conditioning processes. 

Conditioning is said to affect the hardness or adhesion of deposited scale: scale from 

conditioned seawater is said to be softer and therefore easier to remove, though the 

mechanism(s) responsible are unclear. This part has reviewed some of the previously 

proposed mechanisms in these fields. 

 

There is some evidence that nucleation and crystallisation of calcium carbonate in hard 

water can be influenced by magnetic fields. However the mechanisms are still open to 

debate. According to Chibowski, Hotysz, L & Szcześ, (2003), the proposed mechanisms 

can be grouped into four basic categories: 

i) Intra-atomic effects (e.g. changes in electron configuration) 

ii) Contamination effects (due to magnetically-enhanced dissolution) 

iii) Inter-molecular/ionic effects (e.g. changes in coordination shell of water molecules 

around ions) 

iv) Interfacial effects (e.g. distortion of double layer) 
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Many researchers and Magnetic Treatment Device MTD manufacturers claim that the 

principal action of magnetic treatment is through formation of hydrophilic crystallites with 

modified surface charge instead of attached scales (Ellingsen & Vik, 1982; Deren, 1985; 

Crolet & Ledion, 1988). This implies that colloidal stability is influenced by the application 

of a magnetic field. Growth on existing scale is thermodynamically favourable (Nielsen, 

1964) and for MT to prevent scale or produce descaling, it could act to alter the size and 

surface of growing crystallisation, increasing their tendency to remain within the bulk of the 

solution (Crolet & Ledion, 1988). The US Department of Defence concluded that a 

magnetic field reduces the kinetics of crystallisation and the freedom of movement of 

charged particles. Limiting particle motion in the magnetic field results in an increased 

number of collisions and the formation of extra crystallisation centres (Hibben, 1973). 

However this phenomenon is difficult to confirm for particles as small as crystallisation 

nuclei. 

Kozic & Lipus (2003) proposed a Magnetic Water Treatment (MWT) mechanism 

discussing two leading hypotheses: magnetically modified hydration of ions and solid 

surfaces, and Lorentz force effects on ions and dispersed particles at right angles to applied 

magnetic and electric fields. The choice of prevailing effect would depend on the magnetic 

treatment regime and the composition of the treated system. Estimated shifts due to Lorentz 

force considering thermal translation velocities are negligible in comparison to the thickness 

of the electric double layer for ions and particles. Therefore, experimentally observed 

magnetic field effects on static water solutions and dispersions are attributed to the modified 

hydration. On the other hand, when treated water is flowing through the magnetic field, the 

Lorentz force causes essential shifts of ions and particles, which can affect the aggregation 

and crystallisation processes. Gamayunov (1983) calculated that when water is made to 

flow at 2 m/s through a 0.1 T field, the Lorentz forces generated are sufficient to cause a 

distortion of the electrical double layer.  Kozic & Lipus conclude MWT on flowing water 

could combine changes in hydration and double layer distortion.  

It has been proposed that the smaller water cluster size, being more reactive, hydrates the 

carbonate ion more effectively and so encourages aragonite nucleation (Colic & Morse, 

1999, Chaplin, n.d). Kronenberg (1985) found that there is an optimum flow speed for his 

magnetic configuration, and he suggested that hydrogen bond breakage by resonant 

vibration was involved. Szkatula, Balanda & Kopec (2002) thought magnetic treatment 

induced competitive formation of hydrated silica, which then absorbs calcium ions. 

Gamayunov (1983) concluded magnetic treatment activated suspended colloids to become 
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better nuclei for crystallisation. Yang et al (2010) hypothesized that the main mechanisms 

for their plasma-assisted calcium carbonate precipitation might include electrolysis, local 

heating in the vicinity of plasma channel and a high electric field at the tip of plasma 

streamers, inducing structural changes in the electric double layer of hydrated ions. A 

summary of these mechanisms and more is shown in Table 2.4. 

2.6 Summary of Physical Conditioning Mechanisms 

The large number of published techniques suggests that a few mechanisms may be at work. 

The papers themselves have no consensus on why the different techniques and additives are 

effective. Mechanisms can only be suggested, as they can’t be verified at present. Scientists 

cannot photograph the molecular level at the pico-second time scale required. There are 

pico-second level computer simulations that provide powerful insights, but results depend 

on the correctness of underlying assumptions, and the computing power available. For 

instance some models can include polarization, while others do not. 

 

It appears that many reported decreases in scaling are linked to a shift from heterogeneous 

calcite to homogeneous aragonite. This may be due to modifying the Stern layer of the 

carbonate ion while it is still dissolved. There are at least four ways that the Stern layer with 

its weak electric charge can be modified. 

1. Magnetic field 

2. Turbulence 

3. Electric field 

4. Ultrasonic irradiation 

or some combination of any or all of the four. 
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Table 2.4 Reported effects, mechanisms and references for physical conditioning 

Effect Mechanism References 

Intra atomic Free radical production Colic & Morse (1998, 1998a) 

  
Changes in electron 
configuration 

Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2003), Ghui & Carnahan (2002), 
Lubomska & Chibowski (2001) 

Intra molecular 
Bond deformation & molecular 
bond breaking 

Hall (2002), Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Kobe et al. (2001a), Leahy et 
al. (2000), Oshitani et al. (1999), Colic & Morse (1998), Higashitani et al 
(1996), Ozeki et al. (1996), Holysz & Chibowski (1994), Cho et al. (1997), 
Chibowski et al (1994), 

  

Clustering & changes in 
coordination of water 
molecules around ions 

Chibowski et al. (2003b), Oshitani et al. (1999, 1999a), Colic & Morse 
(1998, 1998a), Al-Qahtani (1996), Baker & Judd (1996), Ozeki et al. (1996) 

  

Water structure changes 

Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2002), Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), 
Leahy et al. (2000), Colic & Morse (1998, 1998a, 1999), Higishitani & 
Oshitani (1997, 1998), Higashitani et al. (1996), Ozeki et al. (1996), 
Weissenborn & Pugh (1996), Fesenko (1995), Chibowski et al. (1994, 
2003b), , Busch et al (1986), 

  

Changes in hydration shell 
(rupturing/distorting/ 
expanding) 

Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Chibowski et al. (2003b), Ghui & 
Carnahan (2002), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2002), Dallas (2001), 
Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek, 2001, Higishitani & Oshitani (1998), Dallas & 
Koutsopoulos (1989, 1993), 

  

Charge neutralisation (charge 
on H+/OH- ions) 

Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Leahy et al. (2000), Lipus et al. (1998), 
Higishitani & Oshitani (1997, 1998), Chibowski & Holysz (1995), Holysz 
& Chibowski (1994), Busch et al. (1986), 

  
Electrolytic dissolution Busch & Busch (1997), Herzog et al. (1989), Busch et al. (1986),  

Inter molecular 
Improved ion collision 
frequency 

Cho et al. (1997), Goldsworthy et al. (1999), Lipus et al. (1998), Lui (1999) 

  

Solid-liquid 

Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek (2001), Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), 
Burgess, Judd & Parsons (2000), Barret & Parsons (1998), Parsons et al, 
(1997), Baker & Judd (1996), Ozeki et al. (1996), Chibowski & Holysz 
(1995), Dallas & Koutsoukos (1989) 

  
Gas-liquid 

Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Colic & Morse (1998, 1998a, 1999), 
Weissenborn & Pugh (1996) 

  
Importance of dissolved gases Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Colic & Morse (1998, 1998a, 1999),  

Interfacial 
Double-layer distortion 
(Lorentz Force) 

Yang et al (2010), Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek (2001), Coey & Cass (2000), 
Leahy et al. (2000), Goldsworthy et al. (1999), Lipus et al. (1998), Baker & 
Judd (1996), Parsons et al. (1997),  

 
Running a conducting liquid through a magnetic field produces the Lorentz force, similar to 

the force produced on a wire as it carries an electric current through a perpendicular 

magnetic field. This force can be enough to mix the double layer so that the outside layer 

has its charge reduced (Gamayunov, 1983). 
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Magnetic conditioning has critics, as some single pass systems have been shown not to 

work (Limpert & Raber, 1985). However others claim there is little doubt that some 

conditioners do work: the questions are in reproducing the effect, and identifying the 

mechanisms responsible (Kobe et al, 2001). The longevity of the effect appears linked to 

the size of the force used. Many conditioners use a weak magnetic force, and so get a short-

term effect. A changing electric field produces a magnetic field at right angles to it, so the 

same mechanism may well apply. 

 

It is known that running a conducting liquid through a magnetic field produces turbulence; 

it acts like a break on the water (Martemianov & Sviridov, 1999). It may be that electric and 

magnetic scale conditioners show limited effects because they are producing limited 

turbulence. Turbulence may affect the Stern layer by forcing collisions between hydrated 

ions (Jain & Jensen, 2007). 

 

The main drawbacks mentioned in the literature (Kotsinaris et al., 1999) are: 

• complicated physicochemical phenomena that occur simultaneously; 

• no reliable theoretical models available for optimization; 

• difficulty in obtaining reproducible results on a laboratory scale; the most positive 

results have been reported in large-scale industrial applications. 

 

Physical conditioning is a well-known process to decrease and remove the built up of scale 

deposits. The most widespread conditioning is the magnetic conditioning of water. 

Turbulence is sometimes created as well. It is not clear what the conditioning mechanism or 

mechanisms are, though there are a few ideas with supporters for each.  

 

Compression and mixing of the Stern layer and changes to the waters of hydration 

(particularly for the carbonate ion) are the main theories put forward. The result appears to 

be the enabling of the homogeneous aragonite crystalline form rather than heterogeneous 

calcite. Aragonite is known to be a smaller and less tenacious scale than calcite. All 

researchers attempting any sort of calcium carbonate scale control should test the resulting 

scale for its aragonite content. 

 

The literature shows that gravimetric methods of collecting and weighing scale, and 

performing zeta potential measurements yield useful information in proving these 

hypotheses. More sophisticated techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) with statistical 
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analysis have quantified the proportions of calcite, aragonite and vaterite in conditioned 

scales, and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) enables the viewing of the different 

crystal morphologies.  

Having explored the molecular level mechanisms supposedly at work in controlling scale, 

they lead to the macroscopic scale control methods that seek to exploit those mechanisms. 

2.7 Introduction to Anti-Scaling Methods 

There are many ways to combat problematic calcium carbonate scale, including: 

• Mechanical cleaning 

• Flexural methods (thermal shocking, mechanical flexing) 

• Chemical cleaning and anti-scalants 

• Limit the resident time of scaling waters, and areas for scale deposition 

• Reduce recovery rate to avoid saturation 

As mechanical cleaning and flexural methods deal with scale once it has formed in water 

systems, they are not so much scale control as reactions to scale. This study is more 

focussed on controls.  

2.8 Previously Proposed Scale Control Methods 

Conventional means for preventing crystallization on heat transfer surfaces include 

1. Preventative crystallization: heating to crystallize solids before they reach sensitive 

areas. 

2. Chemical sedimentation: removing carbonate ions from solution by adding excess 

calcium ions, thus crystallizing solids before they reach sensitive areas. 

3. Ion exchange: sodium-cation resins swap sodium for calcium ions in solution.  

4. Membrane purification: pure liquid passes through, concentrating contaminants  

5. Scale inhibitors: complex ions able to capture calcium ions and hold them away 

from carbonate ions (Prisyazhniuk, 2009). 

 

Linnikov (2003) proposed using super-saturated scale-forming salts on circulating seed 

crystals to prevent scale. In the presence of seed crystals, both the scale growth rate and 

solution supersaturation decrease. Mercer et al (2005) summarized the fundamental aspects 

of softening and the effect of using seed crystals. Heterogenous nucleation through 

precipitation on the surface of seed crystals lowers the free energy of crystallization. The 

surface area of the seed crystals, rather than the total mass, is the key to optimizing 

softening.  Preventative crystallization and chemical sedimentation are more scale 
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accelerants than scale controllers. They are a means to accelerate scaling so that it takes 

place before it can deposit in critical areas of water systems. As they are not strictly 

controls, these mechanisms are not the focus of this study. 

 

Ion exchange and membrane purification control scale by significantly changing the scaling 

water’s composition. This study is more interested in scale inhibitors. However, while 

conventional scale inhibitors combat scale through addition of very small amounts of 

chemicals, the physical conditioning inhibitors don’t aim to vary solution composition. 

They appear to work through the addition of energy. They are the focus of this study. 

 

Each scale control method faces problems. Mechanical cleaning is time consuming due to 

the adhesion of the scale. Flexural methods can be effective but require thin plates of 

corrosion resistant materials while chemical cleaning changes the water composition and 

creates problems with effluent disposal. Chemical treatment using polyphosphates has long 

term environmental effects, and since water hardness may change constantly, it is not 

possible to exactly determine the chemical dose. Limiting the residence time reduces the 

period when fresh water can be recovered, while reductions in the recovery rates means 

more water has to be treated to get the same volume of pure water. 

 

Another method to prevent the scaling and fouling is to use physical conditioning processes. 

Conditioning is said to affect the hardness or tenacity of deposited scale: scale from 

conditioned seawater is softer and therefore easier to remove, though the mechanism(s) 

responsible are still unclear. 

 

Physical conditioning can be achieved by using magnetic fields, electrical charge, creating 

turbulent flow or some combination of the three. Magnetic, turbulent and electrical 

treatments of water show promise, based mostly on in its low environmental impact and low 

cost of implementation and maintenance. Magnetic Treatment Devices (MTDs) have been 

used for several decades. The first commercial device was patented in Belgium in 1945; in 

the former Soviet Union powerful magnets have been used in hot water systems since the 

1960s; and MTDs have been used in the United States since 1975. The other methods have 

not attracted as much attention. This paper has reviewed some of the previous developments 

in these fields, beginning with a discussion of techniques that are generally accepted, before 

moving into the more contentious methods. 
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2.9 Previously Proposed Scale Inhibitors 

Macadam & Parsons (2004) summarised chemical and non-chemical treatment options with 

their reported effectiveness, and the effects of 27 organic and inorganic compounds. 

However only 6 looked at the scaling polymorph, most focussed on the overall 

characteristics and amount of scale.  Results showed that zinc is the most effective inhibitor, 

increasing with concentration and temperature. Scale formation at 70°C reduced by 35% 

with 5 mg/L of zinc. Copper and iron had little effect in the range investigated. 

 

Demadis et al (2005) noted that uncontrolled colloidal silica (SiO2) forms hard, tenacious 

scale, which conventional phosphonate mineral scale inhibitors can’t stop. In light of 

increasing environmental concerns for discharge of waste brine, their paper focuses on 

environmentally friendly and non-hazardous chemical additives known as "green additives". 

Harris tested 12 ‘green’ scale inhibitors in 2011. The best result was for polyaspartate, 

(PASP) which was shown to biodegrade 83-87% in 28 days. A 2mg/L dose of PASP 

inhibits over 80% of scaling. This was the third best result of the twelve tested. The two 

most effective inhibitors were phosphonates showing almost 100% inhibition at 2mg/L, 

however they biodegraded only 33% and 23% in 28 days.  

 

Meyer (1984) investigated the effects of 34 different additives on the otherwise untreated 

growth rate of calcite using pH-stat techniques. These included a mixture of metal cations, 

polyphosphates and other anions and organic compounds. Most substances investigated 

exerted a strong reduction in the growth rate (Fe2+ being the most effective, four orders of 

magnitude better than Mg2+) with polyphosphates being extremely effective at very low 

concentrations (10-7-10-8 mol/l).  Reddy and Wang (1980) investigated the effects of Mg2+ 

on the growth rate of calcite, and obtained results similar to those of Meyer (1984).  

 

The use of turbulence to control scale is well known: falling film and drop type 

aerators/decarbonators have been used since the 1970s. Air is entrained as the liquid flows 

down and carbon dioxide is released, changing the pH and carbonate equilibrium. Scale 

prevention is achieved by controlling brine pH from 7 to 7.8 (Sawa et al, 1977). Log et al 

(2004) used a two-stream boiler rig to test a combined dolomite/calcite fixed bed filter on 

scaling and corrosion in both hard and soft waters. The filter effectively controlled the pH, 

hardness and alkalinity of both waters leading to significant decreases in scale formation 

and effective control of corrosion. Misra (2004) describes an Indian system to prevent scale 

in pipes by cascading the water on an unpolished marble surface embedded with dolomite 
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pebbles to cause simultaneous aeration and decarbonation. Al-Rawajfeh and others (2005) 

said that the formation of the alkaline scales CaCO3 and Mg(OH)2 strongly depends on 

temperature, pH, the concentrations of HCO3
-, CO3

2-, Ca2+, and Mg2+ ions and the release 

rate of CO2. The release of CO2 from evaporating brine shifts the pH to higher values and 

considerably influences the concentrations of HCO3
- and CO3

2- ions. Simulation of CO2 

release in a multiple-effect distiller shows scale formation is much more likely to occur in 

the high temperature stages before CO2 is fully released.  

 

Hasson and others (1997) showed that system hydrodynamics could be as important as 

chemical factors in scale suppression. Scale deposition was more pronounced in a falling 

film system than in a comparable pipe flow system; however scale suppression with 

additives was considerably more effective.  

 

Marin-Cruz et al (2006) studied a carbon steel/cooling water interface using 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). EIS spectra reveal a layer of corrosion and 

scale products form naturally, changing over time to modify the steel/ water interface and 

giving rise to corrosion and scaling. The nature of the layer formed on the metal depends on 

the inhibitor used. The corrosion inhibitor (hydroxyphosphonoacetic acid (HPA)) chelates 

with Ca2+ ions to form a layer with corrosion resistant properties. In contrast, scale inhibitor 

(1-hydroxy-ethane-1,1-diphosphonic acid (HEDP)) is incorporated into calcium carbonate 

crystals at the surface, modifying the structure, increasing homogeneity and diminishing 

scale formation at the surface. This also inhibits corrosion. 

 

Shakkthivel and others (2005) inhibited scale formation in cooling water systems using 

vinyl acetate-acrylic acid (VA-AA) and vinyl acetate- methacrylic acid (VA-MAA).VA-AA 

shows slightly better anti-scaling properties even at higher temperatures and pH for both 

CaCO3 and CaSO4 scales compared to the methacrylic copolymer. Sulphite has inhibits 

CaCO3 growth (Hasson & Bramson, 1985).  

2.9.1 Known methods for influencing calcite/aragonite ratio 
Many authors have claimed that some scale control technologies work by changing calcite 

into aragonite (Baker et al. (1997), Chibowski et al. (2003b), Cho et al. (1999, 2003), Coey 

& Cass (2000), Hall (2002), Holysz, Chibowski and Chibowski (2003), Kobe et al. (2001, 

2001a), Lipus et al. (1998), Parsons et al (1997)). Wray & Daniels reported preferential 

conditions for calcite and aragonite in 1957. The literature reports over 550 studies on ways 

to control the polymorphic form of calcium carbonate scale.  
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The best-known control is temperature. Chen & Jiang (2009) synthesized CaCO3 

polymorphs by double injection of the CaCl2 and NH4HCO3 solutions at 30-80 °C without 

additives. Increased temperature increased aragonite and decreased vaterite, as shown in 

Figure 2.14. They hold that systems with high [CO3
2−]/[Ca2+] values may favour lamellar 

vaterite while low values at 80 °C may favour aragonite. 

 

Figure 2.14: Influence of temperature on the composition of CaCO3. 1: vaterite, 2: 

aragonite, 3: calcite, from Chen & Jiang, 2009. 

 

Sarkar & Mahapatra (2010) synthesised all three phases from the same solution using only 

distilled water. A mixture of 100% vaterite became 100% aragonite after refluxing with 

distilled water for 75 minutes at 30°C. A mixture of 100% vaterite became 100% calcite 

after refluxing with the CaCl2-K2CO3 mother liquor for 180 minutes at 30°C. It did not 

transition as aragonite. The transformation of vaterite into aragonite or calcite requires 

dissolution and recrystallization: a solid state transformation model would require it to 

become aragonite first.  Surprisingly, Sarkar & Mahapatra reported that vaterite formed 

when 2M CaCl2 was added to 2M K2CO3, but calcite resulted when 2M K2CO3 was added 

to 2M CaCl2. That could only occur if vaterite was favoured when limited calcium was 

added to abundant carbonate, while calcite prefers limited carbonate being added to 

calcium. Sarkar & Mahapatra also used a CaCl2-Na2CO3 mother liquor, refluxing with 

distilled water at 30°C to transform 100% vaterite scale into 100% aragonite, but it took 

longer and formed more calcite than using a CaCl2-K2CO3 mother liquor. Given the higher 

charge density of sodium over potassium, this indicates that sodium polarising the carbonate 

ion favours calcite.  

 

Kitamura (2009) investigated forming CaCO3 from CaCl2 and Na2CO3 in a typical system, 

versus the causticizing reaction of Ca(OH)2 and Na2CO3. For the typical system at 298K, 

crystallization behaviour and the morphology of calcite and vaterite particles were 
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influenced by the reactant concentrations and the addition rate of the sodium carbonate 

solution. The vaterite proportion increases and crystal size decreases with initial 

concentration. 

 

For the causticizing reaction of Ca(OH)2 and Na2CO3 at 323K, only calcite and aragonite 

were present, vaterite did not appear. Aragonite could be favoured by slowing the rate of 

sodium carbonate addition. Faster addition favoured calcite. The highly alkaline solution 

also favoured aragonite, as did increasing the solution volume and stirring speed. The 

authors wrote that ‘the low concentration of the carbonate ion in the diffusion field around 

the droplets of sodium carbonate is advantageous for crystallizing aragonite’.  

 

This agrees with Jung et al (2000), who investigated the morphology and size of calcium 

carbonate produced by CO2–Ca(OH)2 reaction precipitation in a Couette–Taylor reactor. 

They concluded that the change of particle morphology and size was mainly caused by 

excess reactants. The largest mean particle size and the most cube-like particle shape were 

observed at stoichiometric reaction conditions. While not stated in the article, this appears 

to be calcite. Morphology shifted to the spindle-like shape and mean particle size decreased 

with an increase in excess species concentration. 

 

Aziz, Gebauer & Hedin (2011) formed complex shapes of calcium carbonate by changing 

the temperature, pH, stirring rate, or time for calcium carbonate crystallization. Vaterite 

transformed more rapidly into calcite under slow rather than fast stirring. Larger 

polycrystalline aggregates of vaterite formed under rapid stirring, indicating a particle 

mediated growth of aggregates controlled by convective currents. They concluded that 

small differences in free energy between the anhydrous polymorphs of calcium carbonate 

made both kinetic and equilibrium dependencies important. 

 

Chen et al (2006) described a “green chemistry” method using a suitable ratio of ethanol to 

distilled water to transition from a mixture of calcite and aragonite to pure aragonite, and 

then to almost pure vaterite. 

Marin-Cruz et al (2004) selectively induced aragonite, calcite and a mixture of both onto 

carbon steel substrates using electrochemical means. Calcite is formed when direct pulsed 

potentials (-1.6 and -1.75 V vs. Standard Carbon Electrode (SCE)) are applied to a clean 

surface in the zone favouring the reduction of water. Aragonite is mainly deposited when 
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pulsed potentials (-1.1 and -1.3 V vs. SCE) are applied in the zone for reduction of 

dissolved oxygen. Cyclic voltammetry produced a mixture dominated by aragonite. They 

also showed that the calcium concentration and initial state of the substrate influences 

crystal morphology, especially on freshly polished surfaces when the direct-pulsed potential 

was applied.  

Gabrielli et al. (1999) electrochemically deposited scale from carbonically pure waters on 

the gold electrodes of a quartz crystal microbalance at room temperature. Substrate pre-

treatment ensured all crystals were calcite, while the untreated electrode developed calcite 

and hexagonal vaterite crystals.  

Divalent cations, specifically Mg2+ and Zn2+, are known to influence the structure of calcite 

in calcium carbonate scale (Ellingsen & Vik, 1982). Wada, Yamashita & Umegaki (1995) 

investigated the effects of 7 cations on nucleation, growth and transformation of CaCO3 

polymorphs using a double diffusion technique. The presence of Fe2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Co2+, 

Zn2+ and Cu2+ favoured aragonite over calcite, where Cd2+ ions showed no significant 

effect. Stashans & Chamba (2009) used a quantum-chemical computer code based on the 

Hartree-Fock method to study the effect of magnesium ions on calcium carbonate 

molecules. Their model suggests that small magnesium impurity concentrations distort the 

oxygen atoms closest to the defect, developing microstructures distinct from the original 

calcite. Archer and others found that in real crystals, the presence of a defect causes the 

surrounding atomic nuclei to move, but the degree of movement is cushioned by 

polarization effects. If the atoms cannot polarize, the surrounding stress field will be 

unrealistically large (Archer et al, 2003). 

 

The presence of dissolved oxygen was shown to be important for the magnetic conditioning 

effect forming aragonite rather than calcite (Otsuka & Ozeki, 2006). Most conditioning 

studies have not controlled for dissolved oxygen, so it could explain some of the variability 

in results.   

 

Seed crystals are useful in limit scaling problems. Donnet et al (2005) showed that the 

nature of the seed source used (calcite or vaterite), determined the nature of the seeds and 

the final precipitated phase. 

 

Much work has been done on substrates that affect the deposited polymorph form. Wada 

and others (2009) used polyacrylic acid (PAA) to selectively form calcite. The carboxyl 
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groups in PAA are 0.502 nm apart, compared to the 0.499 nm spacing of the calcium atoms. 

This suggests that aligning the dipoles of polarized substrates with surface electric fields 

can regulate scale formation. Aranda and others also confirmed the strong influence of 

substrates made of macromolecules with ionizable groups to determine the precipitating 

polymorph, and also on the morphology of the calcium carbonate crystals (Aranda, et al, 

2008). Tzotzi found that the type of membrane affects the dominant polymorph formed on 

the surface. Their TFC-HR membrane grew both calcite and aragonite scale with no 

vaterite, while the TFC-S membranes only supported calcite (Tzotzi et al, 2007).   

 

SEM images showed the scale following addition of polyacrylic acid K702 antiscalant at 5 

mg/L was a mix of aragonite and distorted calcite (Tzotzi et al, 2007). Xu & others (2008) 

controlled the appearance of all three polymorphs using poly(sodium 4-styrene sulphonate-

co-N-isopropylacrylamide or PSS-co-PNIPAAM) concentrations to balance thermodynamic 

and kinetic reaction control. PSS-co-PNIPAAM inhibits homogenous nucleation. Slow 

nucleation at high concentration gave calcite, whereas fast nucleation formed vaterite. At 

low concentrations, calcite was inhibited and only aragonite formed.  

 

Molluscs also exploit switching between calcite and aragonite. Falini and others (1996) 

found that molluscs use large organic molecules as templates to force the precipitation of 

the preferred form, and duplicated it in the lab. Aragonite is preferentially formed in shell 

nacre with its (001) surface parallel to substrates and the process can be partly mimicked 

using synthetic polymers (Shindo & Kwak, 2005).  

 

A summary of 53 techniques and additives for controlling polymorphs is given in Tables 

2.5-2.11. 

Table 2.5: Use of temperature for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs. 

Parameter Technique / Additive Preferred polymorph Reference 

    

Temperature 

Temperature control Vaterite at 30-40 °C, aragonite 

80 °C 

Xiang & Chen, 2008. 

  Temperature control Vaterite at 25 °C, aragonite 50 °C Jiang et al, 2009 

  Temperature control Vaterite at 25 °C, aragonite 50 °C Yao et al. 2009 

  

Temperature control and 

Polyacrylic acid (PAA) 

solution 

Calcite and vaterite 25 °C , 

vaterite & aragonite 50 °C, 

aragonite 80 °C, calcite decreases 

with PAA 

Krauss et al, 2008 
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Table 2.6: Use of pH for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs. 

Parameter Technique / Additive Preferred polymorph Reference 
    pH Microbubbles and pH control Vaterite & calcite  pH < 9.0 & 

> 11.0, aragonite pH 9.7 - 10.5 
Onoe, Matsumoto & 
Fukunaga, 2010 

  High supersaturation and low 
pH 

Vaterite before aging into 
calcite Kim & Hirasawa, 2004 

  Low supersaturation and high 
pH 

Calcite Kim & Hirasawa, 2005 

Table 2.7: Use of substrates for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs  

Parameter Technique / Additive Preferred polymorph Reference 

Substrates Substrate of chitosan Vaterite to calcite as chitosan 
concentration increased 

Aranda et al, 2008 

  Substrate of alginate Remains vaterite as alginate 
concentration increased 

Aranda et al, 2009 

  Polyaspartate and magnesium 
ion solution on chitosan 
matrix substrate 

Aragonite Sugawara & Kato, 2004 

  Polyacrylic acid and 
magnesium ion solution on 
chitosan matrix substrate 

Calcite Sugawara & Kato, 2004 

  Substrate of Anodic 
aluminum oxide (AAO) 
membrane, with catalytic 
dipeptide solution 

Aragonite Leea, Hana & Lee, 2010 

  Substrate of polymerized film 
of pentacosadiynoic acid 
(PDA) 

Calcite Kumagai, 2006 

  Substrate of crosslinked 
gelatin films with entrapped 
poly-L-aspartate 

Calcite at high concentration, 
calcite & aragonite at low 
concentration 

Ripamonti et al, 1997 

  Substrate of polyacrylamide Aragonite increased with substrate 
conc. 0.25 - 0.75 × 10− 7 mol/l, 
decreased as conc. increased to 2 × 
10− 7 mol/l. 

Wang et al, 2006 

  Substrate of degummed silk 
fibres 

Aragonite Chenget al, 2008 

  Substrate of Beta-Chitin with 
nacre polypeptide n16N 

Aragonite Keene, Evans & Estroff, 
2010 

  Substrate of Decalcified 
eggshell membrane 

Vaterite or aragonite Ajikumar, 
Lakshminarayanan & 
Valiyaveettil, 2004 

  Nylon 66 knits with 
polyaspartic acid, 
polyglutamic acid, and 
poly(acrylic acid)  

Calcite Ajikumar, 
Lakshminarayanan & 
Valiyaveettil, 2004 

  10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid 
(PDA).  

Calcite Sato et al, 2006  

  4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-
MBA) on gold nanoparticles 

Vaterite Choi et al, 2001 
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Table 2.8: Use of sound for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs 

Parameter Technique / 

Additive 

Preferred 

polymorph 

Reference 

Sound Ultrasonic stirring Vaterite Melikhov, Znamenskaya & Berdonosov, 

2005 

Table 2.9: Miscellaneous methods for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs. 

Parameter Technique / 
Additive 

Preferred polymorph Reference 

Miscellaneous More dissolved 
oxygen 

Aragonite Otsuka & Ozeki, 2006 

  Magnesium in 
seawater 

Calcite for Mg/Ca < 2, aragonite 
for Mg/Ca > 2 

Hill, Anderson & Ries, 
2008 

  Sr2+, Ba2+ or Pb2+ Aragonite Wary and Daniels, 1957 
  Amorphous or 

rutile titania 
Aragonite Ovenstone et al, 2003, 

Mercer et al, 2005 
  Anatase titania  Calcite Mercer et al, 2005 
  Cyanobacteria Aragonite Benzerara et al, 2009 
  Bacteria 

Myxococcus 
xanthus 

Vaterite Rodriguez-Navarro et al, 
2006 

Table 2.10: Use of electromagnetic force for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs. 

Parameter Technique / Additive Preferred polymorph Reference 
Electromagnetic Alternating current (10 

Hz) 
Vaterite Watanabe & Akashi, 2008 

  Electrocrystallization 
by polarized metal 
substrates 

Calcite Pignolet, et al, 2006 

  Magnetic field Aragonite Lipus & Dobersek, 2007 
  High-power ultrasound 

irradiation 
Aragonite at 50-70% of 
full acoustic amplitude, 
vaterite at 70-80% of 
amplitude 

Zhou et al 2004 

  Microwave irradiation 
at 80 - 90 °C 

Aragonite Rizzuti & Leonelli, 2008 

  
Laser pulses less than 
0.1 millisecond 

Aragonite Alam, Debroy & Rustum (2002)  

 

These tables show that researchers are well aware of the allotropic forms, and have found 

many ways that influence the final scaling form. The studies themselves show that there is 

no consensus on why the different techniques and additives are effective.  The biggest 

problem by far is that “nobody knows how steering the polymorph from calcite to aragonite 

works. That’s why there are lots of groups around the world working to understand the 
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phenomenon.” (Dr Paolo Raiteri, personal communication, 2011). Scale control can move 

ahead rapidly once this mechanism is discovered.  

 

However, changing experimental variables does not always influence the polymorph form. 

Ukrainczyk and others (2007) studied the influence of temperature, supersaturation, gas 

flow rate, stirring rate and calcium hydroxide concentration in a semicontinuous slaked lime 

process. The polymorph form did not change: only calcite formed every time. However 

temperature and conductivity significantly affected crystal shape and size distribution, while 

the efficiency of CO2 conversion into scale was influenced by stirring rate, conductivity and 

gas flow rate.  

Table 2.11: Use of polymers for controlling calcium carbonate polymorphs  

Parameter Technique / Additive Preferred polymorph Reference 
Long 
chained 
polymers 

Citrate, Isocitrate Calcite Holliday et al, 
2008 

  Diethylene glycol, DEG; and tetraethylene 
glycol, TEG, ethylene glycol, EG 

DEG & TEG lead to calcite, 
EG to aragonite 

Skapin & 
Sondi, 2010 

  Iminodiacetic acid Aragonite Kim, Lee & 
Ahn, 2009 

  Low concentrations of oligomers of α -l-
guluronic acid 

Calcite Xie et al, 2011 

  L-Tyrosine (l-Tyr), dl-Aspartic Acid (dl-
Asp), l-Lysine (l-Lys) 

Vaterite Xie et al, 2005 

  Lysozyme Calcite Wang et al, 
2008 

  Malic acid Calcite Mao & Huang, 
2006 

  Mono ethylene glycol (MEG) Vaterite Dickinson & 
McGrath, 2003 

  Oleic acid Vaterite Zhao et al, 
2006 

  Perlucin protein Calcite Arnoldi et al, 
2003 

  Poly acrylate Aragonite if added after 1 
min, calcite & vaterite if 
added after 3 mins 

Naka et al, 
2000 

  Poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene 
oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) triblock 
copolymer and O-(hydroxy isopropyl) 
chitosan 

Calcite Sui et al, 2009 

  Poly(ethyleneimine) High molecular weight 
(25,000) leads to Vaterite, low 
weight (2000) to aragonite 

Kun Park, Kim 
& Lee, 2004 

  Polyacrylamide (PAM) and oleic acid Vaterite Wang, 2007 

  Polyacrylamide (PAM) grafted α-cellulose Calcite Sanderson, 
Ramiah & 
Matahwa, 2008 

  Polyphosphinocarboxylic acid (PPCA), 
carboxymethyl inulin (CMI) and 
polyaspartic acid 

Vaterite Martinod et al, 
2009 
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  Polysodium 4-styrene sulphonate-co-N-
isopropylacrylamide solution with CaCl2 

Calcite at high concentration, 
vaterite at intermediate 
concentration, aragonite at 
low concentration 

Cölfen et al, 
2008 

  Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) Calcite Sevastos et al, 
2007 

  Reverse micelles Aragonite Ahmad et al, 
2007 

  Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate 
(SDBS) 

Aragonite to vaterite at 90°C 
when SDBS concentration 2.5 
mM, calcite at 120 & 150°C 
when concentration 1.0 and 
2.5 mM. 

Nan et al 2008 

  Sodium dodecyl sulphate & 
hexadecyl(trimethyl)azanium bromide 

Aragonite  Chen & Nan, 
2011 

  Sodium dodecylsulfonate (SDSN) Vaterite Huang, Luo & 
Mao, 2007 

  Sodium stearate Calcite Ukrainczyk, 
Kontrec & 
Kralj, 2009 

  Taurine Calcite Malkaj, Pierri 
& Dalas, 2006 

2.10 Physical conditioning methods 

Physical conditioning covers a range of potentially scale inhibiting methods that do not aim 

to vary the scaling water’s composition. They can be broadly separated into 

1. Magnetic conditioning  

2. Turbulent conditioning 

3. Electrical conditioning 

4. Ultrasonic conditioning 

These are reviewed in the following sections.  

2.10.1 Magnetic Treatment of Water 
Magnetic Water Treatment (MWT) exposes circulated water to a magnetic field. There are 

two uses of magnets in the literature relevant to this review: magnetic deflection of ions and 

magnetic conditioning of scale and particles. Since the mechanism of magnetic deflection is 

fairly well understood, it is explored only briefly. 

2.10.1.1 Magnetic deflection 

Magnetic deflection of ions in saline solutions has been imagined since Faraday’s 

experiments on electric induction. A potential difference is produced in a saline solution 

flowing through a magnetic field, proportional to the magnetic field strength, velocity of 

flow and magnetic gap. This was shown experimentally by Busch & Busch (1997), though 

they believe there is some threshold flow rate that must be achieved first. Ions or particles 

of different charges are then deflected in opposite directions perpendicular to the flow. 
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Schafer (1967), Rawlins & Watson (1993), Nechiporenko and others (1994), Vedavyasan 

(2001), and Ohara and others (2002) have all published papers on magnetic deflection.  

2.10.1.2 Magnetic treatment of scaling waters 

The second use is in so called ‘magnetic treatment’ or conditioning of scaling waters. 

Magnetic conditioning is the most published physical conditioning technique. The available 

literature where positive effects were noted generally agrees on some principal operating 

conditions for MTDs: 

• the fluid flow must be orthogonal to the direction of the magnetic field; 

• magnetic field strength of 0.5–1 T. Some commercial devices do operate at lower 

strengths, although this depends on the composition of the water and the type of 

device; 

• high flow rates (velocities of 0.5–2 m/s and Reynolds numbers in the turbulent 

region) and  

• long residence times are required, hence the need for recirculating systems. 

It appears to have been most effective in systems with heated surfaces and recirculated 

water (Tye, 1993). 

2.10.1.3 Broad effects of magnetic treatment 

A number of magnetic effects have been reported, some of them being contradictory. A 

summary of some of the reported impacts and their sources are given in Table 2.12 

2.10.1.4 Effect on crystal morphology 

As it is a key part of this study, the reported effects on crystal morphology from Table 

2.12 are extended here. Ryback showed back in 1960 that magnetically treated water 

precipitated a mixture of 70% aragonite and 30% calcite, while untreated water 

precipitated 80% calcite and 20% aragonite. Donaldson (1988) found that the calcite: 

aragonite ratio produced in evaporated scale deposits to be 80:20 before the magnetic 

conditioning of water (MT) and 20:80 afterwards. He suggested that the presence of 

aragonite is the main factor contributing to the formation of the ‘soft scale’. 
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Table 2.12: Review of impacts of magnetic treatment  

Impact Reference 

Enhanced nucleation Chibowski et al. (2003), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2003), Holysz, Chibowski 

& Szczes (2003), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2002), Lui (1999), Colic & Morse 

(1998), Euvrard (1997), Wang et al 1997 

Reduced nucleation Chibowski et al. (2003, 2003b), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2003), Holysz, 

Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2002), Khalil et al. 

(1999), Barret & Parsons (1998), Colic & Morse (1998), Euvrard (1997), Parsons et al. 

(1997) 

Enhanced growth Chibowski et al. (2003), Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek (2001), Lui (1999), Barret & 

Parsons (1998), Colic & Morse (1998), Baker et al. (1997), Fan & Cho (1997), Baker 

& Judd (1996),  

Reduced growth Chibowski et al. (2003), Cho et al. (2003), Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Colic 

& Morse (1998), Parsons et al. (1997), Wang et al. (1997) 

Reduced scale 

deposition 

Chibowski et al. (2003b), Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Dallas (2001), Gabrielli 

(2001), Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek (2001), Khalil et al. (1999), Lui (1999), Barret & 

Parsons (1998), Cho et al. (1998, 2003), The U.S. Department of Energy (1998), Baker 

et al. (1997), Euvrard (1997), Busch et al. (1997), Parsons et al (1997a),  

Change in crystal 

morphology 

(aragonite: calcite) 

Chibowski et al. (2003b), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2003), Hall (2002), Kobe 

et al. (2001, 2001a), Coey & Cass (2000), Cho et al. (1999, 2003), Lipus et al. (1998), 

Baker et al. (1997), Parsons et al (1997) 

Change in solution 

pH  

Chibowski et al. (2003, 2003a), Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Colic & Morse 

(1998), Higishitani & Oshitani (1998), Lipus et al (1998), Parsons et al. (1997, 1997a) 

Change in zeta 

potential 

Chibowski et al (2003a), Holysz, Chibowski & Chibowski (2003), Holysz, Chibowski 

& Szczes (2003), Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Goldsworthy et al. (1999), Lipus et 

al. (1998), Colic & Morse (1998), Parsons et al. (1997) 

Change in 

conductivity  

Chibowski et al. (2003b), Lipus et al. (1998) 

Change in surface 

tension 

Chibowski et al. (2003b), Cho et al. (2003), Hall (2002), Holysz, Chibowski & 

Chibowski (2002, 2003), Burgess, Judd & Parsons (2000), 

“Magnetic memory” Chibowski et al. (2003a, 2003b), Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Holysz, 

Chibowski & Chibowski (2002, 2003), Lubomska & Chibowski (2001), Coey & Cass 

(2000), Goldsworthy et al. (1999), Barret & Parsons (1998), Colic & Morse (1998a), 

Higishitani & Oshitani (1997, 1998),  

Accelerated 

coagulation 

Holysz, Chibowski & Szczes (2003), Cho et al. (2003), Lipus, Krope & Crepinsek 

(2001), Leahy et al. (2000), Goldsworthy et al. (1999), Higishitani & Oshitani (1998), 

Lipus et al. (1998), Barret & Parsons (1998), Parsons et al. (1997), Wang et al. (1997) 

Coey & Cass (2000) stated that passing water through a static magnetic field (B ≈ 0.1 T) 

increases the aragonite/calcite ratio in the deposit of carbonates, but didn’t quantify it. Kobe 

et al, (2001) showed that a flow rate of 0.1 m/s through a 0.5 T field produces a mixture of 
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44 % aragonite and 42% vaterite, whereas untreated water produced 34% well-crystallized 

calcite and only 14% aragonite. 

Kobe and others explored this further in 2002. According to Kobe, the ground electronic 

state of aragonite is 28eV above the ground electronic state of calcite. Kobe and others 

reported in 2003 that the electronic states of the Ca-C and Ca-O bonds in the aragonite 

crystal were placed around 25eV above the electronic state of the calcite. The ground 

electronic state of aragonite is much stiffer than that of the calcite, and therefore the Ca2+ 

and CO3
2- ions should have higher kinetic energies to overcome the repulsive forces of the 

potential barrier, in order to form aragonite rather than calcite. This would explain why 

aragonite appears more frequently at higher temperatures and flow rates. They also showed 

that a scaling solution containing 90.2% calcite and 9.6% aragonite was transformed to 

28.9% calcite and 70.6% aragonite after treatment with a 1.22 Tesla magnet. 

Knez & Pohar (2005) quantitatively evaluated the influence of magnetic induction, 

exposure time, and fluid velocity on CaCO3. They showed that magnetic treatment favored 

aragonite precipitation. The key parameters were the magnetic induction and exposure time, 

while fluid velocity had no significant influence. Their magnetic field has no influence on 

zeta potential. Their results are shown in Figure 2.15. 

 

Figure 2.15: Aragonite fraction versus field strength B x exposure time τ, from Knez & 

Pohar, 2005. 

They claim the results indicate that the magnetic field influence on the crystal structure of 

CaCO3 cannot be due to magnetohydrodynamic effects on charge distribution within the 

electrical double layer. The results rather suggest that the magnetic field either influences 

the CO2/water interface, or the hydration of CO3
2- ions prior to nuclei formation. It has been 
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observed that the carbonate ion is uniquely perturbed by different cationic environments 

and coordination numbers (Hollett, 2000). 

2.10.2 Turbulent Conditioning of Water 
Turbulent conditioning of water has not been studied often; magnetic treatment is the most 

common. However, it is known that turbulence increases the control and prevention of 

scale, thus a lot of MTDs combine the influence of the magnetic field and the water flow in 

what is called magnetohydrodynamic effects. The mechanism behind it is elusive. Important 

factors for magnetohydrodynamic forces are solution conductivity and velocity, and the flux 

density of the field. 

 

It is important to note that we are examining the effect of mixing and turbulence on a 

solution before fouling occurs, not during. It is well known that faster hydrodynamics 

prevents the build-up of scale by washing scale away before it can attach (Helalizadeh, 

Müller-Steinhagen  & Jamialahmadi, 2000). Konopacka-Łyskawa, Cisiak & Kawalec-

Pietrenko carried out precipitation of calcium carbonate in a draft-tube reactor by 

mechanical agitation of calcium hydroxide solution with carbon dioxide. They found that a 

higher circulation velocity contributes to the production of smaller calcium carbonate 

particles. 

 

Martemianov & Sviridov (1999) showed that magnets affect the flow profile of a 

conducting fluid: flow rate is accelerated at the walls and reduced along the central axis. 

This could increase the charge on the wall surface enough to throw out equilibrium, reach 

supersaturation and create nuclei. Hartmann & Lazarus (1937) showed another 

magnetohydrodynamic effect of note: even a weak magnetic field decreases the pressure 

gradient required to deliver a given flow, as the field reduces electrical eddies in the fluid.  

 

There is interplay between hydrodynamics and magnetic fields that requires more 

investigation; magnetic treatment does not appear to be effective at low fluid velocities. 

Busch and Busch (1997) imply a required fluid velocity around 3.66 m/s, close to the 3.5 

m/s suggested theoretically by Gabrielli et al (2001). Grutsch & McClintock (1984) 

prevented scaling completely in a full scale field test with a flow velocity of 6 m/s through a 

magnetic field of 1,700 Gauss. Kobe and others (2002) used an applied magnetic field 

between 0.4-1.5 T on a fluid velocity of 0.87 m/s with Reynolds numbers in the turbulent 

region around 6000. The solution was recirculated for 8 hours. They showed an obvious 
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difference in the amount of crystals precipitated per square unit and in the particle size of 

treated and untreated samples.  

 

Kobe et.al (n.d) reported that aragonite formation in the presence of magnetic fields is 

enhanced by turbulent flow. They claimed that this is due to energy transfer from the 

turbulent flow to the magnetic field. The field is amplified proportional to the change of the 

kinetic energy of the flow. 

 

Stuyven et al, (2009) combined magnetic conditioning with strongly hydrodynamic 

conditions (Re = 9200). They observed suspended particle size reduction by two to three 

orders of magnitude with magnetohydrodynamic treatment. Without magnets, the 

suspended particles had a size around a micron. After magnetic conditioning, the particle 

size distribution was bimodal, with particles measuring 10 nm and 300 nm. They thought 

that reduced scaling on heat transfer surfaces was due to precipitation on the extra surface 

area of the smaller particles. Just reducing the size is enough to prevent problematic scale, 

even without changing the morphology. They conclude that ‘the presence of disruptable 

particles is a condition for magnetic water conditioning to be effective’, and ‘turbulent flow 

conditions may be required for effective water conditioning’. Tests in the Stuyven et al 

paper only changed the flow rate; they didn't change the magnetic field. As such, it provides 

more proof of the effectiveness of turbulence than it does for the effectiveness of magnets. 

 

In testing electromagnetic water treatment, Colic & Morse wrote that the ‘gas/water 

interface is essential to perturb water and suspended colloids. Perturbation of the gas/liquid 

interface results in non-equilibrium conditions which require hours to relax.’ (Colic & 

Morse, 1998b). Busch & Busch (1997) stated that ‘magnetic treatment devices that are 

physically designed to create additional turbulence by constricting or otherwise altering 

fluid flow may further enhance the anti-scaling effect by purely mechanical means’. They 

showed an experimental reduction in scale by up to 22% using magnets in the flow; 

however 17% was due solely to turbulence. This disagrees with Donaldson & Grimes’ view 

that turbulent effects are ‘essentially secondary to the effects of a magnetic field on a fluid’. 

They did note that turbulence helps to prevent small imperfectly formed crystallites from 

aggregating to form scale, and in the descaling process, but thought magnetics had a 

stronger effect (Donaldson & Grimes, 1988).  
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Of most relevance to this study is the Hyperkinetic Vortex Crystallization (HVC) process 

used to remove calcium from electronics wastewater. It relies on hydrodynamics only. Two 

streams of calcium carbonate laden wastewater are pumped into a chamber at high pressure 

and forced to rotate with high velocities. The rotation causes a vacuum, leading to 

hydrodynamic cavitation. The device is shown in Figure 2.16. 

 

Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of the VRTX nozzle, (Kim, et al, 2009) 

 

Calcium removal efficiency increased from 63.5% to 91.7% when the VRTX unit was 

operating. The authors did state that ‘the conversion of the calcite shape to spherical would 

also limit formation of calcite scale in the inner wall of pipes and reactors’. They did not 

identify vaterite or aragonite specifically (Kim, et al, 2009). Gaines et al (2007) tested a 

very similar Hydrodynamic Cavitation Unit (HCU) in a cooling tower. On the basis of 

previous research, the HCU manufacturer had claimed that ‘hydrodynamic cavitation 

favours the formation of the aragonite form’, but Gaines did not find any. The scale they 

sampled was calcite, but it had a finer, more powdered form than unconditioned scale. The 

HCU performed as well as the regular chemical anti scalant in fighting scale and corrosion. 

 

It is possible that magnetic and electromagnetic scale treatment devices work because they 

generate turbulence, and this turbulence affects the calco-carbonic reaction and balance. 

Certainly there are a few devices that are effective through turbulence only. Turbulence-

inducing devices without magnetic fields for scale control are being tested as part of this 

study. Differences have been observed, with conditioned water having a smaller, more 

uniform particle size distribution, more negative zeta potential and less calcite among other 

properties. These results are presented in Chapter 6. 
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2.10.3 Electrical Conditioning of Water 

Electrical water conditioners apply an alternating or pulsed electromagnetic field via a coil 

wound around the supply pipe. Results appear to be the same as magnetic conditioners, but 

because the conditioning effect is generated by a moving electromagnetic field rather than 

by the motion of the water though a static field, a rapid flow rate is not required.  

Xiaokai et al (2005) built an electromagnetic anti-fouling (EAF) device for treating scale. 

The main results were (1) the crystal phase of calcium carbonate was changed from 

aragonite to calcite; (2) A rapid particle growth was observed due to EAF increasing 

collision frequency of ions and crystals, and (3) The EAF treatment greatly reduced the 

fouling resistance within the test period. This device was be used with filtering, so 

developing larger crystals is the aim. Although aragonite is harder and denser than calcite, 

the authors have wrongly claimed that aragonite is more adherent.  

Beruto & Giordani (1993) tested the precipitate of a calcium hydrogen carbonate solution 

exposed to induced electromagnetic low-frequency (ELF) fields using XRD. Their ELF 

treated precipitates were mostly calcite, while untreated solutions yielded mainly aragonite. 

Both calcite and aragonite precipitates from treated solutions were about three times larger 

than untreated solutions.  

Yang et al (2010) studied underwater pulsed spark discharge on the precipitation of 

dissolved calcium ions in a laboratory cooling tower. The concentration of calcium ions 

dropped by 20–26% after 10 minutes of plasma treatment, while the total number of 

suspended particles increased by over 100%. Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray 

diffraction showed the particles were calcite, compared with the ‘round structure’ observed 

for no-treatment cases.  

 

Lipus, Ačko & Hamler (2011) reviewed electromagnetic water treatment and tested a 

device with water moving at 1.5 m/s. A 0.1 to 0.2 T magnetic field can be produced from a 

DC supply, with total costs at least ten times lower than ion exchange. Young, Lane & Kim, 

2005, Goldsworthy, Whitney & Morris, 1999, Ledion et al., 1986, and Phillips, 2004 have 

also explored electrical conditioning. 

2.10.4 Ultrasonic Conditioning 
In a relatively new approach, Nishida (2004) irradiated a supersaturated solution of calcium 

carbonate with an ultrasonic homogenizer. Ultrasonic irradiation accelerated precipitation 
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through physical mixing. The effect of cavitation was small. Neither the morphology or 

crystal size was affected. 

2.11 Physical Conditioning Methods Summary  

Physical conditioning is a well-known process to decrease and remove scale deposits. Water 

conditioning has been subjected to many experiments, with some contradictory conclusions: 

some designs have succeeded, and some have not. As shown in Table 2.12, the available 

literature has reported the following effects: 

• increased and decreased calcium carbonate nucleation rates; 

• increased and decreased size of precipitated particles 

• increased and decreased zeta potential of precipitated particles;  

• a decreased rate of scale formation; 

• formation of a soft scale with different morphology and crystal structure that is easily 

removed; 

• an increased amount of aragonite in the carbonate deposits; 

• a decrease in aragonite for electromagnetic treatment 

• identification of the vaterite crystal form 

• a memory effect that lasts for up to several days; and 

• no effects whatsoever. 

To properly compare different scale amelioration techniques, one must know the 

temperature, and the time after treatment when the precipitate is dried, as polymorphs do 

change form while in solution (Hollett, 2000). Elapsed time is generally not given at 

present. 

Understanding the mechanisms involved in conditioning is not clear, hence researchers 

often do not agree. The main drawbacks mentioned in the literature are: 

• complicated physicochemical phenomena that occur simultaneously; 

• no reliable theoretical models available for optimization; 

• difficulty in obtaining reproducible results on a laboratory scale; the most positive 

have been reported in large-scale industrial applications (Kotsinaris et al., 1999). 

 

The most widespread physical conditioning method is magnetic conditioning, to which 

turbulence is sometimes added. Magnetic conditioning may need a certain level of 

turbulence in order to operate effectively (Stuyven et al, 2009). One study has suggested 
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that turbulence has more effect than the magnet when the two are combined (Busch & 

Busch, 1997). Purely turbulence inducing devices are available, and have been tested with 

significant results. 

 

Chapter 3 looks at the set up for modelling the fluid dynamics of a purely turbulent device, 

the ‘Care-free Conditioner’ and comparing turbulent levels in its two different designs. 

Results are given in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 FLOW CONDITIONING AND COMPUTATIONAL 

FLUID DYNAMICS SET UP 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces turbulent conditioning with the ‘Care-free Conditioner’, simple 

calculations of velocity and Reynolds numbers through the Conditioner, and a description 

of the set up for a Computational Fluid Dynamics study of the old and new designs of the 

Conditioner. These are important as this is the first time the Care-free Conditioner has been 

studied systematically, the first time velocity and Reynolds numbers have been quantified 

for this unit, and it is the first time a CFD study has been carried out for turbulent 

conditioning, and the Care-free unit in particular. 

3.2 CARE-FREE CONDITIONER 

Scale is the major problem facing the worldwide desalination industry. One possible 

solution is a turbulence-inducing device known as the ‘Carefree Conditioner’. The 

Conditioner has no moving parts to wear out, requires no chemical refills or cartridges and 

requires very little maintenance. Observations over twenty years point to existing scale 

being removed without blocking or further corrosion, with no new scale formed. Algal 

growth was also said to be eliminated (Bob Uden, pers. comm.). Anecdotal evidence and 

photographs have provided sufficient evidence to warrant further investigation.  

 

The Carefree Conditioner does not attempt to remove the scaling species from the water or 

change its composition through chemical addition. Initial evidence suggests that hard water 

can continue to be used in the system while reversing the build-up of scale. The 

manufacturer claims that the secret is the Conditioner’s ability to cause a separation of the 

mineral particles in the water so they flow through a system with minimal interference.  

 

The manufacturer’s website touts the Conditioner as an ‘in line catalytic water treatment 

system’ - ‘it operates by a combination of generating turbulence in the water through a 

specially designed catalytic chamber, and by the creation of a small electrical field around 

the chamber casing. This combination causes a separation of the mineral particles in the 

water, which changes their behaviour. Particles that were previously attracted to each other 

now repel and separate into smaller individual particles. This allows the separated mineral 

particles and salts to flow through the system with minimal interference.’ 
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(www.carefree.com.au). That separation is visible in the Scanning Electron Micrograph 

(SEM) images shown in Figure 3.1. 

   

Figure 3.1: Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) images showing scale particles in 

water containing 750 mg/L hardness with (left) and without (right) turbulent 

conditioning, image from Carefree Conditioners (www.carefree.com.au)  

 

The Care-Free Conditioner initially consisted of a simple stainless steel casing containing a 

semi-precious metal core. The casing is connected to a battery pack containing 2 D size 

batteries delivering 2 milliamps of power at 3 volts. The core is designed with multiple 

Venturi flow channels to create highly turbulent conditions. The outer casing with battery 

pack is shown in Figure 3.2, while the inner core is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.2: Care-Free Water Conditioner with battery pack 
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Figure 3.3: The older Venturi design for the Care-free Conditioner core 

 

Water enters the Conditioner through an orifice at one end and flows between the core and 

the casing at high velocity. Conditioned water is then passed through the existing water 

system, carrying the mineral salts with it. The Conditioner requires little maintenance 

beyond a gentle wash of the central core, washing frequency depends on the type and 

amount of minerals in the water.  

 

The Conditioner was first sold in Australia to agricultural users experiencing hard water 

scale problems in pipes, ball valves, windmills and irrigation systems. The manufacturer 

says that in all cases the problem scale was removed from the system without blocking or 

further corrosion. Photos of some of these effects are shown in Figures 3.4 – 3.6. These 

anecdotal observations are now being tested scientifically. 

 

  

Figure 3.4: Scale in a hot water pipe before (left) and after (right) the Conditioner was 

installed upstream, images supplied by Carefree Conditioners 
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Figure 3.5: A hot water element before (left) and after (right) the Conditioner was 

installed upstream, images supplied by Carefree Conditioners 

 

A possible additional benefit for desalination is that the Carefree Conditioner has been 

observed to eliminate algae growth in systems (Bob Uden, pers. comm.). This is 

demonstrated in Figure 3.6. 

  

Figure 3.6: An air conditioning tower before (left) and after (right) the Conditioner was 

installed in the system, images supplied by Carefree Conditioners. 
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It is known that turbulence can remove dissolved gases from the water, particularly in 

highly gaseous groundwater. In the case of carbon dioxide, degassing will affect the calco-

carbonic balance, increasing the pH. This may lead to calcium carbonate precipitation in the 

bulk flow rather than on metal surfaces, with an associated decrease in ionic calcium 

concentration. The reactions and conditions required for calcium carbonate deposition 

shown in Section 2.2.6 are numerous and complex. It is not well understood despite its 

commonplace occurrence. 

 

It is surmised that turbulent treatment leads to the formation of calcium carbonate particles 

in the bulk of the scaling water, so-called homogeneous nucleation.  These tiny solids 

cannot precipitate on the walls of the pipes and other equipment as is the case in 

heterogeneous nucleation, but are instead carried away with the flow.  

 

As no scale is retained or chemicals are added, the total amount of scale must stay the same. 

The Conditioner only claims to change the scale’s behaviour to eliminate cohesion. Before 

these experiments, it was not known how this was achieved. It was not known if use of the 

Conditioner leads to any change in crystal number and size, and if so, whether this occurs 

by splitting, increased nucleation, or some other means. It also needs to be shown whether 

there is any change in the form the scale crystallizes in. These questions are explored in 

Chapter 4, and some answers given in Chapter 6. 

3.3 CONDITIONING CALCULATION 

While some moves have begun to model the effects of magnetic fields on scaling, it is 

important to stress that the Carefree Conditioner does not generate a significant magnetic 

field. My tests show that the Carefree Conditioner does not affect a magnetic compass 

during operation. 

 

To the writer’s knowledge, there has been no work done in the area of modelling the effects 

of turbulence alone on scale. Given that there is still some controversy over whether or not 

turbulence has any effect, it is possible serious modelling attempts will not begin until that 

argument is settled. That type of molecular modelling is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Some calculations and Computational Fluid Dynamics studies of the mixing regime are 

included here. The exact linkage between that mixing and changes to calcium carbonate on 

a molecular level cannot be specified at present, as science does not have the tools yet. The 

calculations and CFD are important however as they are the first of their kind. 
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3.3.1 Design flow rates and minimum average velocity for the Carefree 
Conditioner 
The old Care-free design comes with a recommended range of flow rates through each sized 

unit. The CF 6 unit obtained has an optimal flow rate of 10 L/min. According to the 

manufacturer, the acceptable range of flow rates could be up to 66% more or 33% less (6.6 

– 16.6 L/min). The publicly available manufacturer’s data is given in Table 3.1. 

 

It was not known how the manufacturer used to size the units, or if there were any design 

equations behind it. Following further discussions with the manufacturer, it was found that 

the units are sized on flow rate alone, and velocity plays no part. The units are named by the 

radius of the pipe or thread leading into the unit. Inserts in the CF 6-50 range are also 

designed for low losses. According to the manufacturer, the flow area in the device is 

similar to the flow area of the pipe leading into it (Bob Uden, pers. comm.). This was 

examined on the 6 mm unit and was found to be reasonably accurate. The manufacturer 

supplied internal diameters that led to the calculations for maximum available flow area, 

and initial (or average) velocity through the unit. These are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1: Manufacturer’s data for matching Conditioner unit to desired flow rate. 

SIZE LENGTH 

EXTERNAL 

DIAMETER. FLOW 

  mm mm mm litres/min 

CF 6 6 165 24 10 

CF 10 10 180 29 18 

CF 15 15 220 35 36 

CF 20 20 250 44 60 

CF 25 25 280 53 95 

CF 32 32 314 66 165 

CF 40 40 350 80 220 

CF 50 50 382 97 400 

CF 55-65 65 354 165 750 

CF 65-75 80 438 184 1050 

CF75-100 

MkII 100 440 216 1580 

CF 150 Mk II 150 558 280 3700 

CF 200 MkII 200 685 335 6500 

CF 250 Mk II 250 720 405 10500 
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Data for Conditioners above 50 mm thread size are not included as the design for larger 

units changes markedly for the higher flow rates. The CF 6 unit tested here also stands out 

as the only Conditioner in the range that does not have an orifice cone fitted at the entrance. 

The orifice cone is designed to speed the water up to 2.5 times its initial velocity, and helps 

the Conditioners treat a variable range of flow rates. This was not deemed necessary for the 

low flow rates of the smallest unit. The data in Table 3.2 shows a design initial flow rate 

averaging 0.83 m/s with a range of 0.73 – 0.95 m/s. 

Table 3.2: Dimensions and calculated quantities for the Care-free Conditioner range. 

UNIT 

SIZE 

INT. 

AREA LENGTH 

INT. 

DIA. 

MAX. 

AREA 

DESIGN 

FLOW 

DESIGN 

FLOW 

AVERAGE 

INITIAL 

VELOCITY 

 mm m2 mm mm m2 L/min. m3/s m/s 

CF 

6 6 0.00011 165 15.8 0.00020 10 0.0002 1.47 

CF 

10 10 0.00031 180 20.9 0.00034 18 0.0003 0.95 

CF 

15 15 0.00071 220 26.7 0.00056 36 0.0006 0.85 

CF 

20 20 0.00126 250 35 0.00096 60 0.0010 0.80 

CF 

25 25 0.00196 280 41 0.00132 95 0.0016 0.81 

CF 

32 32 0.00322 314 52 0.00212 165 0.0028 0.85 

CF 

40 40 0.00503 350 62.7 0.00309 220 0.0037 0.73 

CF 

50 50 0.00785 382 77.9 0.00477 400 0.0067 0.85 

3.3.2 Design equation for flow rate 
The relation between entrance radius and suggested flow rate was explored first by plotting 

the thread size radius (in millimetres) against the flow (in litres/minute).  The initial curve 

resembles a parabola very closely. Curve fitting through the Least Squares method for the 

power function found two equations with very high R2 values. Both were close to the 

simple approximation 
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5

2ThreadSizeFlowrate =  or FlowrateThreadsize •= 5     (3.1) 

All these lines are plotted in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Plot of the thread size radius against the design flow rate 

3.3.3 Critical minimum velocity  
Given the near parabolic relation to the thread radius, it was assumed there would be a 

straight line relation between the flow rate (in m3/s) and the thread size area (in m2). Results 

are shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Graph of Carefree design flow rate (m3/s) versus initial area (m2). 
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Curve fitting to the linear function through the Least Squares Method found the relation 

Flow rate (Q) = 0.8812 • Thread Area (A)      (3.2) 

As this equation has the form Flow rate Q = Velocity V • Area A, average velocity V = 0.88 

m/s. This is for the entrance to the device where the flow area is at its largest. It hasn’t 

encountered the Venturi inlet as yet. It follows that the older design for the Care-free 

Conditioner is sized across the range of sizes and flow rates based on a MINIMUM average 

velocity of 0.88 m/s.  

 

This is a first in finding a critical design velocity for this device. The manufacturer was 

unaware of it, having based the design solely on flow rate. However it is not known why 

this velocity is so important.  The literature on magnetic scale treatment provided some 

precedents. Busch and Busch (1997) imply a required value for magnetic scale treatment 

around 3.66 m/s. This is close to the 3.5 m/s suggested theoretically by Gabrielli et al 

(2001). The critical velocity of 0.88 m/s in the Carefree Conditioner is very similar to the 

fluid velocity of 0.87 m/s Kobe and others (2002) used in an applied magnetic field to gain 

significant results, though it is clear that the Carefree is not a magnetic device. 

3.3.4 Calculating Flow Area, Velocity and Reynolds Number 
Experimental results depend on the dimensions of the experimental equipment used, so 

following a supervisor’s suggestion; dimensionless numbers were employed to remove 

these considerations. The key dimensionless number is the Reynold’s Number. 

ν
dV •

=Re           (3.3) 

where V is the average fluid velocity, d is a suitable length scale (such as the width of the 

flow channel), and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water. While viscosity is constant, plotting 

any change in Reynold’s number as the water flows through the unit requires some 

understanding of the velocity and flow width changes. This began by investigating how the 

velocity changes as the water flows through the unit. The Conditioner insert was obtained, 

and a polycarbonate outer tube constructed so the liquid could be viewed as it flowed past 

the insert. This is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Care-free Conditioner insert (bottom) and polycarbonate version with insert 

(top) 

The clear polycarbonate outer tube allowed a glimpse into what was happening as the water 

passed through the device. At the optimal flow rate of 10 L/min, there were no bubbles or 

visible eddies. Even at a higher flow rate of 12.4 L/min, water appeared to flow smoothly 

through the unit without bubbles or visible eddies. This does not mean a lack of turbulent 

flow: it means that any turbulence is not visible. 

3.3.4.1 Cross sectional area 

The aim was to cut the insert and measure the cross sectional area to enable a rough 

calculation of the flow velocity based on the formula Q = AV. This had never been 

attempted before. The four key (A-D) points in the design were identified which would give 

the minimum and maximum flow areas. These are shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

Figure 3.10 Key points of insert for finding the key cross sectional areas. 

 

The idea was to cut the insert at the appropriate point, then dip the cross section in ink 

and stamp it on millimetre graph paper. The cut had to be completely flat, so it was 

done on a lathe. The results are shown in Figure 3.11. Counting graph paper squares gave 
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an answer accurate to 3 mm2, averaged over two measurements. The results are shown in 

Table 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.11 Pieces of Conditioner core used to calculate cross-sectional area 

Table 3.3 Cross sectional areas of key points on the insert 

 Reading 1 Reading 2 Insert 

Point Area Area Area 

 mm2 mm2 mm2 

A 56.3 53.5 54.9 

B 91.3 90.0 90.7 

C 69.0 67.5 68.3 

D 77.0 80.0 78.5 

 

Knowing the insert’s area at the key points enabled simple Q = A.V calculation of the 

available flow area to be plotted against the length of the Conditioner for the flow rates of 

16.6, 10 & 6.6 L/min. These are the manufacturer’s recommended flow rates for this unit of 

10 L/min +66% or -33%. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.12.  

 

These are indicative average values only. They are not actual velocities as they do not 

account for the influence of channel width and turbulence, but it is valuable for a first 

indication. Future researchers may obtain more accurate instantaneous velocity profiles 

experimentally by using high speed cameras and tracing particles in the flow. Since the time 

between frames is known, measuring the distance that a particle travelled in that time would 

allow calculation of the instantaneous velocity. 
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Velocity of Flow through Care-free 
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Figure 3.12: Indicative velocity profile through conditioner for various flow rates. 

 

The other challenge in modelling the Reynolds number through the device is in obtaining a 

proper value for the channel diameter d at the key points. As shown in Figure 3.11, the 

insert cross section changes a lot. There are from 6 to 8 flow channels in the insert, plus the 

annular area around it. The flow channels have a width of 1-2 mm while the mean annular 

width is 1.4 mm. Reynolds numbers have been modelled for all these widths. The calculated 

Reynold’s numbers for the flow channels and the annular area for the design flow rate of 10 

L/min are shown in Table 3.4. They are graphed in Figure 3.13. The critical Reynold’s 

number broadly marks the transition between laminar and turbulent flow. For full flow in 

pipes, Rec ~ 2,100, but for full flow between parallel plates Rec ~ 1000. The Conditioner 

insert prevents full flow. So while the annular flow Conditioner is not exactly plate-like, the 

edges certainly are parallel, so it seems the best choice. 
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Table 3.4: Calculated Reynold’s numbers for the flow channels, annular area and 

equivalent annular area for flow through the Conditioner. 

Cond. Flow Avg.  Const.   Const.   Const.   

Length  Area Velocity Annulus Re Width Re Width Re 

m m2 m/s m   m   m   

0 0.00020 0.85 0.0014 1190 0.001 850 0.002 1700 

1 0.00014 1.18 0.0014 1653 0.001 1180 0.002 2361 

9 0.00011 1.58 0.0014 2213 0.001 1581 0.002 3161 

22 0.00013 1.30 0.0014 1826 0.001 1304 0.002 2608 

31 0.00012 1.42 0.0014 1985 0.001 1418 0.002 2835 

40 0.00013 1.30 0.0014 1826 0.001 1304 0.002 2608 

52 0.00011 1.58 0.0014 2213 0.001 1581 0.002 3161 

65 0.00013 1.30 0.0014 1826 0.001 1304 0.002 2608 

75 0.00012 1.42 0.0014 1985 0.001 1418 0.002 2835 

85 0.00013 1.30 0.0014 1826 0.001 1304 0.002 2608 

98 0.00011 1.58 0.0014 2213 0.001 1581 0.002 3161 

104 0.00014 1.18 0.0014 1653 0.001 1180 0.002 2361 

105 0.00020 0.85 0.0014 1190 0.001 850 0.002 1700 

 

Reynold's Number v Conditioner Length for Flow Rate of 10 L/min
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Figure 3.13: Reynold’s numbers for flow channels and annular area for flow through the 

Conditioner at 10 L/min. 
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One can see from Table 3.4 and Figure 3.13 that for the narrowest passage of 1 mm (and 

hence the lowest Reynold’s number) the water enters the device with a Reynold’s number 

of 850. This is in the laminar-transition region.  At all points inside the device, the value is 

above the critical Reynold’s number of 1000 to become turbulent flow. This is even more 

apparent when one looks at the annular width of 1.4mm and maximum insert passage width 

of 2mm. If these calculations are correct, the beauty of the design is that it achieves 

turbulent flow at such a low velocity, reducing head loss.  

3.4 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODEL SET UP 

3.4.1 Introduction 
The simple initial calculations for changes in velocity through the Carefree Conditioner was 

based on the premise that changing the insert area should change the average flow velocity 

(Q = A.V), and so generate turbulence as the flow accelerates and decelerates. The next step 

was to explore Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to check the assumption of changing 

flow with changing insert area.  CFD has the benefit of being able to accurately calculate 

and model the values for turbulence when experimental measurement is not possible. Given 

the narrow flow channels in the Carefree Conditioner, placing experimental probes to 

measure turbulence inside the unit would have changed the flow characteristics. Any results 

would be unrepresentative of the real flow. Laser could be used, but it was not available. 

3.4.2 Governing Equations 
The foundational laws of fluid dynamics are conservation of mass, conservation of linear 

momentum and conservation of energy. For conservation of mass in the x, y and z vectors 

        (3.4) 

For conservation of momentum M in the x, y and z vectors, equations 3.5 – 3.7 are used 

Mx = + + (Su 

S’
u) 

My = + + (Sv 

S’
v) 

Mz = + + (Sw 

S’
w) 

The following equation 3.8 describes the conservation of energy in the x,y and z vectors  
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+ +  

These laws are dealt with very briefly here for reference only, as their simplifications 

remove needless variables. Fluids are also assumed to obey the continuum assumption, 

where fluids are continuous, rather than discrete. Properties such as density, pressure, 

temperature, and velocity are assumed to be well-defined at all points within the flow, and 

vary continuously from one point to another. Besides the three conservation equations, a 

thermodynamical equation giving the fluid’s pressure as a function of other thermodynamic 

variables is also required. 

3.4.3 Simplifications 
In this case of a continuum fluid that does not contain ionized species, and has a velocity 

well below the speed of light, the Navier-Stokes equations cover the conservation of 

momentum. They are: 

 Fluid continuity     (3.9) 

 Equation of motion    (3.10) 

 Constitutive relation    (3.11) 

Fluid kinematics    (3.12) 

These non-linear differential equations describe fluid flow when stress depends linearly on 

velocity gradients and pressure. The unsimplified equations do not have a general closed 

form solution, so more simplifications are applied in CFD to make solutions possible. Again 

the equations are shown for reference only, there is no pressing need to define and describe 

variables that will drop out anyway. 

3.4.3.1 Compressible vs. incompressible flow 

All fluids are compressible, however in this case for water, pressure and temperature 

changes are small enough to produce negligible changes in density. This can be modelled as 

incompressible flow, where the density ρ of a fluid does not change as it moves in the flow 

field, i.e. dρ/dt = 0.  

Incompressible fluid     (3.13) 
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Isothermal flow is a model of compressible fluid flow where the flow remains at the same 

temperature while flowing in a conduit. Any heat transferred through the pipe walls is offset 

by frictional heating back into the flow.  

3.4.3.2 Viscous vs. inviscid flow 

Viscous problems are those where fluid friction significantly affects fluid motion. The 

Reynolds number is used to evaluate whether viscous or inviscid equations should be used. 

In this case where high Reynolds numbers indicate that inertial forces are more significant 

than viscous forces, inviscid flow calculations can neglect viscosity completely. The Euler 

equations are the standard equations of inviscid flow.  

    (3.14) 

    (3.15) 

    (3.16) 

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity vector with components u, v, and w, E = 

ρ e + ½ ρ  ( u2 + v2 + w2 ) is the total energy per unit volume, with e being the internal 

energy per unit mass for the fluid, p is the pressure, and  denotes the tensor product. 

However viscosity often cannot be neglected near solid boundaries because the no-slip 

condition can generate a boundary layer. This thin region of large strain rate enhances the 

effect of viscosity. Computational Fluid Dynamics can use the Euler equations away from 

boundaries, and use boundary layer equations incorporating viscosity in regions close to 

boundaries.  

When the flow is irrotational everywhere and inviscid, Bernoulli's equation can be used 

throughout the flow field instead of Euler’s equations. 

 
                   (3.17) 

where v is the fluid velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, z is the elevation, p is the 

pressure, and ρ is the density. 
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3.4.3.3 Steady vs. unsteady flow 

In steady-state flow, fluid properties do not change over time at the point of interest. 

Otherwise, flow is unsteady. Turbulent flows are unsteady by definition. But a turbulent 

flow can be statistically stationary however, if all statistical properties are constant in time.  

The governing equations of a steady problem are easier to solve, as they have one 

dimension less than unsteady problems. That dimension is time. 

3.4.3.4 Laminar vs. turbulent flow 

Turbulent flow is largely characterised by apparent randomness, and can be described well 

through the Navier-Stokes equations. 

3.4.4 Turbulent Kinetic Energy  
Turbulence kinetic energy (k) is the mean kinetic energy per unit mass of water associated 

with eddies in turbulent flow. k is calculated by measured root-mean-square (RMS) velocity 

changes. In Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations, k is taken as the mean of the 

turbulence normal stresses: 

    (3.18) 

k can be produced by fluid shear, friction or buoyancy among others. Turbulence kinetic 

energy is then transferred down to, and dissipated by viscous forces at the smallest possible 

levels (called the Kolmogorov microscale). This production, transport and dissipation can 

be expressed as: 

      (3.19) 

where Dk / Dt is the mean-flow material derivative of k, is the turbulence transport 

of k, P is the production of k, and ε is the k dissipation. A flow’s turbulence kinetic energy 

budget can be found by investigating these phenomena. 

For CFD to simulate turbulence without discretising flow-fields down to the Kolmogorov 

microscales would require expensive Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). To avoid this, 

the effects of turbulence are modeled instead. Many models can be used, but generally k is a 

fundamental property which must be calculated first in order to model fluid turbulence. 

3.4.5 Reynolds stresses 
Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations use the Boussinesq eddy viscosity 

hypothesis to calculate Reynolds stresses resulting from the averaging procedure: 
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 (3.20) 

where 

       (3.21) 

The method of resolving k depends on the turbulence model used.   

3.4.6 k-ε Turbulence Model 
CFD modellers have a choice between several turbulence models. Two of the most common 

are the Two Equation k, ε Turbulence Model, and the Reynolds-stress model (RSM).  The 

k-epsilon model was used for simplicity. The equations for the Two Equation k, ε 

Turbulence Model in the x, y and z vectors are 

 

k = + + + ( Sk = P - D)  (3.22) 

ε = (  (3.23) 

where  +  

           (3.24) 

and D = ε          (3.25) 

 

The key simplification in the k–epsilon model is the assumption that stresses are equal in all 

directions. Put another way, normal stresses are assumed to be isotropic 

       (3.26) 

3.4.7 Boundary conditions 
Accurate prescription of k as boundary conditions in CFD simulations are important to 

accurately predict flows, especially in high Reynolds-number simulations. Turbulent 

Kinetic Energy k is  

       (3.27) 

where I is the initial turbulence intensity [%] given below, and U is the initial velocity 

magnitude.  

I = 0.16Re − 1 / 8.        (3.28) 

where Re is the Reynolds number 
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Turbulent Energy Dissipation ε is 

       (3.29) 

where l is the turbulence or eddy length scale, and cµ is a k-ε model parameter whose value 

is typically given as 0.09;  

l = 0.07L,         (3.30) 

where L is a characteristic length. For internal flows this may take the value of the inlet duct  

(or pipe) width (or diameter) or the hydraulic diameter. Pipe diameter was used here. 

3.5 CFD Model Creation and Assumptions 

The CFD computer package of choice was ANSYS CFX5, version 13. Models of the old 

and new design Carefree Conditioners were constructed for comparison, and the changes in 

turbulence at different flow rates in the new design were investigated. A model was also 

created of the outer tube of the new design without the inner insert so that the effect of the 

insert itself could be defined. Finally a model of an equivalent length of straight pipe was 

created to provide a baseline for both old and new designs.  

3.5.1 Constructing Model 1: The initial design 
The older design metal core was initially designed with multiple Venturi flow channels. It 

was thought that these would create highly turbulent conditions. The initial design core is 

shown in Figure 3.14 (a). 

 

Modelling started by constructing a model of the central insert. It was first drawn as a solid 

bar, and the flow channels were then ‘cut’ out of it. The Venturi flow channels of the initial 

design were modelled using a sine wave marked by critical points at the beginning, middle 

and end of the Venturis. Constructing the model was simplified by assuming perfect 

symmetry through the length of the device. This is true to the design, and meant that only 

half the Conditioner had to be constructed in the model. The modelled old design core was 

shown in Figure 3.14 (b).  
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Figure 3.14 (a) Actual view and (b) CFD model of internal core with multiple Venturi 

channels. 

Once the insert had been modelled truly, completing the model just required a simple tube 

around the outside of the insert, with the properly dimensioned inlet and outlet. 

3.5.2 Constructing Model 2: the new Conditioner design 
A new insert design using round baffles and a spiral was developed by the manufacturer 

during the course of this study. It is shown in Figure 3.15(a). The spiral twist in the latest 

design was modelled in CFX by using a skin to join the critical points at each circular 
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baffle. The cylinder baffles and a Venturi inlet were added last. A picture of the modelled 

final design core is shown in Figure 3.15(b). 

 

Figure 3.15(a) actual view and (b) CFD model of new design core with spiral twist and 

round baffles  

3.5.3 Constructing Model 3: the expanded pipe 
The ‘expanded pipe’ was simply the outer tube of Model 2, minus the spiral insert. It was 

created by deleting the insert from the previous model. 

3.5.4 Constructing Model 4: the straight pipe 
The ‘straight pipe’ is a length of pipe the same 130mm length as the old and new 

Conditioner designs. Its 13.3mm diameter is the same as the Conditioner inlets and outlets. 

Unlike the other models, this model has no expansion or contraction at the entrance or exit; 

it is simply a straight tube. 
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3.6 General form of governing equations 

The conservation of mass equation for flow in one direction simplifies to  

ρinletAinletVinlet = ρoutletAoutletVoutlet      (3.31) 

where ρ is density (kg/m3), A is flow area (m2) and V is flow velocity (m/s). Assuming a 

constant flow rate and water density, this becomes the Q = A.V equation that had already 

been used. 

Equations for the conservation of momentum for flow in one direction simplifies to 

        (3.32) 

where p is pressure (kg/m.s2), x is distance (m), ρ is density (kg/m3) and V is flow velocity 

(m/s). In this case where no energy is added to the flow within the Conditioner, 

conservation of energy for flow in one direction simplifies to 

 

w = poutletVoutlet – pinletVinlet        (3.33) 

where w = work (kg.m2/s2), p is pressure (kg/m.s2), v is flow velocity (m/s) 

3.7 Discretisation 

There are a number of methods available for discretising a flow system’s area for 

investigation. They include 

• Finite Volume Method 

• Finite Element Method 

• Finite Difference Method 

• Boundary Element Method 

• High-Resolution Discretization Schemes 

The Ansys CFX package uses the Finite Volume Method (FVM), where the governing 

equations are solved over discrete control volumes. Similar to the finite difference or finite 

element methods, values are calculated at discrete places on a meshed geometry. "Finite 

volume" refers to the small volume surrounding each node point on a mesh. Finite volume 

methods recast the governing Navier-Stokes equations conservatively, and then discretize 

the new equation.  Volume integrals in a partial differential equation that contain a 

divergence term are converted to surface integrals using the divergence theorem. These 

terms are then evaluated as fluxes at the surfaces of each finite volume. These methods are 

conservative as the flux entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the adjacent 

volume. 
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The finite volume equation yields governing equations in the form, 

    (3.34) 

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F is the vector of fluxes, V is the volume of 

the control volume element, and A is the surface area of the control volume element. 

3.8 Grid generation 

Once the models were constructed, the ANSYS program has an inbuilt feature that develops 

an initial grid. Once that grid has been developed, modellers have the option to decrease the 

mesh size and increase the number of elements near special features such as the entrance 

and around the insert Venturis in the old design, and the inlet Venturi, spiral insert 

boundaries and the five cylinders protruding into the flow for the newer design. 

 

The initial generated grid was modified by specifying a ‘sphere of interest’ within 2 

centimetres of the inlet where turbulence was expected to be greatest, and extra cells were 

required between the spiral insert boundaries and the outer tube. Finally volume dimensions 

were set at 0.5mm3 for the rest of the tube. 

3.9 Convergence 

Having checked that the iterative process was converging to a lower level of residuals, 

rather than diverging, the ANSYS iterative process was supposed to calculate until residuals 

fell below the convergence criteria or tolerance of 1 x 10-4. However after several hours of 

processing, a lack of convergence meant a change was needed in the convergence criteria. 

A time step approach was adopted, with the aim to solve the CFX equations for each 0.005 

second time step, up to a maxium of 500 iterations. This was accomplished for all models.  

3.10 Turbulence Modelling 

There are a number of ways of modelling the effects of turbulence. They include 

• Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes 

• Large Eddy Simulation 

• Detached Eddy Simulation 

• Direct Numerical Simulation 

• Coherent Vortex Simulation 

• Vortex Method 

• Vorticity Confinement Method 
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Turbulent flows at moderate Reynolds numbers can be simulated using Direct Numerical 

Simulation (DNS), however this is restricted by the power of the computer used in the 

modeling, and the efficiency of the solution algorithm. 

These limitations can be avoided by using Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

(RANS) combined with turbulence modeling. This modeling provides additional 

momentum transfer by Reynolds stresses, although the turbulence also enhances the heat 

and mass transfer. Another promising methodology is Large Eddy Simulation (LES), 

especially Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). DES combines RANS turbulence modeling 

and large eddy simulation (LES). In this study, ANSYS CFX used RANS with k-epsilon to 

model the flow. 

3.11 Simulation procedure in ANSYS CFX 

3.11.1 Assumptions 
The following simulation details were assumed for the modelling of both old and new 

designs. 

• Heat Transfer Model = Isothermal 

• Turbulence Model = k epsilon 

• Turbulent Wall Functions = Scalable 

• Buoyancy Model = Non Buoyant 

• Domain Motion = Stationary 

The fluid was water at 20ºC, with no solids or particles. 

3.11.2 Boundary Conditions 
The Carefree Conditioner is designed and operated based on flow rate, so that flow rate was 

also the dominant characteristic of the ANSYS simulation. For the sake of comparison, 

calculations for both designs were performed using the same water flow conditions of 10 

litres per second (or 0.167 kg/s) at 20 degrees Celsius. The flow was initially meant to 

discharge into the atmosphere, but as this is not always the case in all practical uses of the 

Conditioner, it was thought better to have the same mass flow rate control conditions at 

both the inlet and outlet. 

 

Modelling was also carried out on the new design to evaluate turbulence levels for different 

flow rates. Those flow rates were 4.86, 6.62, 6.88, 8.50, 8.56, 10.03 and 11.59 L/min. The 

same flow rates were used in scale morphology tests in Chapter 5.  The aim is to investigate 
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if there is any relation between the level of turbulence at a given flow rate, and the 

morphology of calcium carbonate scale resulting from solutions conditioned at that flow 

rate. This experiment is described in more detail in Chapter 5. 

3.11.2.1 Inlet conditions 

The inlet conditions used for CFD modelling of the old and new Conditioner designs are 

specified as 

• Flow Direction = Normal to Boundary Condition 

• Flow Regime = Subsonic 

• Mass Flow Rate = 0.1667 kg/s (10 litres per minute) 

• Mass And Momentum = Mass Flow Rate 

• Turbulence = Medium Intensity and Eddy Viscosity Ratio  

 

Medium Intensity and Eddy Viscosity Ratio was chosen as a starting point as the flow 

conditions were unknown, so starting mid-way seemed to be the safest option. 

 

CFD modelling for the second design were also carried out for the flow rates of 4.86, 6.62, 

6.88, 8.50, 8.56, 10.03 and 11.59 L/min. Assuming water’s density at 1 kilogram per litre, 

these correspond to mass flow rates of 0.081, 0.110, 0.115, 0.143, 0.167, and 0.193 kg/s. 

3.11.2.2 Pipe walls 

At the physical boundaries inside the Conditioner (such as the pipe wall and surface of the 

insert), the no-slip condition assumes zero relative velocity between a surface and the water 

immediately contacting it. 

• Wall Influence On Flow = No Slip 

• Wall Roughness = Smooth Wall 

At these points the fluid velocity vectors = v = w = 0 

3.11.2.3 Outlet conditions 

As the outlet had the same mass flow rate control as the inlet, the CFD settings were the 

same. 

• Flow Regime = Subsonic 

• Mass And Momentum = Static Pressure for Entrainment 

• Mass Flow Rate = 0.1667 kg/s (10 litres per minute) 

• Turbulence = Zero Gradient 
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3.11.3 Computational domain and mesh 
The design mesh for the initial design had a default domain of 51,013 nodes for 259,327 

elements. The design mesh for the new design had 29,957 nodes for 150,021 elements. 

3.12 Summary of Conditioning and CFD Set up 

Despite being commercially available for 20 years, no one had any actual knowledge of the 

flow conditions within the Carefree Conditioner. It was assumed that the Venturis in the old 

design were producing turbulence for the design flow rates. This study is the first 

investigation of flow areas, and flow velocity through the unit. The following conclusions 

were drawn: 

1. The Care-free Conditioner appears to be designed on the equation 

FlowrateThreadsize •= 5  

2. This reveals a critical minimum design velocity of 0.88 m/s across the range of 

Conditioners.  

3. Simple calculations show the velocity inside the unit for the design flow rate 

fluctuates between 133 and 173% of the initial velocity. 

4. Simple calculation of the Reynold’s number shows that the Care-free Conditioner 

does achieve turbulent flow between parallel plates at all points in the Conditioner 

past the inlet. 

 

Having failed to view any generated turbulence using a clear polycarbonate outer tube, 

Computational Fluid Dynamics models were developed to gain a better picture of what was 

happening during turbulent conditioning. This had never been attempted before.  Models 

were successfully developed for the old Carefree Conditioner design, and the new spiral 

design that replaced it over the course of this study. Simulations were run at the same flow 

conditions to enable comparisons between the designs.  

 

The new design was also modelled over a range of flow rates to see the effects on turbulent 

levels. They were the same flow rates used in scale morphology tests, so that relations could 

be drawn between the levels of turbulence being generated, and the degree of change in the 

resulting scale morphology. This is reported on in Chapter 6, and had never been attempted 

before either.
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CHAPTER 4 CONDITIONING EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

4. 1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the Carefree Conditioner being tested for its possible effects on: 

§ Suspended particle size of calcium carbonate 

§ Scale morphology 

This chapter is important as the Carefree Conditioner had never previously been rigorously 

tested. The conditioner’s effect on scale morphology is the most important, followed by 

impacts on suspended particle size. Testing is described in the following sections. 

4.2 PARTICLE SIZE CHANGE DUE TO CONDITIONING 

The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on suspended particles size in 

conditioned water?  

 and if so, 

2. What is happening to the particles? 

3. Is there an optimum conditioning flow rate? 

4. Does the addition of magnets have an effect on particle size? 

 

The aim was to make up solutions containing suspended solids with a known particle size 

distributions, subject those solutions to various conditioning regimes, and then analyse the 

particle size distributions in conditioned solutions to determine if there was any change. 

 

Key experimental variables in investigating conditioning’s effect on particle sizes are flow 

rate, particle concentration, the conditioner design, and the presence or absence of a 

magnetic field. The data to be measured during experiments includes flow rate and inlet 

water particle concentration. The key outcome is a comparison of particle size distributions 

for different flow rates and Conditioner configurations. 

4.2.1 Particle Size Experiments on Calcium Carbonate – Part I 

4.2.1.1 Equipment  

A conditioning system was set up comprising  

§ 40 Litre urn, capable of heating between 0-110°C 

§ Flow meter, capable of measuring 0 – 22 L/min 

§ Monza garden pump capable of pumping 0-12 L/min 
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§ Old (Venturi) design of Carefree Conditioner with battery pack 

supplying a current of 2mA with a voltage of 3V. 

§ Neodymium super magnet arrangement 

The urn is used to heat the feedwater to the required temperature, and provide a reservoir 

for the pump. The Monza pump was placed inside the urn and connected to the Dwyer flow 

meter, control valve, Conditioner and sampling lines. The Conditioner is shown in Figure 

4.1. During these experiments, the older Venturi design was the only one in existence. 

 

Figure 4.1: The Carefree Conditioner and battery pack 

The connected system is shown in Figure 4.2. The flow could be routed both through and 

around the Conditioner using a valve. The entire system is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.2: Monza pump, Dwyer flow meter and Care-free Conditioner 
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Figure 4.3: Conditioning system showing urn, flow meter, control valve and 

Conditioner. 

The magnetic arrangement could be added to and removed from the Conditioner as desired. 

The magnetic arrangement consists of twelve 25mm square neodymium magnets arranged 

inside aluminium brackets. The inner space consists of 6 pairs of magnets, with the magnet 

North-South fields alternating in direction. It is shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4: The magnetic arrangement with the Care-free Conditioner. 

4.2.1.2 Suspended particle solution  
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Twenty-five grams of calcium carbonate (BDH Chemicals, >99.5% purity) was suspended 

in 38 litres of tap water in the urn. This 660 mg/L concentration of calcium carbonate was 

ideal for the measurement of the particle sizing process, though it is many times more than 

what exists in nature.  The tap water had previously been analysed. It had no discernible 

particle size distribution, and did not contribute to the final results.  

 

4.2.1.3 Settings 

The urn temperature was set to 60°C to replicate the higher temperatures where the 

manufacturer has observed the best anecdotal effects on scale control (Bob Uden, personal 

communication). The literature also points to a temperature above 50°C if aragonite 

transformation is to be favoured over calcite. To prevent particles settling as the urn heated 

up, the pump was left re-circulating at a rate of 4L/min for one hour. This means that all the 

particles would have passed through the pump an average of 6 times at low speed before the 

samples were taken. 

4.2.2 Experimental Design 

The manufacturer’s data recommends an optimum conditioning flow rate of 10 L/min for 

the 6mm conditioner investigated, with a tolerance of minus 33% to plus 66%. This makes 

an effective treatment range of 6.6 to 16.6 L/min. This initial study was forced to focus on 

the low to middle end of this range due to the capacity of the pump available. The range 

from 6-12 L/min was explored. 

 

Indications were sought of whether or not a change in particle size existed with and without 

flow through the conditioning system, which part of the system had produced it and 

quantification of that change if possible. A particle size change could conceivably be 

produced by  

• particles coalescing in the urn, and  

• aggregating or de-aggregating through the pump,  

• aggregating or de-aggregating through the pump and conditioner. 

• aggregating or de-aggregating through the pump, conditioner and magnetic system. 

Uncirculated samples were collected directly from the reservoir to provide a particle size 

distribution that had not been altered by the pump, conditioner or magnet. The effect of the 

pump could be seen by collecting water that had circulated through the pump only at 6, 8 

and 12 L/min. The effect of the conditioner could be discerned by subtracting any pump 
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effect from water circulated through the pump and conditioner at 6, 8 and 12 L/min, while 

samples of water circulated through the pump, conditioner and magnet at 6, 8 and 12 L/min 

would give an indication of the effect of the magnet. 

4.2.3 Conditioning Method 
The water was uniformly heated to 60°C and circulated at 4 L/min for one hour. After this, 

the flow rate was increased to the desired setting (6, 8 and 12 L/min) using the flow meter 

and control valve. A 100mL sample was collected once the flow rate had stabilized. The urn 

was stirred before each sample was taken to reduce the impact of settling. Pumped water 

was not re-circulated after samples were taken; it was discharged to the drain. 

 

The initial experimental design called for water to be circulated at the top flow rate of 

12L/min through the pump, conditioner and the magnet. However in these experiments the 

pump lacked the capacity to produce this flow rate. This affected the experimental design 

somewhat. The pump could only manage 11 L/min with the conditioner in line, and 10 

L/min with the conditioner and magnet. This infers that the conditioner core produced a 

turbulent resistance equivalent to a flow of 1L/min, or 8% of the flow without the 

conditioner. The magnetic field did likewise. Having a pump with a variable energy input 

and extra capacity would enable proper measurement of this. Pumping water at 60ºC also 

caused problems for the pump, as it would cut out when it overheated. This was overcome 

by sampling quickly so the pump didn’t overheat. This effect limits the range of 

temperatures that can be investigated using this pump. A magnetic pump could overcome 

this for future research. 

4.2.4 Particle Size Distribution 
Particle size was originally planned for testing on a Malvern Zetasizer 3000, which can 

measure both particle size and zeta potential. However, the sample contained solids large 

enough to settle during the time a Zetasizer reading was being taken. The Zetasizer’s 

method of particle sizing does not permit stirring, and hence settling would occur. This 

meant that any distribution given would not include the settled portion.  

 

Although considerably older, the Galai Cis-1 particle sizer was chosen as it had magnetic 

stirring built in. A 3mm long plastic-covered bar magnet was immersed in the sample as the 

stirrer. The Galai works by shining a laser across the sample. A detector at right angles to 

the beam counts the particles and measures their diameter by capturing particle reflections. 

The Galai Cis-1 is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Galai Cis-1 particle sizer. 

4.2.4.1 Galai Settings:   

The Galai offers considerable flexibility in operation. The following settings were used 

§ magnetic stirrer set on highest speed (3),  

§ Particles classed as ‘special’, not spherical. 

The Galai can measure particles in the range of 0.5 to 150 µm. Size ranges for investigation 

were set at  

0-4µm  4-8 µm  8-12 µm 12-16 µm 16-18 µm  

18-20µm 20-22 µm 22-24 µm 24-26 µm 26-28 µm 

28-30 µm 30-32 µm 32-34 µm 34-38 µm 38-42 µm 

42-46 µm 46-50 µm 50-60 µm 60-70 µm 70-150 µm 

These cover the range of particle size diameters to allow comparison for the different 

treatment methods. 

 

The Galai machine also allows analysis of the mean particle diameter with respect to 

number, area and volume. A quick explanation of the different methods for calculating 

these quantities is required to explain the differences in results, and why the volume method 

was favoured. 

4.2.4.2 Methods for measuring particle size 

The different methods are best demonstrated by simple examples. Imagine three spheres 

with diameters 1, 2 and 3 units. There are a number of ways of finding the average size of 

all three, depending on the spherical property deemed to be most important. 
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If just the diameter is important, the mean number involves summing all the diameters 

then dividing by the number of particles. This is more accurately called the number length 

mean, because the number of particles appears in the equation:  

n

d
NLM

∑
=        (4.1) 

For the example, the number length mean diameter = (1+2+3)/3 = 2.00. This is also 

known as D [1, 0] because the diameter terms on the top of the equation are to the power 

(d1) and there are no diameter terms (d0) on the bottom.  

However, comparing spheres on the basis of surface areas requires a different technique. 

The surface area of a sphere is 4πr2, so the diameters must be squared, divided by the 

number of particles, and the square root taken to get back to a mean diameter. This is a 

number area mean since the number of spheres appears on the bottom. 

2

2

n

d
NAM

∑
=        (4.2) 

For the example the answer is ((22 + 32 + 42)/ 3)1/2 = 2.16. This is D [2, 0], where the 

diameter terms are squared on the top, with no diameter terms on the bottom.  

Comparing spheres on the basis of weight requires yet another method. The weight of a 

sphere is 4/3 π r3.ρ, so the diameters must be cubed, added then divided by the number of 

particles and a cube root taken to get back to a mean diameter.  

3

3

n

d
NVM

∑
=        4.3) 

The number-volume mean is also called D [3, 0]. In the example, NVM = ((23 + 33 + 43)/ 

3)1/3 = 2.20. 

Finally there is a volume moment mean or D [4, 3].  It is the sum of the fourth power of 

the diameter divided by the sum of the third power. This is the most useful as the number of 

particles is not required. 
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∑

∑
=

3

4

d

d
VMM        (4.4) 

For the example D [4, 3] = (14+24+34)/ (13+23+33) = 2.72  

The Galai machine returns the mean and standard deviation of particle diameters for the 

(Number, Length), (Number, Area), (Number, Volume), (Length, Area), (Length, Volume), 

(Area, Volume) and (Volume, Moment) calculations, and the median and mode for 

Number, Area and Volume particle diameters. It then provides particle size distributions for 

ranges and percentages in number, area and volume format. While the volume-moment 

method would be preferable, the Galai machine does not provide a distribution using this 

method. This leaves the volume reading as the best available method. 

The Galai also returns statistics such as the number of particles counted during an analysis, 

the concentration per millilitre, the percentage of solids and the specific area of the 

particles. Each of the samples for the eleven configurations was analyzed twice then 

averaged. 

4.2.5 Particle Size Experiments on Calcium Carbonate – Part II 
A new round of experiments were carried out to overcome one missing series from Part I, 

and to double-check some of its results. This time the water was heated to 60°C first before 

the calcium carbonate was suspended, so that the water and particles were not circulated 

through the pump during heating. In these experiments the particles have only passed 

through the pump once, instead of an average of seven times during the last round of 

experiments. 

4.2.5.1 Equipment 

A mechanical stirrer was added to the urn to avoid the need for hand-stirring, and to 

increase consistency. The water was heated to 60°C first before the calcium carbonate was 

suspended to avoid re-circulation and allows better quantification of the effect of one pass 

through the pump. 

The rest of the system (water, settings, experimental design, conditioning method, particle 

size distribution and Galai settings) were all the same as Part I except that the number of 

samples for each scenario was increased from two to three. Flow rates of 6, 8 and 10 L/min 

were run through the pump, conditioner and magnetized conditioner respectively. 
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Uncirculated water was also collected straight from the urn without passing through the 

pump. 

4.2.6 Particle Size Experiments on Calcium Carbonate – Part III 

4.2.6.1 Equipment 

Following a supervisor’s suggestion that the effect of the pump on particle size could be 

related to the type of pump used, a two tank system was designed that could use gravity to 

control the flow rate without a pump. The top feed tank could maintain the constant solution 

composition required, and feed into a smaller variable height tank to maintain a constant 

head and flow rate. The top tank was fitted with a mechanical mixer to prevent settling 

during experiments. The smaller tank’s height was adjusted by winch to give the right flow 

rate even without a check valve. An overflow weir kept the head constant all the time, 

regardless of the level in the top tank. The small tank and winch is shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

A further benefit was the addition of pressure sensors and a mass balance connected to a 

data-logging computer. The pressure sensors enabled the pressure loss through the 

Conditioner to be measured, and the polycarbonate outer tube allowed viewing of the fluid 

dynamics as water passed the inner core. The balance under the receival tank enabled 

accurate calculation of the flow rate by measuring the increase in mass over a known time. 

The sensors and weighing system are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 

Initial experiments aimed to determine the heights for the smaller tank to deliver the desired 

flow rates. Pressure loss across the Conditioner was also measured for the range of flow 

rates, and the data logged.  
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Figure 4.6: Variable head tank with winch and feed tank 

 
Figure 4.7: Polycarbonate conditioner outer tube with pressure meters 
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Figure 4.8: Receiving tank with mass balance, data logging computer and pressure 

meters. 

4.2.6.2 Solution 

A solution was mixed of 60 g of calcium carbonate (BDH Chemicals, >99.5% purity) in 

900 litres of tap water. The carbonate was kept suspended using a mechanical mixer set on 

60 revolutions /minute.  

4.2.6.3 Experimental Design 

It was planned to look at the effect of the conditioner alone by comparing it to 

unconditioned particle size distributions at the same flow rate, and at the same energy level 

(available head). The same head that produced a flow of 10 L/min through the Conditioner 

produced 12.4 L/min without it. Samples were taken of uncirculated water from the tank, 

water with a flow rate of 10 L/min through the conditioner, and flow rates of 10 L/min and 

12.4 L/min without conditioning. 

The rest of the settings, conditioning method, particle size distribution and Galai settings 

were the same as those described in Part I and II. The number of samples for each scenario 

was increased to 6, and obvious outliers were purged from the data set before averaging. 

This meant a minimum of 3, and a maximum of 6 samples made up the results for each 

scenario in the data set. 
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4.2.7 Particle Size Experiments on Calcium Carbonate – Part IV 

4.2.7.1 Equipment 

These experiments were the first time that the new design of Conditioner had been tested 

for its effects on suspended particle diameter. These experiments used the same two tank 

system as Part III to remove the effects of a pump. The top tank was fitted with a 

mechanical mixer to prevent settling during experiments. The initial experiments aimed to 

determine the correct height for the smaller tank to deliver the same flow rates that had been 

modelled in CFD through the new Conditioner. These flow rates were discussed in Chapter 

3. A Malvern Mastersizer was used to measure the particle sizes. 

4.2.7.2 Solution 

A solution of calcium carbonate was mixed of 180 g of calcium carbonate (BDH 

Chemicals, >99.5% purity) in 920 litres of tap water. The concentration of approximately 

195 mg/L is classed as very hard water. It was chosen as the best concentration for the 

Mastersizer to read, while still being low enough to exist in the real world. The 

Mastersizer’s method of measurement using blue light obfuscation is ideal for particles at 

concentrations approximately double the one used here (~380mg/L), but the results would 

be largely meaningless as the Conditioner would rarely encounter water that hard. The 

carbonate was suspended with a mechanical mixer set on 180 revolutions /minute.  

4.2.7.3 Experimental Design 

It was planned to look at the effect of the new conditioner alone by comparing it to 

unconditioned particle size distributions. Samples were taken of uncirculated water from the 

tank and water conditioned at the flow rates used in the CFD modelling. 

 

Conditioning was carried out in the High Bay of Civil Engineering at the University of 

Wollongong. The correct height for the overflow tank to produce a flow of 4.86, 6.62, 6.88, 

8.50, 8.56, 10.03 and 11.59 L/min through the new Conditioner were determined in 

experiments using a bucket and stop watch. The overhead tank system could not supply less 

than 4.86 L/min or more than 11.59 L/min at fixed head conditions: these were the 

extremities of the adjustable head tank’s range. 

With both the Malvern Zetasizer and Galai particle sizer out of action, the Malvern 

Mastersizer from Environmental Science was used. It is useful as it has built-in stirrers, 

scans much larger samples of up to 1 litre, and carries out three analyses of each sample. Its 
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drawback is that its method of laser measurement assumes spherical particles, and cannot be 

changed. It is shown in Figure 4.9. 

 
Figure 4.9: Malvern Mastersizer in UOW Environmental Science. 

The number of samples for each scenario was set at 3, with each sample being analyzed 3 

times. Obvious outliers were purged from the data set before averaging. This meant a 

minimum of 6 measurements were used for each scenario. 

4.3 SCALE MORPHOLOGY 

These are the most important experiments, as changing scale morphology is believed to be a 

major part of the Carefree Conditioner’s mechanism for ameliorating scale. Key questions 

to be answered by the experiments in this section are 

1. Does the Conditioner measurably change scale morphology in conditioned water?  

And if so, 

2. Which ion is most affected by the Conditioner? 

The key experimental variable involved in investigating turbulent conditioning is the water 

flow rate. This section required a flow meter on the inlet of the conditioner, and X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD). 

4.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction 
 

X Ray Diffraction investigates crystal structure by generating and directing X rays towards 

crystals of a sample at varying angles. The X-rays that are reflected and transmitted 

(diffracted) are detected and counted. Most angles register mainly reflection. A peak is 

determined when the angle of incidence and the size of the crystals diffract the X rays, 

resulting in constructive interference. The intensity of waves reaching the detector increases 

significantly and a peak is plotted. Peak positions and intensities are used for identifying the 

crystal size, and the underlying structure (or phase) of the material. An example of the 

working principle is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: Example of reflection and transmission in X-Ray Diffraction 

Bragg-Brentano diffractometers can be operated both in transmission and in reflection. The 

powdery sample is packed in a small disc-like container and its surface carefully flattened. 

The disc is put on one axis of the diffractometer and tilted by an angle θ while a Geiger 

counter detector rotates around it on an arm at twice this angle.  

In the 1930s, Hanawalt was the first to realize the analytical potential of creating a data base 

of XRD results. Today the ICDD (International Committee of Diffraction Data) is 

searchable on-line. The method is used most extensively for the identification of minerals. 

Powder XRD is the most popular X-ray diffraction technique for characterization. Powder 

samples have their crystalline domains randomly oriented. Therefore a 2-D diffraction 

pattern shows concentric rings of scattering peaks corresponding to the various diameters 

(also called ‘d’ spacings) in the crystal lattice. The spreading of a beam is inversely 

proportional to the distance between the atoms, so the dispersion of the waves is bigger for 

smaller objects. If the crystallites of the powder are very small the peaks of the pattern will 

broaden. From the broadening it is possible to determine an average crystallite size. 

The mathematical basis of XRD is Bragg’s Law. It is  

θλ sin2dn =          (6.1) 

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of X ray, d is the crystal dimension and θ is the 

angle of incidence. A derivation of it is shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Derivation of Bragg’s Law for determining crystal dimensions by XRD. 

This technique is being used to determine if conditioning produces any change in the 

morphologies of calcium carbonate, and the crystal size. As shown in Chapter 2, calcium 

carbonate has three crystal morphologies; calcite, aragonite and vaterite. Aragonite has an 

orthorhombic shape, vaterite is hexagonal and calcite is trigonal. Chemical analysis alone 

cannot distinguish between the three forms, but XRD can. Each crystalline solid produces 

its own line spectrum. Both the positions (values of the scattering angle θ) and the intensity 

of the lines are characteristic of that particular phase, so the pattern identifies the material. 

Figure 4.12 shows the characteristic X-ray diffraction results of calcite and aragonite.  

. 

Figure 4.12: The X-ray diffraction patterns of calcite (above) and aragonite (below), 

adapted from Nihon University 

 

The great advantage of powder XRD is that it does not require the growing and mounting of 

a single crystal, and it allows the sampling of larger objects. Powder diffraction can also 

characterize mixed phase samples. This is impossible with single crystals.  
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4.3.2 Quantifying polymorph percentages from XRD data 
Since the year 2000, XRD data could be used to quantify the percentage of the aragonite, 

vaterite and calcite in a mixture through empirical equations developed by Kontoyannis & 

Vagenas. They derived them by preparing accurate standard mixtures of the pure 

polymorphs, and analyzing them along with the XRD spectra from known percentage 

mixtures.  The relative intensities of the characteristic peaks of each polymorph’s X-ray 

patterns are measured and entered into the equations to compute the weight percentage of 

the polymorphs in the mixture. The XRD results for an unknown mixture of calcium 

carbonate polymorphs can be used to quantify the mixture to within a relative error of 2.5, 

1.8 and 0.6% for calcite, aragonite and vaterite respectively.   

A second later method is the use of ‘SiroQuant’ software. The SiroQuant program uses 

empirical equations linking XRD key peak area with calcium carbonate polymorph molar 

percentage. The relative intensities of the characteristic peaks of each polymorph’s x-ray 

patterns are measured and integrated to compute the weight percentage of the polymorphs 

in the mixture.  The key peaks for each of the three polymorphs calcite, aragonite and 

vaterite and their peak labels are shown in Figure 4.13.  

 

Figure 4.13:  XRD spectra of the synthetically prepared calcite (A), aragonite (B) and 

vaterite (C). 

Kontoyannis & Vagenas’ equations relating molar percentage to peak intensity are 

      (4.5) 

        (4.6) 

XC + XA + XV = 1        (4.7) 
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where XA is the molar percentage of aragonite, IA
221 is the XRD intensity for the 221 

reflection line in aragonite, IC
104 is the XRD intensity for the 104 reflection line in calcite, 

and IV
110 is the XRD intensity for the 110 reflection line in vaterite. XC is the molar 

percentage of calcite, and XV is the molar percentage of vaterite in the final calcium 

carbonate powder. 

Kontoyannis & Vagenas reported that their method had a detection limit of 0.85 molar 

percent for calcite, 2.90 mol.-% for aragonite and 6.90 mol.-% for vaterite at the 99.9% 

confidence level. A multi-phase mixture will show more than one pattern, as shown in 

Figure 4.14. A phase less than 5% by weight is usually not detected.  

 

Figure 4.14: 50/50 calcite/aragonite mixture, adapted from United States Geological 

Survey. C is for calcite, A is aragonite. 

4.3.3 Morphology Experimental Set-up – Part I 

4.3.3.1 Crystals 

Seawater that had not been circulated at all, and seawater that had been conditioned at 9.76 

L/min was kept and dried in an oven at 60ºC to produce calcium carbonate crystals.  

4.3.3.2 Equipment 

A Philips 1730 phase X-Ray Diffraction machine housed in Mechanical Engineering at the 

University of Wollongong was used for XRD analysis. It is shown in Figure 4.15. The 

machine uses a copper cathode, so the wavelength of the X rays (λ) is 1.5405 angstroms. 

Data was analysed with Visual XRD software.  

 

The XRD machine was initially set to scan from 0 to 90° at 0.02° intervals. The scanning 

rate was 4° per minute, so it took 22.5 minutes to scan. After the first scan, the range was 

limited to 10 to 70° at 0.02° intervals to save time. The scanning rate was kept constant, as 
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varying it changes the width and position of the peaks. A very minor peak at 74.26 degrees 

was missed in the scanning for the conditioned seawater crystals, but most major features 

were picked up. The resulting XRD scan data was entered into Kontoyannis & Vagenas’ 

equations to compute the percentage by mass of calcite, aragonite and vaterite. 

 

Figure 4.15: Philips 1730 X-Ray Diffraction machine 

4.3.4 Morphology Experimental Set-up – Part II 
 

The XRD analysis was repeated with a new lot of crystals, this time those resulting from the 

evaporation of samples from fully conditioned and unconditioned calcium carbonate 

solutions.   

 

Twenty-five grams of calcium carbonate (BDH Chemicals, >99.5% purity) was suspended 

in 38 litres of tap water in the urn. The tap water had previously been analysed for 

suspended particles. It had no discernible particle size distribution, and did not contribute 

anything to the final results. A sample was taken as the solution was then run through the 

pump and Conditioner at 8 L/min. Another sample of the uncirculated solution was also 

collected. 

 

Both samples were evaporated to dry state at 60ºC in the oven in the Environmental 

Engineering labs, and the solids were subjected to XRD. The same XRD machine used 

previously was set to scan from 15 to 70 degrees with 0.02 step. The scanning speed was 
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1.998 degrees per minute. The resulting XRD scan data was entered into Kontoyannis & 

Vagenas’ equations to give the percentage by mass of calcite, aragonite and vaterite. 

4.3.5 Morphology Experimental Set-up – Part III 
 

The aim of these experiments was to produce calcium carbonate scale from conditioned and 

unconditioned solutions of calcium chloride and sodium carbonate.  The key point is that 

the individual ions were dissolved during conditioning, and solid scale formed later. The 

solutions were conditioned using a gravity feed system so that pump effects could be 

removed. A schematic diagram of the overflow tank system is shown in Figure 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16: Overhead tank, adjustable overflow and conditioner set-up. 

Conditioning was carried out in the High Bay of Civil Engineering at the University of 

Wollongong. The correct height for the overflow tank to produce a flow of 10 L/min was 

determined in experiments using an electronic scale and data logger.  

 

The scale and data logger were set up to record the change in mass from water flowing into 

the tank. The overflow tank was set at various heights and the corresponding flow rate was 

recorded. Height was graphed versus flow rate. The height required to deliver 10 L/minute 

was determined from the graph and double-checked in practice. 
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The resulting scale was scanned by XRD, and the resulting data was used in ‘SiroQuant’ to 

determine the different polymorph percentages, so that the effects of conditioning could be 

assessed.  

4.3.5.1 Experimental Procedure 

The procedure for this round of XRD experiments began by calculating the stoichometrics 

for the proper concentrations. The atomic masses of applicable atoms and compounds are 

shown in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1: Atomic masses of applicable atoms and compounds 

Atom Symbol Atomic Mass 

    g/mol 

Sodium Na+ 22.9897 

Carbon C4- 12.0107 

Oxygen O2- 15.9994 

Calcium Ca2+ 40.0780 

Chlorine Cl- 35.4530 

Compound    

Sodium carbonate Na2CO3 105.9883 

Calcium chloride CaCl2 106.3590 

Calcium carbonate CaCO3 100.0869 

 

The applicable calculations are as follows:        

20 Litres (L) of 0.2 mol/L Na2CO3 = 21.19766 g/L x 20 L = 423.9532g Na2CO3 in 20 L. 

1 L of 1 mol/L Na2CO3 = 105.9883 g in 1 L      

20 L of 0.2 mol/L CaCl2 = 21.2718 g/L x 20 L = 425.436g Na2CO3 in 20 L 

1 L of 1 mol/L CaCl2 = 106.359 g in 1 L      

1 litre x 0.2 mol/L Na2CO3 + 0.2 litres x 1 mol/L CaCl2 = 1.2 litres x 0.2 mol of CaCO3 = 

20.0174 g of CaCO3 

1 litre x 0.2 mol/L CaCl2  + 0.2 litres x 1 mol/L Na2CO3 = 1.2 litres x 0.2 mol of CaCO3 = 

20.0174g of CaCO3 

 

The solutions were made up using tap water. Tap water contains very low amounts of 

calcium carbonate, and the 42 litres of water required made using distilled water unviable. 
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Using tap water does not appear to have affected the results in any way. The experimental 

procedure was: 

§ Mix up 20 litres of 0.2M Na2CO3 and 20 litres of 0.2M CaCl2 

§ Mix up 1 litre of 1M Na2CO3 and 1 litre of 1M CaCl2 

§ Set aside 1 Litre of unconditioned 0.2M Na2CO3 and 1 Litre of unconditioned 0.2M 

CaCl2 

§ Set aside 2 lots of 0.2 L of unconditioned 1M Na2CO3 and 0.2 L of unconditioned 

1M CaCl2 

§ Set overflow tank to height required to produce a conditioned flow rate of 10 L/min.  

§ Condition 0.2M Na2CO3 by feeding 19 L through double tank system.  

§ Set aside 1 Litre of conditioned 0.2M Na2CO3 

 

§ Condition 0.2M CaCl2. by feeding 19 L through system  

§ Set aside 1 Litre of conditioned 0.2M CaCl2 

§ Slowly mix 1 L of unconditioned 0.2M Na2CO3 with 0.2 L of unconditioned 1M 

CaCl2 

§ Let mix slowly for 3 minutes 

§ Filter the CaCO3 immediately 

§ Dry the CaCO3 in an oven at 60°C. 

 

§ Slowly mix 1 L of unconditioned 0.2M CaCl2 with 0.2 L of unconditioned 1M 

Na2CO3 

§ Let mix slowly for 3 minutes 

§ Filter the CaCO3 immediately 

§ Dry the CaCO3 in an oven at 60°C. 

 

§ Slowly mix 1 L of conditioned 0.2M Na2CO3 with 0.2 L of unconditioned 1M 

CaCl2 

§ Let mix slowly for 3 minutes 

§ Filter the CaCO3 immediately 

§ Dry the CaCO3 in an oven at 60°C. 

 

§ Slowly mix 1 L of 0.2M CaCl2 with 0.2 L of 1M Na2CO3 

§ Let mix slowly for 3 minutes 

§ Filter the CaCO3 immediately 
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§ Dry the CaCO3 in an oven at 60°C.     

Solutions were transported to the lab for mixing within 5 minutes of conditioning. Mixing 

took place in the Environmental Engineering laboratories at the University of Wollongong. 

The mixer was set at 60 rpm. The 200mL of each solution that had been set aside was added 

to the 1 Litre beaker over a 13s period. Components were mixed for 3 minutes exactly, then 

filtered through 200µm filter paper. 

 

The solutions were left until they had filtered, and total filtration time was recorded. The 

collected scale was put into an oven at 102ºC and dried for 3 hours. The five samples were 

ground and subjected to XRD testing in the Environmental Science Department. The 

resulting XRD pattern was analysed for the point areas using SiroQuant software, and the 

calcite/vaterite were ratios obtained. This analysis was carried out twice for each sample. 

4.3.5.2 Calcium carbonate polymorph ratio 

The initial hypothesis was that conditioning would influence scale by converting calcite 

scale into aragonite. This was tested by running X Ray Diffraction tests on the resulting 

scale samples.. Environmental scientists often investigate calcite/aragonite ratios to indicate 

historical ocean depth for instance. The XRD machine was Spellman X-ray generator. It 

was set to scan from 4 to 70 degrees at a rate of 2 degrees/minute. The resulting XRD 

pattern was analysed for the peak areas using ‘SiroQuant’ software. This was done twice for 

each sample. The calcite/vaterite ratios obtained are accurate to 5%. 

4.3.5.3 Micrographs 

The dried scale from the XRD results was then subjected to microphotography to determine 

if there was any visible change in the scale particles. The computer-linked microscope also 

enabled particle size measurements to be taken. Greg Tillman from Materials Engineering 

at University of Wollongong provided assistance here. 

4.3.6 Morphology Experimental Set-up – Part IV 
The aim of these experiments was to test calcium carbonate from conditioned and 

unconditioned solutions of calcium carbonate to explore the effects of flow rate and 

turbulence on the calcite/aragonite ratios.  The key question for this part was to see if the 

Conditioner can change the morphology of suspended solid particles of calcium carbonate. 

The calcium carbonate was a suspended solid before and during conditioning, it was not 

dissolved. 
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The solutions were conditioned using a gravity feed system so that pump effects could be 

removed. A schematic diagram of the overflow tank system was shown in Figure 4.16. This 

round of tests used the latest design of the Care-free Conditioner, where a spiral insert has 

replaced the Venturi core. 

 

Conditioning was carried out in the High Bay of Civil Engineering at the University of 

Wollongong. The same heights for the overflow tank that had produced flows of 5, 7.5, 10 

and 15 L/min in the larger but older design Conditioner, produced a flow of 4.86, 6.62, 6.88 

and 10.03 L/min for the newer and smaller Conditioner with the spiral insert. 

 

Ten litres of each conditioned solution was captured and strained with 200µm filter paper. 

The resulting scale was tested to determine the different polymorph percentages, so that the 

effects of conditioning on suspended particles could be assessed. 

4.3.6.1 Experimental Procedure 

The solution of 60 mg/L of calcium carbonate was made up using tap water. Tap water 

contains very low amounts of calcium carbonate, and the amount of solution required made 

using distilled water unviable. Using tap water does not appear to have affected the results 

in any way. The experimental procedure was: 

§ Mix up 900 litres of 60mg/L CaCO3 in overhead tank 

§ Set aside 1 Litre of unconditioned CaCO3 

§ Condition CaCO3 by feeding through double tank system.  

§ Set overflow tank to height required for 4.86 L/min.  

§ Collect 10 litres of sample. 

§ Filter the CaCO3 immediately 

§ Dry the CaCO3 at ambient temperature. 

The same process was repeated for flow rates of 6.62, 6.88 and 10.03 L/min.  

       

Filtration through 200µm filter paper took place in the Environmental Engineering 

laboratories at the University of Wollongong. The collected scale was dried at ambient 

temperature for 2 days. Samples were ground and subjected to XRD testing in the 

Environmental Science Department. The resulting XRD pattern was analysed using 

SiroQuant software, and calcite/vaterite ratios were obtained.  
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4.3.6.2 Calcium carbonate polymorph ratio 

The initial hypothesis was that conditioning would not convert suspended solid particles of 

calcite into aragonite, as conversion requires dissolution and re-precipitation. This was 

tested by running X Ray Diffraction tests on the resulting scale samples. 

 

The XRD machine was Spellman X-ray generator. It was set to scan from 4 to 70 degrees at 

a rate of 2 degrees/minute. The resulting XRD pattern was analysed for the peak areas using 

‘SiroQuant’ software. The calcite/vaterite ratios obtained are accurate to 5%. 

4.3.7 Morphology Experimental Set-up – Part V 
The aim of these experiments was to produce calcium carbonate scale from conditioned and 

unconditioned solutions of sodium carbonate to explore the effects of flow rate and 

turbulence on the calcite/aragonite ratios. The solution was dissolved calcium carbonate: 

suspended particles had been left to settle out. The key question was how much turbulence 

needs to be applied to the dissolved calcium carbonate in order to induce a change in 

subsequent scale morphology. 

 

The solution was conditioned using a gravity feed system so that pump effects could be 

removed. A schematic diagram of the overflow tank system was shown in Figure 4.16. This 

round of tests used the latest design of the Care-free Conditioner, where a spiral insert has 

replaced the Venturi core. 

 

Conditioning was carried out in the High Bay of Civil Engineering at the University of 

Wollongong. The correct height for the overflow tank to produce a flow of 4.86, 6.62, 6.88, 

8.50, 8.56, 10.03 and 11.59 L/min were determined in experiments using a bucket and stop 

watch. The overhead tank system could not supply less than 4.86 L/min or more than 11.59 

L/min at fixed head conditions: these were the extremities of the adjustable head tank’s 

range. 

 

Sixty litres of each sample were captured, and then evaporated in urns at 80°C to produce 

scale. The resulting scale was subjected to XRD analysis using the equations of 

Kontoyannis & Vagenas to determine the different polymorph percentages, so that the 

effects of the conditioning flow rate could be assessed. 
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4.3.7.1 Experimental Procedure 

The solution of 50 mg/L of sodium carbonate was made up using tap water. Tap water 

contains very low amounts of calcium carbonate, and the amount of solution required made 

using distilled water unviable. Using tap water does not appear to have affected the results 

in any way. The experimental procedure was: 

§ Mix up approx. 900 litres of 50mg/L CaCO3 in overhead tank 

§ Set aside 60 litres of unconditioned CaCO3  

§ Set overflow tank to height required for 11.59 L/min.  

§ Condition CaCO3 solution by feeding through double tank system.  

§ Collect 60 litre of CaCO3 conditioned at 11.59 L/min. 

§ Immediately put the solution into two 30 L urns set to 80°C. The solution had to 

heat up first, and then be maintained at 80°C until it evaporated to dry scale. 

§ Collect the dried scale. 

• Repeat process for the same solution conditioned at 10.03, 8.56, 8.50, 6.88, 6.62 and 

4.86 L/min.  

Descending order was used to make best use of the head in the top tank. Obviously it 

decreased as more solution was conditioned, so that the available flow rate decreased. 

       

The collected scale was dried at ambient temperature for 2 days. The seven samples were 

ground and subjected to XRD testing in the Environmental Science Department. The 

resulting XRD pattern was analysed for using equations by Kontoyannis & Vagenas, and 

the polymorph percentages were obtained.  

4.3.7.2 Calcium carbonate polymorph ratio 

The initial hypothesis was that conditioning would influence scale by converting dissolved 

calcium carbonate into aragonite rather than calcite. This was tested by XRD on the 

resulting scale samples. 

 

The XRD machine was Spellman X-ray generator. It was set to scan from 4 to 70 degrees at 

a rate of 2 degrees/minute. The resulting XRD pattern was analysed using equations 

developed by Kontoyannis & Vagenas. The calcite/vaterite ratios obtained are accurate to 

5%. 
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4.4 Summary   

Chapter 4 describes the main physical experiments that were carried out in this study, as 

opposed to the modelling exercises described in Chapter 3. Those physical experiments 

explored the Conditioner’s effects on particle size change, and particle morphology 

change, and the impact of changes in conditioning flow rate. The base solution for each 

experiment always consisted of laboratory grade calcium carbonate suspended in tap 

water. 

 

The experiments testing for a change in suspended particle size after conditioning took 

place in four parts. Each part built on the previous parts to improve the accuracy of the 

results. Major advances were removing the influence of the pump by using a gravity 

flow system, using newer measuring devices as old ones were retired, and comparing 

the old and new Conditioner designs.  

 

The experiments in scale morphology took place in five parts, also due to improvements 

in equipments that led to more accurate results. The major advances were being able to 

use newer X-Ray Diffraction machinery, and learning how to best capture and dry the 

scale quickly before any conditioning effects were lost. The equations developed by 

Kontoyannis & Vagenas (2000) were used to quantify the polymorph percentages in the 

scale.  
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CHAPTER 5 CFD MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling completed in this study was the first of 

its kind conducted on any turbulent conditioner, and the first on the Carefree 

Conditioner itself. The ANSYS CFX package enabled very accurate models of both the 

old and new design of Conditioners to be created, and their flow conditions 

investigated. 

 

 The object was to identify and quantify any improvement in turbulent levels between 

the older and new designs. This occurred by comparing the Turbulent Kinetic Energy 

(k) and Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) at the identical positions of both designs at the 

same flow rates. 

5.2 Model 1 Venturi Results  

Model 1 refers to the older design of Care-free Conditioner that relies on multiple 

Venturis cast into a central insert to generate turbulence. After following the process of 

model creation and simulation described in Chapter 3, the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) 

and Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) has been calculated for all nodes and elements in 

the model for flow rates ranging from 0.027 L/s to 0.193 L/s (1.62-11.58 L/min). These 

same flow rates are used in the morphology tests in Chapter 4. The comparison between 

designs is illustrated with results from the design flow rate of 10 L/min (0.167 L/s).  

 

For the old design, k is firstly displayed as a render of all points in the Conditioner. 

Renders for k looking from the top and side are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and (b). Note 

that the model is symmetrical, so the bottom half is not shown in Figure 5.1 (b).  

Observers can see that the peak k of approximately 4.626 x 10-2 m2/s2 occurs right at the 

start of the insert. Interestingly, Figures 5.1(a) and (b) show that the peak turbulence 

occurs on the sides of the insert away from the Venturi feature, not directly above or 

beneath them.  
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Figure 5.1: Render of Turbulent Kinetic Energy levels for older design looking (a) from 

the top, and (b) from the side. 

 

The render feature is useful for getting an overall feel of flow behaviour, but it has 

limitations for supplying data. The ANSYS calculator function can return the minimum, 

average and maximum values for Turbulent Kinetic Energy, Turbulent Energy 

Dissipation and velocity for all points in the Conditioner. That data has been recorded 

and tabulated for all the modelled flow rates, and is shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 

Table 5.1 Minimum, average and maximum values for Turbulent Kinetic Energy and 

Turbulent Energy Dissipation for all points in the old Conditioner design 

Mass	   Flow	   Turbulent	  Kinetic	  Energy	  (k)	   Turb.	  Energy	  Dissipation	  (ε)	  
Flow	  
rate	   rate	   kinetic	  energy	  /	  unit	  mass	  (J/kg)	   kinetic	  energy/unit	  mass/second	  

m	   	  	   Min	   Avg	   Max	   Min	   Avg	   Max	  
kg/s	   L/min	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	  

0.027	   1.62	   5.56E-‐05	   0.000377	   0.002335	   6.40E-‐05	   0.003643	   0.080395	  
0.053	   3.18	   0.000163	   0.000707	   0.0048362	   0.000589	   0.024295	   0.520037	  
0.081	   4.86	   0.00023	   0.002094	   0.0173338	   0.001172	   0.078183	   1.60125	  
0.110	   6.60	   0.000274	   0.003276	   0.0288999	   0.001674	   0.179372	   4.17649	  
0.115	   6.88	   0.000283	   0.003504	   0.0308306	   0.001785	   0.202804	   4.89943	  
0.142	   8.50	   0.000195	   0.005112	   0.0499564	   0.000847	   0.371862	   11.3893	  
0.167	   10.03	   0.000365	   0.006123	   0.061555	   0.002957	   0.580223	   19.6328	  
0.193	   11.59	   0.000337	   0.008071	   0.068525	   0.002511	   0.919533	   31.5359	  
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Table 5.2 Minimum, average and maximum velocity for all points in the old 

Conditioner design 

Mass	   	  	   Velocity	  (v)	  

Flow	  rate	   Flow	  rate	   	  	   m/s	   	  	  

m	   	  	   Min	   Avg	   Max	  

kg/s	   L/min	   m/s	   m/s	   m/s	  

0.027	   1.62	   0.000226	   0.063158	   0.276871	  

0.053	   3.18	   0.003084	   0.097010	   0.483768	  

0.081	   4.86	   0.000489	   0.194790	   0.854042	  

0.110	   6.60	   0.001151	   0.268212	   1.17038	  

0.115	   6.88	   0.000640	   0.280415	   1.22407	  

0.142	   8.50	   0.000647	   0.343995	   1.47144	  

0.167	   10.03	   0.001918	   0.413037	   1.77968	  

0.193	   11.59	   0.001117	   0.479477	   2.02599	  

 

The tabulated data shows a clear progression in the three quantities with increased flow 

rate, and is useful in having a single value to compare different designs. However these 

single values don’t indicate changes happening inside the unit. This can be achieved by 

taking a series of cross sections at key points in the Venturi inserts: where the three 

Venturis start, reach peak width and then contract. The ANSYS calculator function can 

then return the minimum, average and maximum values for Turbulent Kinetic Energy, 

Turbulent Energy Dissipation and velocity for all points in the cross section. Given the 

amount of data this would generate for all the flow rates, reporting has been limited to 

the one flow rate of 0.167 L/s, or 10 L/min. The Turbulent Kinetic Energy for a series 

of cross sections along the insert for a flow of 10L/min is shown in Figure 5.2 (a)-(g).  

 

Once the cross sections are defined by their distance along the insert, the ANSYS 

calculator function can return the minimum, average and maximum values for Turbulent 

Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Energy Dissipation for all points on each cross section. 

The average values are shown in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2:(a)-(g): Turbulent kinetic energy distributions for cross sections at ~17mm 

intervals. 
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Table 5.3: Average Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Energy Dissipation for 

cross sections of the old Conditioner design at a flow rate of 10L/min 

	  	   Avg	   Avg	  

Distance	   Turbulent	   Turbulent	  

along	  	   Kinetic	   Energy	  

insert	   Energy	   Dissipation	  

Mm	   m2/s2	   m2/s3	  

inlet	  (0)	   0.0062922	   0.548408	  

0	   0.0094547	   1.455410	  

17	   0.0158543	   1.587810	  

35	   0.0065335	   0.397080	  

52	   0.0034622	   0.140811	  

70	   0.0021074	   0.068901	  

87	   0.0016731	   0.046993	  

105	   0.0031056	   0.138046	  

outlet	  (125)	   0.0123369	   1.849510	  

5.2.1 Venturi Design Discussion 
 

This first study of the Conditioner revealed some unexpected results. Firstly, Figures 

5.1(a) and (b) show that the peak turbulence occurs on the sides of the insert away from 

the Venturi feature, not directly above or beneath them. This suggests that the Venturi 

feature is not funnelling the majority of the flow to the top and bottom of the 

Conditioner as expected, but the insert is instead deflecting most of the flow to the left 

and right. This is the first indication that the Venturi feature may not be as effective as 

first thought. 

 

Secondly, Figure 5.2 shows that the peak value of k of approximately 4.626 x 10-2 m2/s2 

that occurs at the start of the insert covers a small area of flow. That zone expands 

substantially over the next 17 mm of flow through the device, but then deteriorates 

rapidly in the 18 mm after this. By the time the fluid is just one-third (35mm) along the 

insert, peak k has dropped to 1.5 x 10-2 m2/s2. After half the journey (52mm), k is almost 

uniform across the entire cross section, at just 4.909 x 10-4 m2/s2.   
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Taken together, the peak value initially occurs above the face of the insert away from 

the Venturi features, and the presence of more Venturi features in the back two-thirds of 

the insert do nothing to change the almost uniform nature of Turbulent Kinetic Energy.  

Clearly the Venturi features are not effective. They don’t produce turbulence, indeed the 

flow avoids them. The majority of the turbulence is produced by expansion of the flow 

at the entrance, and the deflection of the flow by the insert. The lack of change in 

turbulence levels after 52mm shows that the device could be cut in half and still retain 

most of its effectiveness.  

 

These results show the benefits of CFD modelling, as opposed to conceptual 

assumptions. The Venturis of the original design had been conceived with the intention 

of producing turbulence where the flow channels split and meet up again at the end of 

the Venturi. As it is not possible to observe any turbulence during the Conditioner’s 

operation, it had been assumed for over 20 years that the design was working well. Even 

when the stainless steel tube was replaced with a transparent polycarbonate tube, no 

turbulent effects could be observed during operation.  

 

The key point from these modelling results is that contrary to the simple Q = A.V 

calculations for the whole unit in Chapter 3, there is no regular flow acceleration and 

deceleration on a micro level along the insert generating turbulence. Changing the 

insert’s cross sectional area did not change the Turbulent Kinetic Energy. The simplistic 

Q = A.V calculations for the whole unit did not reflect what CFD is modelling at a 

much smaller level. 

 

It was a great surprise to the inventor to hear that the design he had used for so long was 

not working as he had imagined it. It makes sense logically that as the cross sectional 

area of the insert changes, the flow velocity should change with it. But this assumes that 

the water behaves with a constant velocity profile as it passes the insert. It took CFD 

modelling to show that it does not. In practice, water adopts a parabolic velocity 

distribution, with the bulk following the path of least resistance. The Venturi baffles that 

were supposed to increase velocity and turbulence were in fact slowing the flow down 

into more laminar conditions. The intricate design and difficult manufacture of the 

insert added nothing. The majority of water flowed between the core and the outer tube, 

very little flowed in the channels within the core itself.   
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The important CFD result showed that the Conditioner generated turbulence by 

separating the water around the insert at the entrance. This design feature approximates 

‘parallel plate’ flow between the insert and the outer wall. This enables the turbulent 

zone to be reached with a Reynolds number of around 1,100, as opposed to the 2,100-

2,300 required for full pipe flow. The vast majority of the turbulence was generated 

when the flow was forced to divide around the central insert, attaining turbulent parallel 

plate flow.  Once divided, most of the flow stayed on the periphery, and did not interact 

with the Venturi features. 

 

Since the Venturis achieved little however, the intricately designed and cast core could 

have been replaced with a simple solid bar to achieve the same or better results. This 

could have saved manufacturing costs and reduced the price of the unit substantially. As 

most of the turbulence was generated at the entrance, the entire Conditioner’s length 

could also have been reduced by two-thirds without major losses.  

5. 3 Model 2 Spiral Flow Results 

The Care-free Conditioner’s inventor has launched a new insert that is supposed to be 

more effective at promoting turbulence, and cheaper to manufacture than the previous 

model. Model 2 replaces the cast Venturi insert with the spiral and five cylinders shown 

in Chapter 3. Rendering allows observation of k across the entire volume of the 

Conditioner. Stream traces also allow viewing of the velocities through the unit. These 

are shown in Figure 5.3(a) and (b) for a flow rate of 10 L/min.  

 

The minimum, average and maximum k and ε values for each of the different flow rates 

modelled are shown in Table 5.4. Minimum, average and maximum velocities are 

shown in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.3: (a) Render of Turbulent Kinetic Energy and (b) velocity trace in the new 

Conditioner at a flow rate of 10L/min.  

Table 5.4: Minimum, average and maximum values for Turbulent Kinetic Energy and 

Turbulent Energy Dissipation for different flow rates through the new design 

Conditioner. 

Mass	   	  	   Turbulent	  Kinetic	  Energy	  (k)	   Turb.	  Energy	  Dissipation	  (ε)	  

Flow	  rate	   Flow	  rate	   kinetic	  energy	  /	  unit	  mass	  (J/kg)	   kinetic	  energy/unit	  mass/second	  

m	   	  	   Min	   Avg	   Max	   Min	   Avg	   Max	  

kg/s	   L/min	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	  

0.027	   1.62	   6.853E-‐05	   0.0024451	   0.019374	   0.00010442	   0.271699	   8.34624	  

0.053	   3.18	   0.0002653	   0.0056188	   0.046651	   0.00156529	   1.56442	   48.3919	  

0.081	   4.86	   0.0005947	   0.0127963	   0.084053	   0.003556	   6.7036	   153.34	  

0.110	   6.60	   0.0011547	   0.0205445	   0.149735	   0.029646	   17.2066	   483.82	  

0.115	   6.88	   0.0012631	   0.0225949	   0.167735	   0.013740	   20.7801	   617.39	  

0.142	   8.50	   0.0019352	   0.0322895	   0.255692	   0.030550	   41.9163	   1424.92	  

0.167	   10.03	   0.0026885	   0.0440218	   0.373642	   0.160725	   75.9977	   2989.32	  

0.193	   11.59	   0.0033975	   0.0588368	   0.520217	   0.259013	   130.527	   5537.72	  

 

For ease of comparison with the old design, k is displayed as a series of cross sections 

taken at key points in the new spiral insert. As there are just five, all the cross sections 

can be shown in Figure 5.4 without obscuring each other. Average values for k and ε 

obtained for each of these cross sections through the ANSYS calculator function are 

shown in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.5: Minimum, average and maximum velocity for different flow rates through 

the new design. 

Mass	   	  	   Velocity	  

Flow	  rate	   Flow	  rate	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

M	   	  	   Min	   Avg	   Max	  

kg/s	   L/min	   m/s	   m/s	   m/s	  

0.027	   1.62	   0.00188	   0.250679	   0.79241	  

0.053	   3.18	   0.005052	   0.458604	   1.60560	  

0.081	   4.86	   0.003597	   0.776990	   2.492980	  

0.110	   6.60	   0.013219	   1.026450	   3.414890	  

0.115	   6.88	   0.004269	   1.101270	   3.559190	  

0.142	   8.50	   0.009671	   1.329050	   4.387630	  

0.167	   10.03	   0.009485	   1.542270	   5.185980	  

0.193	   11.59	   0.012797	   1.831360	   6.002950	  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Turbulent Kinetic Energy at the middle of cylinders along the spiral insert for 

the new design of Carefree Conditioner, at a flow rate of 10 litres per minute. 
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Table 5.6: Average values for k and ε for cross sections in the new Conditioner design 

at 10L/min. 

	  	   Avg	   Avg	  

Distance	   Turbulent	   Turbulent	  

along	  	   Kinetic	   Energy	  

Insert	   Energy	   Dissipation	  

Mm	   m2/s2	   m2/s3	  

inlet	  (0)	   0.0026141	   0.078844	  

0	   0.0704218	   156.186000	  

5	   0.126767	   291.195000	  

35	   0.0491157	   78.767000	  

65	   0.0400032	   34.000000	  

95	   0.0450314	   70.810200	  

125	   0.0434862	   60.756900	  

outlet	  (125)	   0.0142866	   3.947200	  

 

ANSYS also allows the development of flow contours at designated surfaces. Top and 

side views of the Turbulent Kinetic Energy of the outer wall of the Conditioner are 

shown in Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) at the flow rate of 10 L/min. 

 
Figure 5.5 Surface contour of Turbulent Kinetic Energy at 10 L/min (a) top view (b) 

side view. 
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5.3.1 Spiral Flow Design Discussion 
The majority of turbulence energies are being generated and dissipated at the entrance 

to the device as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. It is heavily concentrated around the first 

cylinder, and has mainly dissipated by the time the flow reaches the second cylinder. 

Peak Turbulent Kinetic Energy in the new design reaches 5.308 x 10-1 m2/s2 at the start 

of the insert, and drops to a uniform level of 2.365 x 10-3 m2/s2 by half way through the 

device. Figure 5.3(b) and Table 5.5 shows that particles reach the very high speeds up to 

5.19 metres per second on entry to the Conditioner at 10 L/min. Some flow appears able 

to circumvent the insert and remain at the pipe wall despite the spiral’s attempts to push 

the flow back to the centre. Velocities are low as 0.009 m/s. 

 

Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the Turbulent Kinetic Energy contour at the pipe wall. It 

shows that energy is clearly present, and is linked to the insert’s features. However it 

would seem that the eddies at the pipe wall are generated as water finds a way through 

the narrow gaps between the insert and the pipe wall, and between the tops of the 

cylinders, and the pipe wall.  

 

These Figures and Tables show that Turbulent Kinetic Energy, Turbulent Energy 

Dissipation and velocity are largely uniform for the final half of the Conditioner. The 

spiral is directing the flow, but it is not producing major turbulence as it does so. The 

cylinders throughout the unit are having some effect, but the effects are localized and 

short lived. The presence of three cylinders to promote mixing in the last half of the unit 

is difficult to pick up on the volume rendering and velocity trace. It would appear that 

these three cylinders are not worth adding to the device. The device could be cut in half 

and still achieve the bulk of the entire Conditioner’s results. 

5.4 Comparison of Venturi and spiral conditioning 

According to Figures 5.1(a) and 5.3(a), the peak Turbulent Kinetic Energy in the new 

design occurs at the very start of the insert, and covers just a small proportion of the 

total flow, just like the old design. Figures 5.1(a) and 5.3(a) are repeated in Figure 

5.6(a) and (b). The k in the new and old designs also quickly drops to a uniform level by 

half way through the device. That’s where similarities end. The locations may be 

similar, but the quantities are orders of magnitude apart, as shown by the scales.  
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Figure 5.6: Turbulent Kinetic Energy for (a) old and (b) new designs at 10L/min 

Comparing Table 5.1 to Table 5.4 shows that the new design is clearly superior in 

generating turbulence. Dividing the new design’s results by the old design results gives 

the improvements factors shown in Table 5.7. For example, at 10L/min the new design 

produces 7.2 times the average k and 131 times the average ε that the old design does. It 

is not known why the improvement factor does not increase in line with the flow rate. 

The largest improvement in k was made for the 3.18 L/min flow rate, with 7.9 times the 

average k, while the greatest increase in ε occurred at 11.59 L/min with 175.6 times the 

old design’s average ε.  

Table 5.7:  New design k and ε exceed old design by multiples for different flow rates. 

Mass	   	  	   Turbulent	  Kinetic	  Energy	  (k)	   Turb.	  Energy	  Dissipation	  (ε)	  

Flow	  rate	   Flow	  rate	   kinetic	  energy	  /	  unit	  mass	  (J/kg)	   kinetic	  energy/unit	  mass/second	  

m	   	  	   Min	   Avg	   Max	   Min	   Avg	   Max	  

kg/s	   L/min	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	   m2/s3	  

0.027	   1.62	   1.2	   6.5	   8.3	   1.6	   74.6	   103.8	  

0.053	   3.18	   1.6	   7.9	   9.6	   2.7	   64.4	   93.1	  

0.081	   4.86	   2.6	   6.1	   4.8	   3.0	   85.7	   95.8	  

0.110	   6.60	   4.2	   6.3	   5.2	   17.7	   95.9	   115.8	  

0.115	   6.88	   4.5	   6.4	   5.4	   7.7	   102.5	   126.0	  

0.142	   8.50	   9.9	   6.3	   5.1	   36.1	   112.7	   125.1	  

0.167	   10.03	   7.4	   7.2	   6.1	   54.4	   131.0	   152.3	  

0.193	   11.59	   10.1	   7.3	   7.6	   103.1	   141.9	   175.6	  
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The comparison of what is happening within the units further shows the value of the 

new improved design. For this exercise, further results were drawn from two extra 

models. The ‘straight pipe’ is a tube with the same length as both Conditioners, and the 

same diameter as both Conditioner’s inlets and outlets.  This gives simple comparison 

between conditioned and unconditioned systems. The ‘expanded pipe’ model is the 

older design’s outer pipe without the Venturi insert. This enables easy observation of 

the effects of the insert against just entrance and exit effects.  

 

Each of the four designs were modelled at 10L/min flow rates. Cross sections were 

created at the critical areas for the Conditioners, and those distances were repeated for 

the simpler geometries. The k and ε values were collected from those cross sections for 

the four designs, and are shown in Table 5.8. Note that the ‘old design’ and ‘expanded 

pipe’ geometries do not have critical cross sections at 5, 65, 95 and 125mm: data for 

these is not necessary for the comparison. The k and ε values are graphed against 

distance inside the Conditioner/pipes in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.  

Table 5.8: Average k and ε values for critical cross sections for four geometries 

Design	   Straight	   Expanded	   Old	   New	   Straight	   Expanded	   Old	   New	  

	  	   Pipe	   Pipe	   Design	   Design	   Pipe	   Pipe	   Design	   Design	  

Distance	   Avg	  k	   Avg	  k	   Avg	  k	   Avg	  k	   Avg	  ε	   Avg	  ε	   Avg	  ε	   Avg	  ε	  

	  (mm)	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	   m2/s2	  

Inlet	   0.006182	   0.030675	   0.006292	   0.002614	   0.460298	   0.607715	   0.548408	   0.078844	  

0	   0.007564	   0.026730	   0.009455	   0.070422	   1.022580	   5.841820	   1.455410	   156.186000	  

5	   0.007714	   	  	  
	  

0.126767	   1.244770	   	  	  
	  

291.195000	  

17	   0.006535	   0.014320	   0.015854	   0.090889	   1.069260	   0.227251	   1.587810	   81.275300	  

35	   0.005270	   0.023260	   0.006533	   0.049116	   0.774602	   0.453724	   0.397080	   78.767000	  

52	   0.005065	   0.032607	   0.003462	   0.021423	   0.673429	   0.778080	   0.140811	   13.593300	  

65	   0.005508	   	  	  
	  

0.040003	   0.686294	   	  	  
	  

51.389100	  

70	   0.005787	   0.038925	   0.002107	   0.040003	   0.706636	   1.172830	   0.068901	   51.389100	  

87	   0.006866	   0.038886	   0.001673	   0.016788	   0.797930	   1.540850	   0.046993	   8.110910	  

95	   0.007314	   	  	  
	  

0.045031	   0.834371	   	  	  
	  

70.810200	  

105	   0.007775	   0.026087	   0.003106	   0.026961	   0.866339	   1.274610	   0.138046	   21.246300	  

125	   0.008480	   	  	  
	  

0.043486	   0.898361	   	  	  
	  

60.756900	  

Exit	   0.008634	   0.030675	   0.012337	   0.014287	   0.903069	   4.525240	   1.849510	   3.947200	  
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Figure 5.7: Average k for cross sections throughout the straight pipe, expanded pipe, old 
and new Conditioners at 10 L/min. 
 

Figure 5.7 shows the new design has much higher k than the other three designs over 

most of the Conditioner’s length. The flow in just the outer pipe of the ‘expanded pipe’ 

had more turbulent kinetic energy than the old design made up of the same pipe with the 

Venturi insert. It even had lower k values than straight pipe for most of the 

Conditioner’s length.  

 
Figure 5.8: Average ε for cross sections throughout the straight pipe, expanded pipe, old 

and new Conditioners at 10 L/min. 
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As with k, values of ε for the new design were far higher than the other three. To show 

this, Figure 5.8 has a logarithmic scale to better show the differences. It shows the new 

design around an order of magnitude greater than the others for most of the 

Conditioner’s length. It is also interesting to note that the old design is actually worse 

for ε than the straight pipe or expanded pipe for most of its length.  This would suggest 

that the placement of the old design’s insert actually interfered with the energy 

dissipation associated with the expansion at the outer tube’s entrance.  

 

The final exercise in comparison is an attempt to remove pipe dimensions from the 

investigation. Units were removed from the X axis by dividing length along the 

Conditioner by the inlet diameter (13.3mm). Units were removed from the Y axis by 

dividing the Turbulent Kinetic Energy at each point in each design by the Turbulent 

Kinetic Energy of the same point within the straight pipe (kst.p). The same process was 

followed for Turbulent Energy Dissipation. This means that the straight pipe has k/kst.p 

and ε/εst.p values of 1 throughout. This makes it easy to compare how much the k and ε 

levels change throughout for the other three designs. The results are shown in Table 5.9 

and graphed in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. 

Table 5.9: Dimensionless analysis of average k and ε throughout different designs 

relative to average k and ε levels modelled in straight pipe at 10L/min. 

Design	   Straight	   Expanded	   Old	   New	   Straight	   Expanded	   Old	   New	  

	  	   Pipe	   Pipe	   Design	   Design	   Pipe	   Pipe	   Design	   Design	  

Distance	  
/	  

Avg	  k	  /	  	   Avg	  k	  /	  	   Avg	  k	  /	  	   Avg	  k	  /	  	   Avg	  ε	  /	   Avg	  ε	  /	   Avg	  ε	  /	   Avg	  ε	  /	  

Diameter	  
avg.	   k	  
st.p	  

avg.	  k	  st.p	  
avg.	   k	  
st.p	  

avg.	   k	  
st.p	  

avg.	  ε	  st.	  
p	  

avg.	  ε	  st.	  p	  
avg.	   ε	  
st.	  p	  

avg.	   ε	  
st.	  p	  

Inlet	   1	   4.96	   1.02	   0.42	   1	   1.32	   1.19	   0.17	  

0	   1	   3.53	   1.25	   9.31	   1	   5.71	   1.42	   152.74	  

0.38	   1	   	  	  

 
16.43	   1	   	  	   	   233.93	  

1.28	   1	   2.19	   2.43	   13.91	   1	   0.21	   1.48	   76.01	  

2.63	   1	   4.41	   1.24	   9.32	   1	   0.59	   0.51	   101.69	  

3.91	   1	   6.44	   0.68	   4.23	   1	   1.16	   0.21	   20.19	  

4.89	   1	   	  	  

 
7.26	   1	   	  	   	   74.88	  

5.26	   1	   6.73	   0.36	   6.91	   1	   1.66	   0.1	   72.72	  

6.54	   1	   5.66	   0.24	   2.45	   1	   1.93	   0.06	   10.16	  

7.14	   1	   	  	  

 
6.16	   1	     

 
84.87	  

7.89	   1	   3.36	   0.4	   3.47	   1	   1.47	   0.16	   24.52	  

9.4	   1	   	  	  

 
5.13	   1	     

 
67.63	  

Exit	   1	   3.55	   1.43	   1.65	   1	   5.01	   2.05	   4.37	  
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Figure 5.9: Dimensionless plot of average k throughout different designs at 10L/min 

relative to levels modelled at similar points in a straight pipe. k/kst.p = 1 for straight pipe 

throughout. 

 
Figure 5.10: Dimensionless plot of average ε throughout different designs at 10L/min 

relative to levels modelled at similar points in a straight pipe. ε /	  ε st.p = 1 for straight 

pipe throughout. 

From Table 5.9 and Figure 5.10, the new design has between 2.45 to 16.43 times more 

Turbulent Kinetic Energy than a straight pipe for all points in the Conditioner. The 

expanded pipe without an insert has k levels from 2.19 to 6.73 times higher than straight 
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pipe. The old design has the lowest numbers in this comparison, its k	  levels range from 

0.24 to 2.43 times that of a straight pipe. 

 

Table 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show that the new design has between 10.16 and 233. 9 times 

more Turbulent Energy Dissipation than a straight pipe for all points in the Conditioner. 

The expanded pipe without an insert has ε levels from 0.21 to 5.71 times higher than 

straight pipe. The old design is the worst performer, its ε	  levels range from 0.06 – 1.48 

times that of a straight pipe. 

5.4.1 Conclusion of design comparison 

Average k in the new design has increased 7.2 times compared to the old design, from 

0.612 x 10-2 m2/s2 to 4.40 x 10-2 m2/s2 for 10L/min. The k in the new design also quickly 

drops to a relatively uniform level by half way through the device, however that level of 

2.14 x 10-2 m2/s2 clearly exceeds the old mark of 0.346 x 10-2 m2/s2 by 6.2 times. The 

new design is clearly superior both in its k and ε, and is also easier and cheaper to 

manufacture. 

 

It was still surprising however to see how quickly the turbulent eddies stop and more 

regular flow took over in both the old and new designs. It appears that the length of both 

designs could be cut in half with little reduction in the final effects.  Model results 

showed that the original Venturi insert with its intricate design was not performing as 

anticipated. In fact the device would have generated more turbulence if the Venturi 

insert had been left out. The new spiral insert performed much better, although there are 

still grounds for substantial improvement. 

5.5 Spiral conditioning across a range of flow rates 

The aim of this modelling exercise was to compare the new Conditioner’s performance 

across a range of different flow rates. The higher flow rates are the same ones used in 

the morphology tests of Chapter 4. The CFD model generated values for minimum, 

average and maximum Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Energy Dissipation for 

flow rates from 1.62 through to 11.59 L/min. That data has already been displayed in 

Table 5.4. Results for minimum, average, and maximum velocity have also already 

been displayed in Table 5.5. They are repeated here in Table 5.10, with the addition of 

values for longitudinal velocity. 
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Table 5.10: CFD Results for velocity through new Conditioner for various flow rates   

Flow Mass Velocity Longitudinal 
Rate Flow rate 

   
Velocity 

  
Min Avg Max Vx,avg 

L/min kg/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
      
1.62 0.027 0.001880 0.250679 0.792410 0.22720 
3.36 0.056 0.005052 0.458604 1.605600 0.40488 
4.86 0.081 0.003597 0.776990 2.492980 0.67725 
6.60 0.110 0.013219 1.026450 3.414890 0.90540 
6.88 0.115 0.004269 1.101270 3.559190 0.95457 
8.50 0.142 0.009671 1.329050 4.387630 1.16609 
8.56 0.143 0.016985 1.345610 4.408210 1.17673 
10.03 0.167  0.009485 1.542270 5.185980 1.38854 
11.59 0.193 0.012797 1.831360 6.002950 1.58817 

 

This data led to the calculation of important flow quantities. The residence time is the 

length of the Conditioner (125mm) divided by the average longitudinal velocity.  The 

turbulent Reynolds number is 

 

ReT = k2 / νε         (5.1) 

where k is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy, ν is the kinematic viscosity of water at 20ºC, 

and ε is the Turbulent Energy Dissipation. These values are shown in Table 5.11. 

Table 5.11: Residence time and Turbulent Reynolds number versus flow rate for the 

new design. 

Flow Longitudinal Residence Turbulent 
Rate Velocity Time Reynolds 

 
Vx,avg Tavg Number 

L/min m/s S ReT 

    
1.62 0.227 3.926 21.91598 
3.36 0.405 1.893 20.10047 
4.86 0.677 1.309 24.32934 
6.6 0.905 0.964 24.43219 
6.88 0.955 0.925 24.47031 
8.5 1.166 0.749 24.77456 
8.56 1.177 0.743 24.80812 
10.03 1.389 0.634 25.39811 
11.59 1.588 0.549 26.41582 
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The colour coded data displays also provide an easy way to compare flow behaviour in 

the Conditioner over different flow rates. Velocity stream traces for mass flow rates of 

0.027 kg/s and 0.193 kg/s are shown in Figure 5.11 (a) and (b). 

 
Figure 5.11: Velocity stream traces for mass flow rate of (a) 0.027 kg/s and (b) 0.193 

kg/s. 

To make analysis of turbulent quantities in key areas of the design easier, the model 

results could be reported on specified planes. This enabled top and side views of the 

entrance effects to be examined in detail. The side view of Turbulent Kinetic Energy in 

the central plane for flow rate of 0.081 kg/s is shown in Figure 5.12(a), while Figure 

5.12(b) shows the same plane for the highest flow rate of 0.193 kg/s. The white areas 

show where the spiral insert cuts the designated plane. 

 

Figure 5.12: Side view of Turbulent Kinetic Energy in the new design for flow rates of 

(a) 0.081 kg/s and (b) 0.193 kg/s 
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Setting the plane to perpendicular to the first cylinder enables a top down view of flow 

dynamics. The top down view of the Turbulent Energy Dissipation for the flow rate of 

0.110 kg/s is shown in Figure 5.13(a), while the same plane is represented in Figure 

5.13(b) for the flow rate of 0.193 kg/s. Again the white areas show where the spiral 

insert cuts the designated plane. 

 
Figure 5.13: Turbulent Energy Dissipation in new design for flow rate of (a) 0.110 kg/s 

and (b) 0.193 kg/s 

5.5.1 Discussion of different flow rates for spiral conditioning 
 

Curve fitting found some very useful but very specific relationships from the CFD 

values recorded in Table 5.4. Figure 5.14 shows the plot of the square root of the 

average Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) versus the mass flow rate. Figure 5.15 shows the 

plot of the square root of the average Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) versus the mass 

flow rate. 
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Figure 5.14: Square root of the average Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) versus the mass 

flow rate 

The result in Figure 5.14 means that for this particular conditioner 

k1/2 ~ 1.2814 ṁ        (5.2) 

where k is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (m2/s2), and ṁ is the mass flow rate (kg/s) 

 

The result in Figure 5.15 means that for this particular conditioner 

ε1/2 ~ 251.33 ṁ2 + 10.478 ṁ 

where ε is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (m2/s3), and ṁ is the mass flow rate (kg/s) 

 

As the R2 values for the lines of best fit are so high (0.9926 and 0.9997), these simple 

relations serve as an easy way to calculate average Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) and 

average Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) for this spiral Care-free Conditioner for 

different flow rates, without resorting to CFD. Again the high R2 value means the 

relations should be accurate for the recommended range of 10 L/min – 50% or +33%. 
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Figure 5.15: Square root of the average Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) versus the 

mass flow rate 

 

The range for minimum and maximum Turbulent Energy Dissipation at each flow rate 

shown in Table 5.1 is significant. However the ratio fluctuates with increased flow rate, 

though surprisingly there is no clear pattern. Maximum ε / minimum ε goes from 80,288 

at 1.62 litres/minute down to 16,320 at 6.60 lit/min, then increases to a small peak of 

46,642 at 8.5 L/min before a local minima of 17,300 at 8.56 L/min. The huge 

fluctuations for the last two ratios over a very small change in flow rate suggest there is 

simply no relationship between maximum ε / minimum ε and flow rate. Values for 

maximum and minimum Turbulent Energy Dissipation generally increase in line with 

flow rate, but their ratio does not. This is because the trend for minimum TED is not as 

clear as the trends for average and maximum TED.  

 

Table 5.11 shows that longitudinal velocity along the Conditioner is clearly the largest 

vector in the total velocity. It typically makes up 86-90% of the total velocity. While 

there is some movement of the water up and down and side to side as it divides and 

spirals, the dominant movement is through the length of the Conditioner. The ratio of 
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maximum to minimum velocities is like maximum and minimum K and TED: it ranges 

from 258 to 833, and there’s no clear trend. That’s because while the average and 

maximum velocities do increase with flow rate, the minimum velocity does not. 

 

Table 5.10 shows that longitudinal velocity increases with flow rate, with residence 

time obviously inverse to that. The turbulent Reynolds number changed little for the 

flow rates, and so was not considered for any subsequent calculations. It is shown in 

Figure 5.16.  It was interesting to note that it stayed in a very narrow band, except for 

the modelled result at 0.056 L/min. Given that it was out of the ordinary and outside the 

design flow rate for the Conditioner, it would have been interesting to have polymorph 

percentages for scale conditioned at this flow rate, but it was not possible due to the 

height limitations in the variable head tank. 

 

Figure 5.16: Modelled Turbulent Reynolds Numbers in new design versus mass flow 

rate 

 

The velocity stream traces in Figure 5.11 shows particle motion and velocity through 

the Conditioner. It is clear that traces show the same pattern in Figure 5.11(a) and (b), 

regardless of flow rate. Only the magnitudes change with the flow rate. There does not 

seem to be a critical flow rate at which flow patterns change significantly. This would 

back up the manufacturer’s claim that the Conditioner can be used effectively within -

33% or +50% of the design flow rate. 
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Traced particles converge uniformly at the entrance, and then the entire flow is divided 

in two by the first cylinder. This is where peak velocity occurs. Once the water flows 

past the first cylinder however, the spiral becomes the dominant feature in the flow. 

There is some division of flow and acceleration at the remaining cylinders, but the 

downstream effects are nowhere near as spectacular as at the first cylinder. The increase 

in velocity as the flow divides has petered out within 13mm downstream of each 

subsequent cylinder. The stream lines show that some flow is able to circumvent the 

spiral and remain near the pipe wall by flowing through the gap between the spiral 

insert and the pipe wall. 

 

Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) were one of the few comparisons that did show change due 

to flow rate. Figure 5.12(a) shows that at a flow rate of 0.081 kg/s, the turbulent zone at 

the entrance has a similar length and magnitude above and below the spiral skin of the 

insert. However Figure 5.12(b) at 0.193 kg/s has a larger and more intense eddy zone 

below the spiral skin. Given that the high flow rate ensures that this is full pipe flow, it 

is not known why this occurs for the high flow rate but not the low one.  

 

Figures 5.13(a) and 5.13(b) return to the trend of the same flow patterns for the different 

flow rates, just with different magnitudes. The main point of interest is the eddy zone 

around the first cylinder. In both Figures, the zone is larger on the left rather than the 

right. This is because of the impact of the spiral shifting the water from right to left. The 

zone is less defined at the lower flow rate. 

5.6 Summary and conclusion 

Computational Fluid Dynamics techniques have been used to construct accurate models 

of both the old Venturi and new spiral designs of the Carefree Conditioner. Simulations 

have been run to examine turbulent flow characteristics. Contrary to the inventor’s 

intuition, the old Venturi design did not generate turbulent zones as water went into and 

out of Venturis cast into the central insert. The vast majority of the turbulence was due 

to the flow dividing around the insert, and most of the flow occurred between the insert 

and the pipe wall, not through the Venturis. Modelling showed that the Conditioner 

would have generated more turbulence if the Venturi insert had been left out. The 

detailed insert was not delivering, and was not needed. It is no longer on the market. 
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The new spiral insert showed a clear improvement in the amount of turbulence 

generated, and the length it occurred over when compared to the old one. However, like 

the old design, the initially turbulent flow still settles into relative uniformity 

approximately half way through the device: the last half of the device achieves little. 

 

The new spiral insert was also modelled at different flow rates. Basically the flow 

pattern did not change greatly; it was simply a case of larger magnitudes of turbulence 

at larger flow rates. The only difference was that the larger flow rates had a larger and 

stronger eddy zone under the spiral near the entrance, while smaller flow rates had 

symmetrical zones. The emergence of very simple yet highly accurate relations enabling 

calculation of average Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) and Turbulent Energy Dissipation 

(ε) values for different flow rates through the Conditioner without using CFD was an 

unexpected benefit. 
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CHAPTER 6 FLOW CONDITIONING RESULTS AND PROPOSED 

NEW MECHANISM 

6.1 The Conditioner’s effect on Particle Sizing – Part I 

6.1.1 Particle Sizing Results  
Samples were taken of a 660mg/L calcium carbonate solution that was uncirculated, 

circulated through the pump only at flow rates of 6, 8 and 12 L/min, circulated through 

the pump and conditioner at 6, 8 and 11 L/min, and circulated through the pump, 

conditioner and magnet at 6, 8 and 10 L/min. This concentration was ideal for the 

particle size machine being used, but is many times harder than that found in nature. If 

the Conditioner can affect this extremely hard solution, it should deal with the smaller 

concentrations easily. On the other hand, the equipment used here would not be able to 

measure it. 

Each of the eleven suspended particle samples was analyzed in duplicate and the 

readings averaged for the final results. It became clear during analysis that conditioning 

was making some visible change in the mean particle diameter according to the number 

method of calculation, but it was more significant in the area, volume and moment 

calculations. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show this.  

These figures also reveal problems observed with the particle sizing of the 8 L/min 

unconditioned samples. Both times this sample was placed for analysis, the stirring of 

the magnetic cell caused visible floc aggregation at the level of the laser. This meant the 

particle size information was significantly different from other readings. The acquisition 

time increased from around 100 seconds to 312 seconds, the percentage of solids 

reading increased from 0.021% to 0.059%, while concentration dropped from 170,000 

particles /mL to 43,000/mL and specific area dropped from an average 0.0815 cm2/mL 

to 0.0745 cm2/mL. For some unknown reason the 8 L/min unconditioned run was the 

only water this occurred with, and it happened on both samples tested. As a result, it 

was left out of further analysis until the reasons for this behaviour could be established.  
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Number Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned and 
Unconditioned, Magnetised and Unmagnetised Water Circulated at 

Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.1: Number Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned and Unconditioned, 

Magnetized and Unmagnetised Water Circulated at Different Flow rates. C is 

conditioned, M is magnetized, NC is not conditioned and NM is not magnetized. 

The small difference in particle diameter calculated by the mean number exists because 

any changes in the particle’s diameter are summed as absolute values without any 

further processing. Variations do exist, but the graphs don’t show it as clearly as other 

methods. The difference becomes easier to spot graphically once the diameters are 

squared, cubed or multiplied by higher powers, as is the case with the area, volume and 

moment calculations. Particle sizing standards are also provided according to the 

volume method of calculation, so the number mean diameter analysis has been left out. 
Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned and Unconditioned, 

Magnetised and Unmagnetised Water Circulated at Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.2: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned (C) and Not Conditioned 

(NC), Magnetised (M) and Not Magnetised (NM) Water Circulated at Different Flow 

rates. 
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The Galai machine does not provide a distribution for the Volume-Moment method of 

particle diameter determination; it only provides the overall mean diameter. This 

diameter did change appreciably with conditioning. It decreased 14.4% with 

conditioning, and went down 13.7% with magnetization and conditioning. This is 

shown in Table 6.1. The action of the pump by itself was responsible for a large part of 

this. For magnetization with conditioning to leave a larger particle than just 

conditioning was unexpected and more data is needed to check this. However it is clear 

that according to the Volume-Moment measure of average particle diameter 

determination, there is a marked reduction in a particle’s diameter once it has passed 

through the conditioner.  

This then left the question of how this reduction was achieved. The simplest way would 

be the splitting of the particle into smaller units. If this were true, one would expect to 

see significant changes in the number of particles in the water after the conditioner as 

opposed to before.  

Table 6.1: Volume-Moment determined particle diameter analysis for unconditioned, 

conditioned and magnetized samples averaged for all flow rates. 

  Uncirculated Unconditioned Conditioned Conditioned 

        Magnetised 

   um um um 

Average 28.74 26.65 24.61 24.82 

St Dev - 1.08 1.84 1.84 

Difference from Unconditioned 2.10 4.13 3.92 

% Difference from Uncirculated 7.29 14.38 13.65 

The calculation of the Volume-Moment mean diameter is particularly useful as it does 

not involve the number of particles. The reduction observed there must be due entirely 

to a reduction in the particle diameter, and not a change in the number of particles. To 

try and conclusively answer the question, the data on the number of counts for the 

unconditioned, conditioned and magnetized samples during testing was analyzed. This 

is shown in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: Particle count analysis for unconditioned, conditioned and magnetized 

samples averaged for all flow rates. 

  Uncirculated Unconditioned Conditioned Conditioned 

        Magnetised 

       

Average 12725 11925 12687 10990 

St Dev - 3336 1686 1086 

Difference from Unconditioned 800 38 1735 

% Difference from Unconditioned 6.29 0.30 13.64 

While the averages do show a change in the number of particles, it is not consistent 

between the extra treatments. The number of particles counted during sampling 

decreased with pumping, conditioning and magnetization. This is counter intuitive, as it 

would mean the particles are growing. Only a large increase in particle density would 

allow this, but on investigation the particle’s specific surface area had not changed. It 

was still an average 0.084 cm2/mL for all samples. In any case the standard deviations 

for the averages were larger than the differences between them for two of the three 

conditions, meaning the differences were insignificant and could be part of random 

scatter.  

It was impossible to draw any definite conclusions on the mechanism of size reduction 

from this data. The diameter is definitely being reduced, but more data or other 

equipment would be required to show if the Conditioner is splitting or condensing the 

particles. Splitting would lead to an increase in the number of particles, while 

condensing would lead to a change in specific surface area. Neither has been observed 

in enough detail yet to make a decision between them. 

6.1.2 Effect of Pump 
 

Water in these experiments was run through the pump only, not the conditioner. The 

same feed water was used in all the samples. The purpose of these experiments was to 

get a baseline reading for the effect of the pump system on particle diameter, to see 

whether or not any particle size change could be put down to the pump, the conditioner 

or the magnet. By running the water through the pump only, the size change due to the 

turbulence and agitation generated by the pump is isolated.  
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Compared to water that had not been through the pump at all, there was an inconsistent 

effect on particle size due to the pump. The total particle size distribution is shown in 

Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows the percentage of particles of various sizes.  

Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, 
Unmagnetised Water Circulated at Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.3: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Unmagnetised water 

circulated at different flow rates. 
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of particles fitting into particle diameter ranges for the volume 

method of calculation. 
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At the lowest flow rate of 6L/min, the mean particle size for the critical Volume-

Moment measurement increased from 13.98 µm for uncirculated water to 14.54 µm (up 

5.8%). At the highest flow rate of 12 L/min, the Volume-Moment mean particle 

diameter decreased from 13.98 µm to 11.25 µm (-8.3%). It was here that the failure in 

the reading of the 8 L/min unconditioned samples caused most disruption, the one extra 

series could have provided a clearer result for the effect of the pump on particle size. 

Particle size analysis of the unconditioned, uncirculated water showed 13% of all 

particles occurred in the range of 12 to 16 µm, while 12% fell between 46-50 µm. This 

is explored in greater depth at the end of this section. 

 

For the system, it appears that in low flow conditions a pump may cause particles to 

increase in size (possibly through aggregation), while at higher speeds, the pump can 

cause particle size to decrease. This inconsistent effect has been noted previously 

(Thomas, 1964). 

 

The important conclusion here is that there is no clear particle size change that is due 

entirely to the pump. It is not clear whether the pump always increases or always 

decreases the particle’s mean diameter. Therefore if a consistent change in diameter can 

be found as water and particles flow through the pump/conditioner/magnet system, it is 

not due to the pump, it has to be due to the conditioner or magnet. The pump has an 

inconsistent effect on particle size that appears to depend on the flow rate. 

6.1.3 Effect of conditioner 
Water in these experiments was run through the pump and the conditioner with the 

same feed water used in all samples. The purpose was to see any particle size change 

due to the pump and conditioner. Given that the pump had a small and inconsistent 

effect, any consistent difference would be due entirely to the conditioner. 

 

The volume mean particle diameter distribution for the different flow rates is shown in 

Figure 6.5. It shows that at all flow rates, conditioning significantly decreases particle 

size compared to uncirculated water. At the lowest flow rate of 6L/min, the mean 

particle size was 23.54 µm, 18% less than uncirculated water. At 8 L/min, mean particle 
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size was 24.58 µm, a 14.4% reduction. At the highest flow rate of 11 L/min, the mean 

particle diameter was 25.70 µm, or 10.6% less than the uncirculated water.  

 

The closeness in the trends would suggest that the conditioner does not have a large 

dependence on the flow rate; simply using it at or above the lowest flow rate is enough 

to achieve a result. This agrees with the manufacturer’s claim that the Conditioner can 

be used for flow rates in a range of 33% less to 66% more than the design flow rate. 

While 6 L/min produced the best results in these experiments, more would be needed to 

confidently conclude that this is the best flow rate. The particle size analysis of the 

conditioned water across all samples is shown in Figure 6.6. 

Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned Water Circulated at 
Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.5: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned, Unmagnetised water 

circulated at different flow rates. 

 

Figure 6.6 showed 14% of all particles occurred in the range of 12 to 16 µm for 

uncirculated water, while 12% fell between 46-50µm. The percentage of particles in the 

12-16µm range increased with conditioning for all flow rates, while the 46-50 µm range 

fell compared to the uncirculated water. 
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Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned particles at different flowrates
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Figure 6.6: Volume Particle Size Ranges for Conditioned, Unmagnetised water 

circulated at different flow rates. 

This would suggest that a proportion of particles in the 46-50µm range may be split into 

smaller particles in the 12-16 µm range during pumping and conditioning. This result 

would point to the 6 L/min flow rate being the optimum. 

6.1.4 Effect of conditioner and magnet 
Water in these experiments was run through the pump and the conditioner with the 

magnets attached, to see if there was any particle size change due to the magnets. The 

volume mean particle diameter distribution for the different flow rates is shown in 

Figure 6.7. It shows that at all flow rates, conditioning with magnets is effective in 

decreasing particle size compared to uncirculated water. The 8 L/min flow rate is clearly 

superior on this data. At the lowest flow rate of 6L/min, the mean particle size was 

25.97µm, 9.6% less than uncirculated water. At 8 L/min, mean particle size was 

22.70µm, a 21% reduction. This was the largest effect demonstrated for all treatments at 

any flow rate in this Part I. At the highest flow rate of 10 L/min, the mean particle 

diameter was 25.78 µm, or 10.3% less than the uncirculated water. The closeness in the 

6 and 10 L/min trends but big jump to 8 L/min would suggest that the conditioner with 

magnets does have a large dependence on the flow rate. As the pump used had a limited 

range, it is not known what the most effective range is. 
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Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned, Magnetised Water 
Circulated at Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.7: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Conditioned, Magnetised Water 

Circulated at Different Flow rates 

The particle size analysis of the conditioned water across all samples showed 16.1% of 

all particles occurred in the range of 12 to 16 µm, while 9.7% fell between 46-50 µm. 

The range analysis for the different flow rates is shown in Figure 6.8. The percentage of 

particles in the 12-16µm range increased with conditioning for all flow rates, but the 46-

50µm range didn’t change much apart from the 8 L/min rate. This result would point to 

the 8 L/min flow rate being the optimum. 
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Figure 6.8: Volume particle size distribution for conditioned, magnetised particles at 

different flow rates 
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Average particle size according to volume was investigated for the unconditioned, 

conditioned and magnetised samples across all flow rates, and plotted according to size 

ranges in Figure 6.9. There are a few major features in this graph. The first is the peak 

in the 12-16µm range. It shows that unconditioned water had an average 13% in this 

range, compared to 15.3% for conditioned water and conditioned and magnetically 

treated water close by on 16%. The second is the peak in the 46-50µm range. 

Unconditioned water had an average 12% in this range, compared to conditioned and 

magnetically treated water on 9.7%, and 7.4% for conditioned water. The final feature is 

that unconditioned water consistently had the lowest percentage in ranges compared to 

conditioned and magnetized water up until the 22-24µm range. From 24µm to 28µm, 

results are fairly even, but from that point onwards, conditioned water has a consistently 

lower percentage of larger particles. 
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Figure 6.9: Volume Particle Diameter Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned and 

Magnetised Water 

Given that it was the same feed water being treated, it appears that conditioning has the 

effect of decreasing the number of particles greater than 28µm to something less than 

24µm. The weighted average particle diameter reveals unconditioned water has an 

average particle diameter of 29.9µm, compared to 27.2µm for conditioned water, and 

27.1µm for conditioned, magnetically treated water. The conclusion is that conditioned 

and magnetized water have a higher percentage of particles under 24µm than 

unconditioned water, while unconditioned water has a larger number of particles in the 

range above 28µm.  
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The difference between the effectiveness of the two treatments versus untreated water is 

best seen in a size distribution comparison with uncirculated and pumped water at the 

same flow rates. The volume particle size distribution for unconditioned, conditioned, 

and conditioned magnetised water circulated versus untreated water has been plotted for 

6 L/min, 8 L/min and flow rates over 10 L/min in Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. These 

figures turned up some surprising results. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 

Conditioned Magnetised Water Circulated at 6 L/min versus Untreated Water 

 

Looking at the 6 L/min flow rate in Figure 6.10, uncirculated water has a similar 

distribution to the untreated water pumped at the lowest flow rate. The pump at 6 L/min 

had little effect on particle size; any particle size change is due to the conditioner and 

magnet. It is also clear that at this flow rate, the conditioner achieved a greater particle 

size reduction than the conditioner with magnets. The volume-moment mean diameter 

for uncirculated water was 28.74 µm, water through the pump only was 28.54 µm, 

conditioned and magnetized water had an average size of 25.97 µm and conditioned 

particles were smallest at an average of 23.54 µm, 18% less than the uncirculated water. 
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Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 
Conditioned Magnetised Water Circulated at 8 L/min versus Untreated 

Water
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Figure 6.11: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 

Conditioned Magnetised Water Circulated at 8 L/min versus Untreated Water 

 

For the 8 L/min flow rate in Figure 6.11, there was no distribution available for pumped 

water due to errors described before. Uncirculated water is clearly different to the 

treated water distributions. It is also clear that at this flow rate, the conditioner with 

magnet achieved smaller particles than the conditioner alone. The volume-moment 

mean diameter for uncirculated water was 28.74 µm, conditioned water had an average 

size of 24.58 µm and conditioned, magnetized water particles were smallest at an 

average of 22.70 µm, 21% less than the uncirculated water. 
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Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 
Conditioned Magnetised Water Circulated at >10 L/min versus 

Untreated Water
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Figure 6.12: Volume Particle Size Distribution for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 

Conditioned Magnetised Water Circulated at >10 L/min versus Untreated Water 

Although the flow rates for Figure 6.12 are not equal as the previous ones were, it was 

decided to plot them anyway to see if anything could be learned. This was a good 

choice. The differences between water pumped at 12 L/min, conditioned at 11 L/min 

and conditioned and magnetised at 10 L/min were not as large as expected, though the 

particles were certainly smaller than uncirculated ones. It could be said that there is no 

difference between conditioning at 11 L/min and conditioning and magnetizing at 10 

L/min. Pumping at 12 L/min actually achieved the largest average particle size 

reduction. The volume-moment mean diameter for uncirculated water was 28.74 µm, 

conditioned water at 11 L/min had an average size of 25.70 µm, conditioned, 

magnetized water particles at 10 L/min were close by at 25.78 µm while pumped 

unconditioned particles were smallest at an average of 24.75 µm, 13.8% less than the 

uncirculated water. 

6.1.5 Conclusion – Part I 
 

The following final conclusions can be drawn from these results. 
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• Pumping without conditioning at high flow rates reduces particle diameters; 

pumping at low flow rates can slightly increase them. 

• There is no significant difference between conditioning at 11 L/min compared to 

conditioning and magnetizing at 10 L/min. Both require the same power to run. 

• The two previous results show that turbulence is responsible for the particle 

reduction effect. 

• The conditioner/magnet combination out-performed the conditioner at 8 L/min, 

but not at 6 L/min. 

• The smallest average particle diameter of 22.70µm was achieved by the 

condition/magnet combination at a flow rate of 8 L/min. 

• It is not clear if the particle size reduction is due to splitting or some other 

means. 

• More data is needed  

6.2 Particle Sizing - Part II 

Given the problems that developed with the 8 L/min unconditioned sample and the 

question as to whether or not the addition of a magnetic field really did not decrease the 

particle size, a new round of experiments were carried out. A mechanical stirrer was 

added to the urn to avoid the need for hand-stirring and to increase consistency. The rest 

of the system was the same. The water still contained roughly 25 g of calcium carbonate 

in 38 litres of tap water, heated to 60°C. This time the water was heated to 60°C first 

before the calcium carbonate was suspended, meaning the water and particles did not 

need to be circulated through the pump during heating. In these experiments the 

particles have only passed through the pump once, instead of the average seven times 

during the last round of experiments. This allows better quantification of the effect of 

one pass through the pump. 

Flow rates of 6, 8 and 10 L/min were to be run through the pump, conditioner and 

magnetized conditioner respectively. Uncirculated water was also collected from the 

urn. The sampling regime preceded as before, with the number of samples for each 

scenario increased from 2 to 3. The volume particle size distributions for all 

experiments are shown in Figure 6.13. The range is extensive. 
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Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Unconditioned, 
Conditioned and Magnetised Water at Different Flowrates  
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Figure 6.13: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water at Different Flow rates 

6.2.1 Effect of pump 

The effect of the pump alone on particle size distribution is shown in Figure 6.14. It 

shows a significant change in average particle size due to the pump at the lower flow 

rates of 6 and 8 L/min, while virtually none at all for the 10 L/min. This final result is 

important, as 10 L/min is the design flow rate. Any changes seen with the other two 

treatments at this flow rate would be due entirely to the treatments, not the pump. The 

critical average volume-moment particle diameter for uncirculated water was 36.93 µm; 

it was 26.84 µm at the lowest flow rate of 6L/min, 25.47 µm at 8 L min and 36.54 µm at 

10 L/min. These are reductions from the uncirculated value of 27.3%, 31.0 and 1.0% 

respectively. In these experiments the pump led to consistent decreases in diameter, 

even if minor in some cases. It must be noted that only low to medium flows were 

investigated here. Those familiar with the particle size effects of pumps know that the 

results can be inconsistent at the best of times, and depend on the type of pump being 

used.  
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Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Unconditioned Water at 
Different Flowrates  
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Figure 6.14: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Unconditioned Water at Different Flow rates 

The graph of particle size ranges shown in Figure 6.15 has verified part of a conclusion 

from the previous research. Big changes are visible in the 12-16 and 50-60µm ranges. 

The percentage in the 12-16µm range increased from 8.8% for uncirculated water to 

14.5% for water pumped at 6 L/min, 15.3% for 8 L/min and 9.4% for 10 L/min. 

However, somehow the percentage of particles in the 50-60µm range for the 10 L/min 

flow rate (9.4%) has increased above that present for the uncirculated water (8.3%). The 

percentage dropped to 5.7% for 6 L/min and 4.3% for 8L/min. Stirring and settling 

conditions would normally account for the strange result at 10 L/min, but a mechanical 

stirrer was in use to prevent settling, so the cause remains unknown. It is also worth 

noting that the peak occurred in the 46-50µm range in the previous experiments. The 

change is probably due to the absence of recirculation during warming. Each particle 

only had to pass through the pump once. 

Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and Magnetised Particles at 
Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.15: Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Unconditioned, Conditioned, and 

Magnetised Particles at Different Flow rates 
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6.2.2 Effect of Conditioner 

The effect of the conditioner on particle size distribution is shown in Figure 6.16. 

Unlike the previous results, it shows the largest decrease in average particle size is for 

the 10 L/min flow rate, with roughly similar drops for 6 and 8 L/min flows. It also has a 

clear reduction in particle size range. This result is important, as 10 L/min is the design 

flow rate, and as discussed before, the effect is due entirely to the conditioner, not the 

pump. The average volume-moment particle diameter for uncirculated water was 36.93 

µm; it was 24.93 µm at 6L/min, 24.1 µm for 8 L min and 20.1 µm at 10 L/min. These 

are reductions from the uncirculated value of 32.5%, 34.8 and 45.6% respectively. The 

10 L/min figure was the best result recorded for this section. It is clear that use of the 

conditioner has led to large and consistent decreases in diameter and the particle size 

range as well.  

Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Conditioned, 
Unmagnetised Water at Different Flowrates  
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Figure 6.16: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Conditioned, Unmagnetised Water at Different Flow rates   

The graph of the particle size ranges shown in Figure 6.17 again shows the big changes 

in the 12-16 and 50-60 µm ranges. The percentage in the 12-16 µm range increased 

from 8.8% for uncirculated water to 16.1% for water pumped at 6 L/min, 16.3% for 8 

L/min and 20.2% for 10 L/min. The percentage of particles in the 50-60µm range for 

the uncirculated water was 8.3%, this dropped to 2.6% for 6 L/min and 3.8% for 8L/min 

and 0% for the 10 L/min flow rate. In fact conditioning at 10 L/min had eliminated all 

particles above 50 µm. This is a great result, as these particles are hard to remove, and 

most often responsible for fouling. 
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Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Conditioned Particles at Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.17: Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Conditioned Particles at Different 

Flow rates 

6.2.3 Effect of Conditioner and Magnet 
The effect of the conditioner with magnets on particle size distribution is shown in 

Figure 6.18. It shows the largest decrease in average particle size is for the 6 L/min flow 

rate, with roughly similar drops for 8 and 10 L/min flows. The reduction in particle size 

range exists, but is not as apparent as the previous section. The average volume-moment 

particle diameter for uncirculated water was 36.93 µm; it was conditioned and 

magnetized to 25.13 µm at 6L/min, 29.50 µm for 8 L min and 27.84 µm at 10 L/min. 

These are reductions of 32.0%, 20.1 and 24.6% respectively. Use of the conditioner 

with magnet has led to large and consistent decreases in diameter and some reduction in 

the particle size range as well, though not as large as just the Conditioner by itself. 

Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Conditioned and 
Magnetised Water at Different Flowrates  
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Figure 6.18: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Conditioned 

and Magnetised Water at Different Flow rates   
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The graph of the particle size ranges shown in Figure 6.19 again shows the big changes 

in the 12-16 and 50-60 µm ranges. The percentage in the 12-16 µm range increased 

from 8.8% for uncirculated water to 14.0% for water pumped at 6 L/min, 12.7% for 8 

L/min and 9.15% for 10 L/min. The percentage of particles in the 50-60 µm range for 

the uncirculated water was 8.3%. This dropped to 2.7% for 6 L/min, 4.3% for 8L/min 

and 6.9% for the 10 L/min flow rate. Again the easiest way to see the effect of the 

various treatments is to compare them at the same flow rate. This can be done at three 

different flow rates this time: 6, 8 and 10 L/min. 

Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Conditioned and Magnetised Particles at Different Flowrates
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Figure 6.19: Volume Particle Diameter Ranges for Conditioned and Magnetised 

Particles at Different Flow rates 

 

For the 6 L/min flow rates shown in Figure 6.20, uncirculated water is clearly different 

to the treated water distributions. The conditioner with magnet appeared to achieve a 

marginally greater particle size reduction than the conditioner or pump alone, but there 

was not a great deal of difference for all of them. The statistics tell the story better than 

the graph.  The volume-moment mean diameter for uncirculated water was 36.93 µm, 

circulated water had a mean diameter of 26.83 µm, conditioned, and magnetized water 

averaged 25.12 µm while conditioned particles were smallest at an average of 24.93 µm, 

32.5% less than particles in the uncirculated water. 
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Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Unconditioned, 
Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 6 L/min 
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Figure 6.20: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 6 L/min. 

For the 8 L/min flow rates shown in Figure 6.21, more clear differences emerged. 

Uncirculated water is clearly the worst, with conditioned and circulated water being the 

top two. It was unusual to see the pump out-perform the magnet and conditioner in size 

reduction for this flow rate. The volume-moment mean diameter for uncirculated water 

was 36.93 µm, circulated water had a mean diameter of 25.47 µm, conditioned and 

magnetized water averaged 29.50 µm while conditioned particles were smallest at an 

average of 24.09 µm, 34.8% less than the uncirculated water.  

Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Unconditioned, 
Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 8 L/min 
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Figure 6.21: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 8 L/min 
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The 10 L/min flow rates shown in Figure 6.22 displayed the biggest changes. This was 

expected, as this is the design flow rate for the conditioner. Uncirculated water was 

indistinguishable from circulated water, with conditioned and magnetised water again 

coming out on top. It was unusual to see the pump have no effect on size for this flow 

rate. The volume-moment mean diameter for uncirculated water was 36.93 µm, 

circulated water had a mean diameter of 36.54 µm, conditioned water averaged 27.84 

µm while conditioned and magnetized particles were smallest at an average of 20.10 

µm, 45.6% less than the uncirculated water. 

Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for Unconditioned, 
Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 10 L/min  
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Figure 6.22: Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water at 10 L/min 

 

Finally, the results for the different treatments were averaged across all flow rates to 

find the best means of reducing particle diameters. The results are shown in Figure 6.23. 

Information for specific flow rates is best obtained from the preceding figures. 

Conditioning emerged as the clear winner, with the conditioner/magnet combination 

coming second, closely followed by the pump itself. The uncirculated water had an 

average particle diameter according to the volume-moment method of 36.92 µm, the 

pump alone reduced this to 29.62µm (-19.8%), and the conditioner with magnet 

averaged 27.49 µm (-25.6%). The best result was due to the conditioner with 23.04 µm, 

down 37.6%. 
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Average Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 
Uncirculated, Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water for 

all Flowrates
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Figure 6.23: Average Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Uncirculated, Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetised Water for all Flow rates 

6.2.4 Conclusion – Part II 
The following final conclusions can be drawn from these results. 

• Pumping without conditioning reduces particle diameters at some flow rates. 

• Turbulence is responsible for the particle reduction effect.  

• The conditioner out-performed the conditioner/magnet combination at all flow 

rates investigated here. The magnets added nothing. 

• Conditioning at 10 L/min achieved the smallest average particle diameters of 

20.10µm. 

• It is still not clear if the particle size reduction is due to splitting or some other 

means. 

6.3 Particle Sizing - Part III 

A final round of experiments were carried out to answer questions on the standard 

deviation and reproducibility of the results, and what would happen if the effect of the 

pump were removed. This time a 700L overhead tank linked to a height-adjustable 

overflow tank was used so that a constant flow rate could be obtained without a pump. 

The adjustable tank height was used to change the flow rate to the desired levels. 
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The initial part of this experiment focused on determining what height the adjustable 

tank should be in order to deliver a known flow rate. The receiving tank was weighed 

by a data logging scale so that the flow rate could be accurately calculated. The tank 

was set at various heights, water was sent through the system for a set time, and then the 

flow rate was calculated by the change in mass. The final results linking tank height to 

flow rate are shown in Figure 6.24. 

 

Figure 6.24: Flow rate versus head for fixed head tank 

The data logger also had the ability to log inlet and outlet pressure for the conditioner. 

The pressure loss was logged when the tank was set to provide a known flow rate. 

Figure 6.25 shows the Conditioner’s inlet and outlet pressures against time when the 

tank height is lowered from the height needed for 12, 11, 9, 7, 5 and 3 L/min. The same 

pressure information plotted against flow rate is shown in Figure 6.26. 
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Inlet and Outlet Pressure for Conditioner
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Figure 6.25: Inlet and outlet pressure over time for flow rates of 12, 11, 9, 7, 5 & 3 

L/min. 

Inlet and Outlet Pressure versus Conditioner Flowrate
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Figure 6.26: Conditioner inlet and outlet pressures versus flow rate 

The actual pressure drop through the Conditioner for the various flow rates is shown in 

Figure 6.27. The Conditioner has a very low pressure drop between the inlet and outlet, 

rising in line with the flow rate. It is not known why the pressure difference ‘spiked’ on 

the 3 L/min flow rate; it may be due to equipment error.  
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Pressure Difference versus Conditioner Flowrate
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Figure 6.27: Conditioner pressure drop versus flow rate. 

These experiments had allowed a controlled and certain flow rate to be delivered 

through the Conditioner without relying on a pump. Now the Conditioner’s effect on 

particle size could be tested without any contribution from a pump. 

The water passed through the conditioner contained roughly 60 g of calcium carbonate 

in 900 litres of tap water. This time the water was at ambient temperatures. The calcium 

carbonate was mixed well for an hour before the experiments. A mechanical stirrer was 

added to the overhead tank to increase consistency. 

The effect of the conditioner alone was explored by comparing it to unconditioned 

particle size distributions at the same flow rate, and at the same energy level (available 

head). Samples were taken of uncirculated water from the tank, water with flow rates of 

10 L/min and 12.4 L/min without conditioning, and 10 L/min through the conditioner. It 

was previously found by adjusting the tank height that a flow rate of 12.4L/min without 

a conditioner used the same head as 10 L/min with the conditioner.  

6.3.1 Results 
The number of samples for each scenario was increased to 6, and obvious outliers were 

purged before averaging. This meant a minimum of 3, and a maximum of 6 samples 
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made up the data set. In all cases the standard deviation was less than 1.8µm. Volume 

particle size distributions for the four scenarios are shown in Figure 6.28. 
Size (Volume) Distribution for Unconditioned, Uncirculated Water
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Size (Volume) Distribution for Unconditioned Water at 10 L/min
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Figure 6.28: Cumulative percentage versus (volume) particle diameter for (a) 

unconditioned, uncirculated water, (b) unconditioned water circulated at 10L/min, (c) 

unconditioned water circulated at 12.4 L/min (d) conditioned water at 10 L/min.  

The average of all four data sets was tabulated in Table 6.3 and plotted in Figure 6.29 to 

allow a comparison between the scenarios, and to evaluate the effectiveness of a single 

pass through the Conditioner. It should be pointed out that the manufacturer has 

observed the best effects in situations involving re-circulation through the Conditioner. 

This was already examined in Part I. 

Table 6.3: Average Volume Particle Size for Uncirculated, Unconditioned and 

Conditioned Water. 

Flow Regime 

Average 
Particle 
Size (d50) 

Difference 
From Feed Difference 

  Um um % 
        
Uncirculated 37.69 

 
  

Circulated at 10 L/min 37.11 0.58 1.5 
Circulated at 12.4 L/min 33.91 3.78 10.0 
Conditioned at 10 L/min 33.72 3.97 10.5 
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Figure 6.29: Average Cumulative Percentage versus (Volume) Particle Diameter for 

Uncirculated, Unconditioned (UC), and Conditioned (C) Water for all Flow rates. 

 

Table 6.3 and Figure 6.29 show a clear distinction between groupings of uncirculated 

water and unconditioned water at 10 L/min, and unconditioned water flowing at 12.4 

L/min and conditioned water at 10L/min. The 10 L/min flow rate with conditioning 

gives the smallest particle, closely followed by the particles circulated at 12.4 L/min. 

These particles were 10.5% and 10.0% smaller than those in the original feedstock. This 

is interesting given that both solutions started with the same head i.e. a system without a 

Conditioner delivered 12.4L/min, when a system with a Conditioner using the same 

tank height delivered 10 L/min.  

 

The clear difference of 10% in size between particles at the 10 and 12.4L/min flow rates 

without the Conditioner would suggest that there is a threshold value for turbulence (not 

flow rate) at which particles start to reduce. We don’t know exactly what it is, but it is 

between the turbulence levels for flows at 10 and 12.4L/min. Circulating the base 

solution at 10 L/min without the conditioner only marginally reduced the size by 0.6% 

when compared to the uncirculated solution. The turbulent levels at 10L/min without 

the conditioner were not large enough to reduce a significant proportion of the particles. 
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The turbulence in the Conditioner was the equivalent of the force required to provide an 

extra flow rate of 2.4L/min through a straight pipe.  

 

The similar particle size reduction from the same head but at different flow rates 

(12.4L/min unconditioned versus 10L/min conditioned) suggests that approximately 

95% of the effect is due to crossing the turbulent threshold and only 5% on how that 

threshold was crossed. It appears that the unique Venturi flow mixing in the Conditioner 

doesn’t break the particles, crossing the threshold turbulence level does. A simpler 

Conditioner that crossed the threshold would be almost as effective as the complex 

Venturi design.  

 

It cannot be determined from these experiments if the particles are reduced by being 

broken up, or by being folded to increase their density. Future researchers may be able 

to explore this. Either way is a good result. Breaking would be preferred however, as 

this would lead to a much greater surface area for other scale to aggregate on in the 

flow. If it forms there, it avoids heat transfer surfaces. 

 

This experiment agrees with the results of Part I and II which show that the pump and 

old conditioner reduce particle size significantly. 

6.4 Particle Sizing - Part IV 

A further round of experiments was carried out to test the new Conditioner design. The 

overhead tank linked to a height-adjustable overflow tank was used so that a constant 

flow rate could be obtained without a pump. The tank height was adjusted to change the 

flow rate to the desired levels.  

A higher particle concentration was also used. The water passed through the conditioner 

contained 180 g of calcium carbonate in 920 litres of tap water. The water was at 

ambient temperatures. The calcium carbonate was mixed well for an hour before the 

experiments. A mechanical stirrer was used in the overhead tank to increase 

consistency. 

The effect of the conditioner alone was explored by comparing it to unconditioned 

particle size distributions. Samples were taken of uncirculated water from the tank, and 

conditioned water with flow rates of 4.86L/min through to 11.59 L/min. 
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6.4.1 Results 
The number of samples for each scenario was increased to 3, and each 1 litre sample 

was analysed three times. Obvious outliers were purged from the data set before 

averaging. This meant a minimum of 6 samples made up the results for each flow rate. 

In all cases the standard deviation for measurement was less than 1.33µm. The results 

are shown in Table 6.3 and plotted in Figure 6.30. 

Table 6.4: Results of particle size analysis for calcium carbonate solution through the 

new conditioner at various flow rates.  

          Average Percentage 

Flow rate Average St. Dev Minimum Maximum Difference Reduction 

(kg/s) (micron) (micron) (micron) (micron) (micron) (%) 

  

     
  

0 
(unconditioned) 58.64 1.33 57.6 59.06 

 

  

0.11 26.08 0.89 25.84 26.5 26.08 44.48 

0.115 28.61 0.93 27.61 29.44 28.61 48.79 

0.142 27.01 0.77 26.68 27.7 27.01 46.07 

0.143 26.95 0.93 26.09 27.9 26.95 45.96 

0.167 26.87 0.79 25.69 27.94 26.87 45.82 

0.193 29.36 1.06 29.07 29.64 29.36 50.07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4.2 Discussion 
 

This is a good result for reducing the problems of calcium carbonate scale. The new 

Conditioner design is clearly superior to the old one. The best result of a 50.0% 

reduction in particle size occurred at a flow rate of 0.193 kg/s.  The next best of 48.7% 

reduction occurred at 0.115 kg/s. The design flow rate of 0.167 kg/s (or 10 L/min) 

delivered a 45.8% reduction. This means the new design reduces particle size 35.3% 

more than the old design at the same flow rate. 
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Figure 6.30: Range of average particle sizes for calcium carbonate solution through the 

new conditioner at various flow rates.  

The spread for the results was very small for each flow rate. On this data, there was no 

clear trend linking particle size reduction to flow rate. It goes back to the threshold 

value: once it is crossed, there is no benefit in exceeding it by larger amounts. This 

threshold is close to the turbulent conditions experienced at the flow rate of 0.11 kg/s. 

 

Assuming spherical particles, halving the particle diameter increases the available 

surface area 4 times. Dissolved calcium carbonate can then deposit on suspended 

particles rather than fouling surfaces. The conditioned particles won’t settle as fast as 

unconditioned ones, and are flushed out, instead of building up in quiescent sections of 

water systems.  

 

Following the mothballing of the Galai and Zetasizer particle sizers in Environmental 

Engineering, the Mastersizer is the best machine available at the University of 

Wollongong. While it has many fine features like built-in stirring, ultrasonic cleaning, 

triple analysis of samples and statistical analysis of results, the Mastersizer has two 

main drawbacks that have affected this study.  
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Firstly, the Mastersizer measures particles on the assumption that the particles are 

spherical. This is not always true, and especially of calcium carbonate, which can be 

plate-like. The Mastersizer was not able to give any insight into any effects the 

Conditioner may have on suspended particle shape. This was disappointing given the 

proposed new hypothesis. It is discussed at the end of this Chapter. 

 

The second drawback is the concentration required to get reliable measurements. A 

calcium carbonate concentration of 195 mg/L was used. This is classed as very hard 

water, and is not often seen in nature. This very high concentration however is the 

bottom threshold of the Mastersizer’s range: it can’t measure less than this. The 

Mastersizer functions best as levels twice this. Testing with the Mastersizer’s optimum 

concentration however would give results that are largely useless: the Conditioner is not 

likely to face water with 390 mg/L of calcium carbonate. The Mastersizer is unable to 

measure anything less than 195 mg/L, ruling out most natural water samples. While the 

Mastersizer was able to give some idea of the effects of conditioning flow rate on 

particle size, it cannot investigate those effects on a range of concentrations.  

6.4.3 Conclusion - Part IV 
These tests have been carried out with the best machine available. The results show that 

using the new Conditioner significantly reduces particle size when compared to the 

unconditioned feed stock. At all flow rates tested at this concentration, the reduction 

was always greater than 44.5%. However the results were not able to show a definitive 

effect on particle size due to flow rate. It seems that conditioning at any of the flow 

rates tested results in very large reductions in particle size. This suggests that the 

optimum flow rate is 0.193 kg/s, as it delivered the smallest particles measured, and 

would condition a large volume of water the quickest.  

 

The best way to summarize the particle sizing results is to refer to one of the early works in 

this field. Thomas (1964) reported that under turbulent flow conditions, flocs are ruptured 

by pressure differences on opposite sides of the floc promoted by an increase in the energy 

dissipation per unit mass of fluid ϵ. Floc breakup is resisted by the yield stress τy. Once the 

turbulent intensity overcomes the yield stress, Thomas proposed equations for floc size in 

the main flow, and in the wall region. In the absence of turbulent fluctuations, the main 

effect of a velocity gradient is rearranging particles to produce a denser floc. When 

suspensions are dilute so that floc-floc collisions are negligible, Thomas proposed an upper 
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limit on the floc size. Thomas’ investigation helps explains many of the results in this 

investigation. In summary, he proposed that 

• Particles in concentrated solutions increase in size due to collisions, but those in 

dilute solutions do not. 

• Particles in non-turbulent flow become denser. 

• Particles in turbulent flow break up if the turbulent pressure difference is greater 

than the particle's yield stress.  

• If the particles don't break, they get denser. 

 

Thomas’ model is fine conceptually, but has limited mathematical use in the case of 

calcium carbonate particles. The literature does not contain a value for calcium carbonate’s 

yield stress, and even if it did, one would need to be sure of the particle’s shape in order to 

apply it. The machines available at Wollongong University do not give this. 

 

It has been known for a long time that conditioning can result in denser particles through 

rearrangement, larger particles through sticky collisions or smaller particles through 

rupture. These sometimes contradictory results depend on the turbulence and particle 

concentration present. The particle sizers available for this study were not able to analyze 

any change in particle shape or density. 

 

For this investigation, we can only be sure of the Conditioner’s effects on particle size at the 

particle concentration and turbulence levels tested. Extrapolating either is not 

recommended, actual testing is. While the Conditioner has been proven very effective on 

the calcium carbonate solution used here, potential users should experiment with the 

Conditioner on their own water, as final particle sizes are affected by a myriad of factors 

including flow rate, particle concentration and particle type that could lead to splitting or 

folding for size reductions, or sticky collisions that actually increase size. The Conditioners 

succeeded under these test conditions with these feed solutions. It may or may not succeed 

in different conditions, it should be tested. 

6.5 Conditioner’s effect on scale morphology  

6.5.1 XRD Results - Part I 
 

Following the literature review for scaling, it was suspected that the Conditioner’s 

anecdotal effects may be due to a change in the morphology of the scale. The initial 
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thought was that a change from calcite to aragonite was possible. The best experimental 

technique to prove a change in scale morphology is X-Ray Diffraction or XRD.  

The conditioned and unconditioned seawater from the previous section was evaporated, 

and XRD tests were conducted on the resulting solids. Plotting the generated data 

produced Figure 6.31. 
X-Ray Diffraction of Crystals from Evaporated Conditioned and Unconditioned Seawater
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Figure 6.31: X-Ray Diffraction of Crystals from Evaporated Conditioned and 

Unconditioned Seawater  

The initial reaction was that XRD did not show up a significant difference in the 

crystals that form from the evaporation of unconditioned and conditioned seawater. 

Peaks for the conditioned crystals had been expected to shift along the angle plane. This 

was not the case. The plot for conditioned salt largely hides the unconditioned one as 

the peaks coincide. The experiments were discontinued as seawater is such a 

complicated system that the interplay of species would make discerning a difference 

difficult. 

Almost one year later, the experiments were revived with a simpler solution of just 

calcium carbonate. In the analysis of that data, the original seawater data was revisited 

out of curiosity. There is a significant difference after all. It is not the angle so much as 

the intensity. It can be seen that the crystals from conditioned water exhibit much higher 

intensity peaks, especially on the second largest peak. The absolute differences were 

plotted. This is shown in Figure 6.32. It showed that the major absolute difference 

occurred with the peaks 
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Absolute Difference between XRD Intensity Counts for Unconditioned and Conditioned Water
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Figure 6.32: Absolute differences between XRD intensity counts for Unconditioned and 

Conditioned Seawater 

The conclusion to be drawn from these initial tests is that the peak intensities have 

definitely increased, pointing to a decrease in the crystal size. Although that decrease 

cannot be quantified by this technique, it does agree with the trend of size decrease 

observed from the particle size distribution tests.  As only the intensity had changed and 

not the peak angles, it is concluded that the size of particles has decreased with the 

conditioning of the seawater.  

 

Even later during the course of study, it was understood how XRD data can be used to 

quantify the percentage of each polymorph in a mixture of calcium carbonate scale 

using the equations from Kontoyannis & Vagenas (2000). The seawater XRD data was 

revisited again out of curiosity. The following shows the key characteristic peak data for 

calcite, aragonite and vaterite for the XRD scans on scale from unconditioned seawater, 

and seawater conditioned at 9.76 L/min. The polymorph percentages were obtained 

following use of Kontoyannis & Vagenas’ equations. Results are in Table 6.5 and 6.6. 
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Table 6.5: Characteristic peak data for calcite, aragonite and vaterite for XRD scans on 

scale from unconditioned seawater, and seawater conditioned at 9.76 L/min 

Sample 

 

Unconditioned Conditioned 

  

seawater Seawater 

XRD 

 

  9.76 L/min 

Angle Line Intensity Intensity 

2 Theta       

29.39 104 733 753 

45.89 221 106 348 

24.67 110 7 11 

 

This is a good result. Conditioning at 9.76 L/min in the older design Conditioner 

reduced the percentage of calcite in seawater scale by 26.5%. It converted virtually all 

of it into aragonite and very little into vaterite. If true, the implications of this result to 

reduced scaling problems in seawater desalination plants are obvious. Note that all the 

ions in seawater were dissolved during conditioning: there were no suspended particles 

present. Had this big result been realized earlier in the study, it would have meant a lot 

more XRD work would have been done earlier.  

Table 6.6: Polymorph percentages from unconditioned seawater, and seawater 

conditioned at 9.76 L/min. 

  

Unconditioned Conditioned 

 

  

seawater seawater 

 

  

  9.76 L/min 

 Polymorph   Polymorph Polymorph % Change 

    % % 

due to 

conditioning 

Calcite XC 65.4 38.9 -26.5 

Aragonite XA 29.8 56.7 26.9 

Vaterite XV 4.8 4.4 -0.4 

6.5.2 XRD Results - Part II 
 

The XRD analysis was repeated with a new lot of crystals, this time those resulting 

from the evaporation of samples from the fully conditioned and unconditioned calcium 

carbonate solutions that had been pumped at 8 L/min. The XRD machine was set to 
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scan from 15 to 70 degrees with 0.02 step, scanning speed was 1.998 degrees per 

minute. Results are shown in Figures 6.33 and 6.34. 
X-Ray Diffraction of Crystals from Evaporated Unconditioned Calcium Carbonate
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Figure 6.33: XRD results for unconditioned CaCO3 solution circulated at 8 L/min. 

X-Ray Diffraction of Crystals from Evaporated Conditioned Calcium Carbonate
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Figure 6.34: XRD results for conditioned CaCO3 solution circulated at 8 L/min. 

Once again there was a significant difference in the peaks, as seen in Figure 6.35. 
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Absolute Difference between XRD Intensity Counts for Unconditioned and Conditioned Calcium Carbonate
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Figure 6.35: Absolute difference in peak XRD intensity for conditioned and 

unconditioned water samples circulated at 8 L/min. 

An extra analysis and comparison of the data was enabled by use of the TRACES 

software connected to the International Council of Diffraction Data. The ICDD stores 

the results of XRD analysis of common substances from around the world. It has several 

copies of the peaks expected from calcite and aragonite. The TRACES software allows 

these lines to be added to an XRD result to enable identification of the substance. The 

lines for calcite and aragonite were added to the XRD readings. The results are shown in 

Figure 6.36 and 6.37. 

 

Figure 6.36: XRD results for unconditioned (top) and conditioned CaCO3 solution 

circulated at 8 L/min, including peak lines for synthetic calcite. 
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Figure 6.37: XRD results for unconditioned (top) and conditioned CaCO3 solution 

circulated at 8 L/min, including peak lines for synthetic calcite. 

 

Once again the peaks are significantly higher for conditioned crystals, pointing to a 

lower particle size, and the peaks are very slightly off-set by an average of 0.04 degrees. 

Inspection of the TRACES figures show that the crystal peaks measured line-up 

perfectly with the peaks expected from synthetic calcite, and do not coincide with those 

expected for aragonite.  

 

There is little doubt that for these two waters processed and dried under the same 

conditions, the precipitated phase is calcite, not aragonite. This shows that while the 

intensities have changed, and hence crystal size is different, there is no phase change 

exhibited. 

 

Following exposure to the methods of Kontoyannis & Vagenas, the XRD data for this 

experiment was revisited. The key XRD data is shown in Table 6.7. That data is entered 

into Kontoyannis & Vagenas’ equations, yielding the results in Table 6.8. 
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Table 6.7: Characteristic peak data for calcite, aragonite and vaterite for XRD scans on 

scale from unconditioned CaCO3 solution, and CaCO3 solution conditioned at 8 L/min 

  

0.66 g/L 
CaCO3 

0.66 g/L 
CaCO3 

  
unconditioned conditioned 

  
  at 8 L/min 

Angle Line Intensity Intensity 
2 Theta       
29.39 104 886 1551 
45.89 221 195 334 
24.67 110 95 180 

 

Clearly the conditioner is having very little or no effect in this scenario. The changes, 

while positive, are so small that they are below the values of experimental uncertainty 

for this method. It must be pointed out that the scale tested here was suspended 

particles; it was not dissolved during conditioning. 

Table 6.8: Polymorph percentages in scale from unconditioned CaCO3 solution, and 

CaCO3 solution conditioned at 8 L/min 

Polymorph   Polymorph Polymorph % Change 

    % % 

due to 

conditioning 

Calcite XC 39.7 38.9 -0.8 

Aragonite XA 27.6 26.4 -1.2 

Vaterite XV 32.7 34.7 2 

 

Some more research into calcite/aragonite transformations revealed that calcite is the 

stable form, and aragonite will always revert to it, if given enough time. Also, the 

presence of any existing calcite crystals in a solution will start the process of converting 

all aragonite crystals to calcite. In order to see if conditioning increases the proportion 

of aragonite, a different method was needed.  

 

The solution to be conditioned must be initially saturated with dissolved CaC03 but 

thoroughly filtered to remove any crystals. The solution should then be conditioned then 

quickly evaporated to produce dry crystals. These should then be X-rayed as soon as 
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possible. The dry crystals are unlikely to transform into calcite, though suspended 

crystals certainly will. Solution conditions such as pH, ionic concentration from other 

species and temperature all affect the rate of change, but they do not stop it indefinitely.  

 

The conditioned and unconditioned water samples used in this section had been taken 

and then dried slowly at high temperatures. This is incorrect if one wants to explore 

changes in morphology. There was however a clear difference in XRD intensity, with 

conditioned crystals having significantly higher peak intensities than unconditioned 

crystals. This points to a smaller crystal size than unconditioned particles, and agrees 

with the previous particle sizing experiments. 

 

There was no observed shift in phase from calcite to aragonite. It is not known 

conclusively whether this is due to the method of drying, or if the conditioner is not 

producing any effect. The experiment needs to be repeated with a change in 

experimental drying procedures to preserve any polymorphs that the conditioner may be 

producing.  

6.5.3 XRD Results - Part III 
The previous experiments were repeated with a number of changes to improve the 

results. Firstly, there was a move away from conditioning existing calcium carbonate 

crystals, to a process where ions were conditioned before crystals were formed. This 

was to determine if any effect was due to the carbonate ion, or the calcium ion. In these 

experiments the calcium chloride and sodium carbonate solutions were conditioned 

before the calcium carbonate scale was formed.  

 

Secondly the scale drying procedures were changed. The initial experiments left the 

calcium carbonate immersed for too long. This was a mistake as calcium carbonate 

polymorphs generally revert to thermodynamically stable calcite over long periods. In 

these experiments, the scale was produced and then filtered out rapidly. This should 

preserve any polymorphs that the conditioner may be producing, as morphology 

generally only changes when the polymorph is in solution. 

 

Finally, a new XRD machine located within Earth & Environmental Sciences at 

University of Wollongong was used instead of the one in Materials Engineering. 
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Environmental Science are experienced in determining calcium carbonate polymorph 

ratios from XRD data, as the calcite/aragonite ratio is commonly measured in fossilized 

shellfish to determine historical ocean depth. Environmental Science have dedicated 

software that takes the XRD peak data and computes relative polymorph percentages 

from it. It does not return the XRD spectrum it generated in the intermediate stages. 

The results of mixing conditioned and unconditioned Na2CO3 and CaCl2 in different 

orders can be looked at in terms of filtering times, and polymorph ratios. 

 

6.4.3.1 Filtering time 

When 0.2L of unconditioned 1M Na2CO3 was added to 1L of unconditioned 0.2 mol/L 

CaCl2, the solution took a very long time to filter. The unfiltered solution was collected 

after 10 minutes and the scale that had been collected in the filter was dried. This 

became sample A. The solution was left to settle, and the settled solution was filtered 

again after a further 26 minutes. The scale that had settled at the bottom was also added 

to the filtered scale, and the whole sample dried together. This became sample B. When 

0.2L of unconditioned 1M Na2CO3 was added to 1L of conditioned 0.2 mol/L CaCl2, 

the solution was entirely filtered in 12 minutes. This is sample C. When 0.2L of 

unconditioned 1M CaCl2 was added to 1L of unconditioned 0.2 mol/L Na2CO3, the 

solution took a much shorter time to filter. The solution was fully filtered after 3 

minutes and the collected scale was dried. This is sample D. When 0.2L of 

unconditioned 1M CaCl2 was added to 1L of conditioned 0.2 mol/L Na2CO3, the 

solution took 7 minutes 45 seconds to filter. This is sample E. This information is 

summarised in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9: Calcium carbonate formation trial information, and time from formation to 

filtration. 

Sample Initial reactant Addition 

Time in 

solution 

      mins 

A 1 L of 0.2M CaCl2, unconditioned  0.2 L of 1.0M Na2CO3, unconditioned  13.00 

B 1 L of 0.2M CaCl2, unconditioned  0.2 L of 1.0M Na2CO3, unconditioned  39.00 

C 1 L of 0.2M CaCl2, conditioned 0.2 L of 1.0M Na2CO3, unconditioned  15.00 

D 1 L of 0.2M Na2CO3, unconditioned  0.2 L of 1.0M CaCl2, unconditioned  6.00 

E 1 L of 0.2M Na2CO3, conditioned  0.2 L of 1.0M CaCl2, unconditioned  10.45 
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There were clear differences in filtering times for the calcium carbonates formed. 

Filtration was much faster when CaCl2 was added to the Na2CO3 in both the 

conditioned and unconditioned forms when compared to Na2CO3 being added to CaCl2.  

 

However the results alternate within the mixes after this. Sodium carbonate added to 

conditioned calcium chloride filtered faster than sodium carbonate added to 

unconditioned calcium chloride. However this reversed when calcium chloride was 

added to conditioned sodium carbonate. It filtered slower than calcium chloride added 

to unconditioned sodium carbonate. 

 

The difference in filtration times would point to a large difference in the size of the 

particles being filtered. The assumption is that solutions taking a long time to filter 

consisted of particles above 200µm that clogged the filter paper. Solutions that filtered 

quickly contained a larger proportion of particles below 200µm that passed through the 

filter, while the retained particles did not form a dense layer that could block the filter.  

 

Something is definitively happening due to the large variance in filtration times. Powder 

size analysis would be needed to measure a definite change in dried scale particle size, 

but this was not available. It was expected that calcium chloride added to unconditioned 

sodium carbonate to have the smallest average particle size, with size increasing as 

calcium chloride added to conditioned sodium carbonate second and sodium carbonate 

was added to conditioned calcium chloride. Adding sodium carbonate to unconditioned 

calcium chloride was predicted to have the largest average size. 

 

These observations were a sideline to the more interesting calcium carbonate polymorph 

ratios. These were the highlight of all the flow conditioning experiments. 

6.5.3.1 Calcium carbonate polymorph ratio results 

The initial hypothesis was that conditioning would influence scale by converting calcite 

scale into aragonite. This was tested by running X Ray Diffraction tests on the resulting 

scale samples, followed by Siroquant software analysis of the peak areas. A number of 

tables of possible results and explanations were generated before the experiments. These 

are shown in Tables 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. 
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Table 6.10: Expected morphology results for conditioning experiments. 

Initial component   
 Unconditioned Unconditioned 
 CaCl2 Na2CO3 

Conditioned High Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Unconditioned Normal Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3    
Conditioned No reaction Normal Aragonite 
CaCl2    
Unconditioned No reaction Normal Aragonite 
CaCl2     

If results turn out this way, it shows  

§ that conditioning increases the aragonite/calcite ratio 

§ this occurs by acting on the carbonate ion only. 

§ the calcium ion is not affected by conditioning 

 

Table 6.11: Alternate expected morphology results for conditioning experiments. 

Initial component Mix with  
 Unconditioned Unconditioned 
 CaCl2 Na2CO3 
Conditioned High Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Unconditioned Normal Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Conditioned No reaction High Aragonite 
CaCl2   
Unconditioned No reaction Normal Aragonite 
CaCl2   

If results turn out this way, it shows 

§ that conditioning increases the aragonite/calcite ratio 

§ this occurs by acting on the carbonate and calcium ion 
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Table 6.12: Null morphology results for conditioning experiments.  

Initial component Mix with  
 Unconditioned Unconditioned 
 CaCl2 Na2CO3 
Conditioned Normal Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Unconditioned Normal Aragonite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Conditioned No reaction Normal Aragonite 
CaCl2   
Unconditioned No reaction Normal Aragonite 
CaCl2   

If results turn out this way, it shows 

§ conditioning doesn't affect the aragonite/calcite ratio 

Remember that samples A, B and C have exactly the same composition and order of 

addition. Sample A and Sample B were formed using unconditioned calcium chloride. 

Sample B was collected 26 minutes after Sample A. Sample C was formed using 

conditioned calcium chloride. Sample D was formed using unconditioned sodium 

carbonate, while Sample E came from conditioned sodium carbonate. Each sample was 

quantified using Siroquant twice. The results for the XRD polymorph quantification for 

each run are shown in Table 6.13. 

Table 6.13: Results for the XRD polymorph quantification using Siroquant 

Sample Time in solution Calcite Vaterite Difference Calcite Vaterite Difference 

  Mins % % % % % % 

A 13.00 49.9 50.1  43.3 56.7  

B 29.00 52.0 48.0  53.0 47.0  

C 15.00 20.7 79.3 29.2 15.5 84.5 27.8 

D 6.00 96.5 3.5  95.3 4.7  

E 10.45 30.6 69.4 65.9 23.3 76.7 72.0 

 

These results are outstanding. Conditioning the calcium chloride before forming the 

calcium carbonate ‘scale’ dropped the calcite content by an average 28.5%.  

Conditioning the sodium carbonate before forming the scale dropped the calcite content 

by an average of 69.0%. The standard deviation in the repetition of the five 

measurements averaged 3.0%, with a maximum of 5.1% on the final sample. The results 

are both significant, and reproducible. The Conditioner does change scale morphology 

when the ions are conditioned before crystallisation. It was proved also that while the 
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Conditioner does affect the calcium ion, the carbonate ion is by far the most effective 

ion to target. 

 

The other thing to note in these results is the comparison between Sample A and B. In 

the 16 minutes between samples being taken, there was an average 5.9% increase in the 

calcite proportion. That suggests that unconditioned scale naturally reverts to calcite 

over time. The conditioning process has to overcome this natural tendency towards 

calcite in order to be effective. 

6.5.3.2 Micrograph results 

Following the XRD quantification, investigations were made to see if there was a 

visible difference in the calcium carbonate produced. A clear picture of the two 

unconditioned polymorph forms calcite and vaterite is shown in Figure 6.38. 

 

Figure 6.38: Micrograph of calcite (left) and vaterite (right) 

Calcite is distinctly angular, and almost cubic. Using the measurement functions 

available with the micrograph, the top face was measured to be 12.81µm by 13.28µm. 

The vaterite is roughly spherical. The visible ellipse has diameters of 19.59µm and 

16.75µm.  

 

The calcite/vaterite ratio is found visually by comparing the relative frequencies of 

cubes to spheres. The micrograph of sample A, formed from unconditioned Na2CO3 

added to unconditioned CaCl2 is shown in Figure 6.39. The micrograph of sample C, 
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formed from unconditioned Na2CO3 added to conditioned CaCl2 is shown in Figure 

6.40. 

 

Figure 6.39: Micrograph of sample A, formed from unconditioned Na2CO3 added to 

unconditioned CaCl2. The scale bar is 38µm long. 

 

Figure 6.40: Micrograph of sample C, formed from unconditioned Na2CO3 added to 

conditioned CaCl2. The scale bar is 38µm long. 
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The cubic calcite particles can be spotted in Figure 6.39 for sample A as they are 

generally stuck to, and surrounded by vaterite particles. They are rarely seen alone. This 

strong cohesion is why calcite is the cause of tenacious scale problems. The vaterite 

particles with lower cohesion tend to form chains rather than clumps. Sample A had 

roughly equal fractions of calcite and vaterite, while Sample C was above 75% vaterite. 

While still possible, it is harder to see a change in relative proportions between these 

pictures, as the second micrograph obviously contains more scale particles. The high 

vaterite portion is visible however. 

 

The micrograph of sample D, formed from unconditioned CaCl2 added to unconditioned 

Na2CO3 is shown in Figure 6.41. The micrograph of sample E, formed from 

unconditioned CaCl2 added to conditioned Na2CO3 is shown in Figure 6.42. 

 

 

Figure 6.41: Micrograph of sample D, formed from unconditioned CaCl2 added to 

unconditioned Na2CO3. The scale bar is 38µm long. 
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Figure 6.42: Micrograph of sample E, formed from unconditioned CaCl2 added to 

conditioned Na2CO3. The scale bar is 38µm long. 

The high calcite fraction of Sample D is clearly visible in Figure 6.41, while the high 

vaterite portion of Sample E is also easily seen in Figure 6.42. The comparison is 

simple; there has evidently been a major shift. The only difference in the treatment of 

these two samples was the conditioning of the carbonate ion prior to scale formation. 

These visual results confirm those given by the quantitative XRD tests. Sample D was 

96.5% calcite, whereas Sample E was 69.4% vaterite. 

 

Changes in dimensions due to the conditioning were also found. Measuring with the 

micrograph, the top face of the conditioned calcite was 7.65µm by 8.02µm. This is 

compared to the unconditioned calcite top face of 12.81µm by 13.28µm. In terms of 

visible area, the conditioned calcite is 36.1% of the unconditioned calcite area (almost 

two-thirds smaller). 
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The conditioned vaterite was also found to be more spherical than before. The visible 

ellipse had dimensions of 8.02µm and 7.65µm. This is against the unconditioned 

vaterite dimensions were 19.59µm and 16.75µm. On visible area, the conditioned 

vaterite is 11.4% of the unconditioned particle, almost ten times smaller. 

 

Now firm conclusions cannot be drawn based on measuring just two particles, but it is 

mentioned here to add to the earlier work done on particle sizes before and after 

conditioning. If these measurements are indicative of a trend, it appears that 

conditioning before formation leads to the formation of smaller and more regular scale 

particles. A full particle size distribution would be needed to confirm this; however this 

is not possible with the equipment available. 

 

These results require re-looking at the initial hypothesis.  Obviously conditioning does 

not convert calcite into aragonite within 39 minutes. But it does result in much more 

vaterite being formed.  

 

It was thought that the conditioner’s effect was due solely to the polarisation of the 

carbonate ion. This must be true in part, as conditioning that ion compared to calcium 

resulted in a much greater effect. However an average 28.5% difference by conditioning 

the chloride ion means that the conditioner is affecting that ion as well. Evidently it is 

not as much as the chloride ion, but it is still significant. Aside from the swapping of 

aragonite for vaterite, the results matched the alternate expected results that were given 

in Table 6.11. The updated results are shown in Table 6.14. 

 

These results suggest that the Conditioner acts by polarizing both the carbonate and 

calcium ions to affect final scale form. It appears that the unique structure of the 

carbonate ion enables it to be polarised more, so the morphology changes are greater. 
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Table 6.14: Morphology results for conditioning experiments in line with alternate 

explanation. 

Initial component Mix with  
 Unconditioned Unconditioned 
 CaCl2 Na2CO3 
Conditioned High Vaterite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Unconditioned Normal Vaterite No reaction 
Na2CO3   
Conditioned No reaction High Vaterite 
CaCl2   
Unconditioned No reaction Normal Vaterite 
CaCl2   
These results show 

§ that conditioning increases the vaterite/calcite ratio 

§ this occurs by acting both on the carbonate and calcium ions 

 

This section had mixed results. The initial hypothesis was disproved: conditioning did 

not convert calcite into aragonite, at least not within the first 39 minutes of formation at 

ambient temperature. The good news is that it was shown to convert it into vaterite. 

Calcite is the polymorph responsible for the problems of scale. While the form 

identified here was not aragonite, so long as it is anything but calcite, it is a major 

breakthrough. The size of the shift is significant as well. Average changes of 28.5% and 

69.0% over two measurements are no accident. 

 

The difference between these experiments and the real world is that real world 

applications do not have separate calcium and carbonate ions. In the real world, they are 

mixed, and if mixed then they form solids instantly. This result is worthwhile for 

investigating an effect before the scale forms, and seeing what the potential mechanism 

is. This is not possible when the ions are already mixed, as it can’t be assessed which 

ion is affected most. 

 

It has been shown that the Conditioner has the ability to affect the scale morphology 

before it is formed. The Conditioner does not appear to have the ability to convert 

existing scale from one form to another.  
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It remains to be seen if the unstable vaterite converts to aragonite at some point in the 

future. It has been shown that it does not within the first 39 minutes after formation at 

ambient temperatures. There is nothing to indicate whether it definitely will or won’t. 

By converting the thermodynamically stable calcite into unstable vaterite, the chances 

of it have been increased. But so long as physical conditioning results in anything but 

calcite, it is a major breakthrough. 

6.5.4 XRD Results - Part IV 
Part III showed that the Conditioner has a marked effect on morphology when 

conditioning takes place before calcium carbonate is formed. While interesting, it has 

limited real world value, as calcium and carbonate are rarely separated, and if so, it is 

only for extremely short periods. This section aimed to explore the Conditioner’s effect 

on a more natural solution of calcium carbonate. The solution in this section contained 

suspended particles of calcium carbonate. The solution was conditioned at the given 

flow rates, then the suspended particles were filtered out and subjected to XRD scans. 

The polymorph percentages were quantified using Siroquant. Results are in Table 6.15. 

Table 6.15: Siroquant quantification of XRD scans of suspended calcium carbonate 

particles conditioned at various flow rates. 

Percentage Flow rate (L/min) 

  0 4.86 6.62 6.88 10.03 

Aragonite 0 0 0 1.7 1.1 

Calcite 100 100 100 98.3 98.9 

 

The very small changes shown at higher flow rates fall into the range of experimental 

error, and are not significant. The clear and important result is that the Conditioner does 

not change the morphology of suspended particles, regardless of flow rate. Particle 

morphology can only change following dissolution and re-precipitation, and filtering the 

particles did not given the calcium carbonate a chance to do this. While it makes sense 

intuitively, it is good to have the proof.  

6.5.5 XRD Results - Part V 
This section represents the culmination of investigations into polymorph change, and is 

the most important experimental result of the entire study. Given the important result 

that the Conditioner does not affect the morphology of suspended calcium carbonate, 
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this section was aimed at showing that the Conditioner changes the morphology of the 

dissolved calcium carbonate ions. The polymorph percentages of the scale collected in 

this section were evaluated two ways: with Kontoyannis & Vagenas’ equations, and 

through the Siroquant computer package. Kontoyannis & Vagenas rely on XRD peak 

heights, whereas Siroquant uses peak areas to assign percentages. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

Experimental results in this Chapter have shown the following important changes 

induced by the Care-free Conditioner during physical conditioning of solutions: 

• The Conditioner significantly reduces the size of suspended calcium carbonate 

particles. 

• The Care-free Conditioner significantly changes the morphology of dissolved 

calcium carbonate.  

• The Conditioner does not change the morphology of suspended particles of 

calcium carbonate.  

The most important factors for combating scale are the change in scale morphology 

from calcite to aragonite or vaterite, and the decrease in suspended particle size. It is an 

important distinction that the Conditioner only acts on the morphology of the dissolved 

calcium carbonate, not suspended solids of calcium carbonate. Other results pointed to  

• The Conditioner reduces the zeta potential of suspended calcium carbonate, and 

significantly reduces the zeta potential of clay particles. 

• The Conditioner has a minimal effect on conductivity. 

• The Conditioner appears to reduce the fouling potential of conditioned water. 

• The Conditioner appears to have a minor effect in increasing evaporation. 

• The Conditioner does not reduce scale by adding seven tested ions to the 

conditioned solution. It relies on a different mechanism altogether. 

As it was not the focus of this study, the impressive reduction in zeta potential for clay 

particles was not followed up, as clay is not a major component of problem scale. 

However it could have great implications for the coagulation and separation of high clay 

content water. This has been anecdotally observed in Western Australia recently (Bob 

Uden, personal communication, 2011). Interested researchers are encouraged to explore 

this.  The study on conductivity was important, as it shows that the Conditioner is not a 

desalinator, and has never claimed to be. Species are not being removed from solutions; 

they are only being changed into less problematic forms. Fouling potential and 
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evaporation rates were studied briefly as the opportunity present itself; more work is 

needed to prove these cursory results. The Inductively Coupled Plasma test on 

composition showed no change for the seven tested ions after conditioning. They are 

included in the Appendix for interest’s sake. 

6.7 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS & X RAY DIFFRACTION 

RESULTS  

6.7.1 Introduction 
To enable easier reporting and understanding, key results from Computational Fluid 

Dynamics and X Ray Diffraction are combined in this Chapter to achieve a key aim of 

the study. This Chapter combines the allotropic ratios determined by XRD with results 

from the turbulent modelling of CFD to determine if there is any relationship between 

turbulent levels generated in the Conditioner, and the amounts of calcite and aragonite 

in the resulting scale. The chapter ends with a possible new mechanism for favouring 

aragonite over calcite. 

6.7.2 Key Results from XRD 
Scale was formed following evaporation of the same solution conditioned at various 

flow rates. The scale was subjected to XRD scanning. The percentage of calcite, 

aragonite and vaterite in the scale was quantified using the equations from Kontoyannis 

& Vagenas. The average results for quantifying polymorph percentages using equations 

from Kontoyannis and Vagenas are shown in Table 6.16. 

Table 6.16: Average polymorph percentages from conditioned scale using equations 

from Kontoyannis and Vagenas 

Flow rate Calcite Aragonite Vaterite 

kg/s % % % 

        

0 89.2 3.1 7.7 

0.081 24.0 63.3 12.8 

0.110 51.8 31.4 16.8 

0.115 33.3 56.7 10.0 

0.142 36.8 54.7 8.5 

0.143 37.2 54.0 8.8 

0.167 44.5 44.3 11.2 

0.193 48.5 39.6 11.9 
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The plot of all data showing the spread of all polymorphs calculated from the equations 

is shown in Figure 6.43. A ‘line of best fit’ has been added for the calcite component. 

 

Figure 6.43: Polymorph Percentages using Kontoyannis & Veganas versus 

Conditioning Flow Rate 

6.7.2 DISCUSSION OF XRD RESULTS 

6.7.2.1 Method for quantifying polymorph percentages 

I wanted to know the polymorph percentages of several solutions of calcium carbonate 

that had been evaporated after conditioning. The dried scale was subjected to X-Ray 

Diffraction. The resulting data was then run through equations by Kontoyannis & 

Vagenas.  

6.7.2.2 Results for reducing calcite 

The results from Kontoyannis & Vagenas' equations for the Carefree Conditioner were 

very exciting. Showing a change in the percentage of calcite in a scale from 89.2% 

initially down to 24.0% after conditioning at 4.68 L/min is an extraordinary result. The 

‘line of best fit’ may hint at even better results at 2.5 L/min, but there is no practical 

reason to believe that this may be the case. Having the ‘best’ result recorded at 4.68 
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L/min is already outside the manufacturer’s guide of -33% or +50% of the design flow 

rate of 10L/min. These guidelines were put in place on the back of 20 years of anecdotal 

observations. This result would suggest that the guidelines need to be tested. 

 

The 65.2% change suggested from Kontoyannis & Vagenas' equations is a solid result, 

and one that many hard water users would be satisfied with, considering that the 

Carefree Conditioner is simple to use, low cost and low maintenance. While not 100%, 

the transformation is important given Prisyazhniuk’s view that aragonite once deposited 

will eventually transform all the calcite scale around it, leading to its removal 

(Prisyazhniuk, 2009). The result for a single pass is strong given that the Care-free is 

recommended for multiple passes. 

 

As a commercial product in widespread use, one has to consider what the ‘best’ result 

for the Conditioner actually is. While this study reveals that the greatest percentage 

reduction in calcite occurs when water is conditioned at 4.68 L/min, this low flow rate 

creates processing problems. To achieve it, either the person with hard water has to wait 

more than twice as long as conditioning at the recommended flow rate of 10 L/min, or 

buy twice the amount of Conditioners. When conditioning at 10.03 L/min can achieve a 

44.7% reduction in calcite, versus 65.2% at 4.68 L/min, users have a commercial 

decision to make: is it worth doubling the processing time or cost to get a 20.5% 

decrease in calcite? That would then come down to the cost of calcite in the user’s 

individual circumstances. From an engineering point of view, the lowest level of calcite 

is best. From a water conditioning business perspective, the recommended flow rate is 

the best value for money. 

6.7.2.3 Comparison with other physical conditioning designs 

The Care-free Conditioner’s result compares more than favourably with Busch & Busch 

(1997), who showed an experimental reduction in scale by up to 22% using magnets in 

the flow, with 17% due solely to turbulence. The VRTX unit that also relies solely on 

turbulence reported calcium removal efficiency increased from 63.5% to 91.7% when it 

was operating, but they did not identify a specific change to vaterite or aragonite (Kim, 

et al, 2009).  
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For those who have quantified polymorph ratios, the most effective physical 

conditioning process reported is Kobe and others’ magnetic and hydrodynamic device 

from 2002. They applied a magnetic field between 0.4-1.5 T on a fluid velocity of 0.87 

m/s with Reynolds numbers in the turbulent region around 6000, and re-circulated for 8 

hours. Their scaling solution containing 90.2% calcite and 9.6% aragonite was 

transformed to 28.9% calcite and 70.6% aragonite after treatment with a 1.22 Tesla 

magnet, a 61.3% change (Kobe, et al, 2002). They are fractionally ahead of Donaldson 

(1988), whose magnetic conditioning changed the calcite: aragonite ratio from 80:20 

before conditioning to 20:80 afterwards, a 60% change.  

6.7.2.4 Recommendations for future designs 

It would appear that the future of physical scale conditioning lies in developing better 

combinations of magnets and hydrodynamics. That said, due to suspicion of magnetic 

conditioning in the marketplace, the Care-free Conditioner’s manufacturer is unlikely to 

include magnets in his device any time soon. While this study did combine magnets 

with the Conditioner to test for effects on particle size reduction (no significant effect 

found), The Conditioner and magnet combination was not tested for any effects on scale 

morphology due to the manufacturer’s reluctance. Others may like to consider this in 

future. 

 

It is clear from the CFD study that the latest design for the Care-free can still be 

improved markedly. The model shows that the final three cylinders are not achieving 

much at all, while the spiral is directing flow but not generating eddies. The Conditioner 

is effective however, as the dominant feature is still the division of the flow around the 

central insert that occurs right at the start of the Conditioner.  

6.8 Key results from CFD 

The key results from Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling of the spiral 

Conditioner are shown again in Table 6.17. These were already discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Table 6.17: CFD Results for turbulent quantities for various flow rates   

Flow  Mass Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) Turbulent Energy Dissipation (ε) 

Rate Flow 
rate kinetic energy / unit mass (J/kg) kinetic energy/unit mass/second (J/kg.s) 

    Min Avg Max Min Avg Max 

L/min kg/s m2/s2 m2/s2 m2/s2 m2/s3 m2/s3 m2/s3 

1.62 0.027 0.00006853 0.0024451 0.019374 0.000104 0.272 8.35 

3.36 0.056 0.00026532 0.0056188 0.046651 0.001565 1.564 48.39 

4.86 0.081 0.00059473 0.0127963 0.084053 0.003556 6.704 153.34 

6.60 0.110 0.00115466 0.0205445 0.149735 0.029646 17.207 483.82 

6.88 0.115 0.00126314 0.0225949 0.167735 0.01374 20.78 617.39 

8.50 0.142  0.00193519 0.0322895 0.255692 0.03055 41.916   1424.92 

8.56 0.143 0.00196289 0.0333027 0.262398 0.085674 44.528  1482.12 

10.03 0.167  0.00268853 0.0440218 0.373642 0.160725 75.998 2989.32 

11.59 0.193   0.00339751 0.0588368 0.520217 0.259013 130.527   5537.72 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.9 COMBINED XRD & CFD RESULTS 

A key aim of this study was to see if there was a relationship between the turbulence 

levels in the Conditioner found in the CFD modelling, and the amount of calcite in the 

resulting scale. This started by plotting the average calcite percentages, and percentage 

reductions against average Turbulent Kinetic Energy. These are shown in Figure 6.44 

and 6.45. 

 

Figure 6.44: Average calcite percentages versus average Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
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Figure 6.45: Average calcite percentage reductions versus average Turbulent Kinetic 

Energy 

This continued with plotting the average calcite percentages, and percentages reductions 

against average Turbulent Energy Dissipation. These are shown in Figure 6.46 and 6.47. 
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Figure 6.46: Average calcite percentages versus average Turbulent Energy Dissipation 
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Figure 6.47: Average calcite percentage reductions versus average Turbulent Energy 

Dissipation 

6.9.1 DISCUSSION OF COMBINED XRD & CFD RESULTS 

Aside from one obvious outlier, there appears to be a meaningful linear relationship 

between turbulence levels in CFD to calcite percentages obtained from XRD. Without 

the outlier, linear analysis using the Least Squares Method returns the following 

relation, with a correlation R2 of 0.9716. 

% calcite = 69.545 – 523.6 kavg    (6.1) 

If relation 6.1 holds outside the test range, then an average TKE of 0.13 m2/s2 applied to 

dissolved calcium carbonate should result in no calcite scale. However this is 2.25 times 

more than the highest that has been tested here and beyond the range of the 

experimental head available. Others may like to test this in future. 

  

It was initially assumed that adding more turbulence would result in more calcite 

changing to aragonite. As shown in Figures 6.45 to 6.48, clear relations emerged from 

plotting average calcite percentages, and percentage reductions against Turbulent 

Kinetic Energy and Turbulent Energy Dissipation. On the basis of the available data, 

The Figures show the assumption of more turbulence, more aragonite appears to be 

correct. 
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6.10 SUGGESTED NEW MECHANISM FOR ARAGONITE OVER CALCITE 

Given that the field of scale mitigation had not been comprehensively reviewed for a 

long time, the best contribution possible is to suggest an updated mechanism based on 

the literature and these studies. But “nobody knows how steering the polymorph from 

calcite to aragonite works. That’s why there are lots of groups around the world 

working to understand the phenomenon.” (Dr Paolo Raiteri, personal communication, 

2011). 

 

Brooker & Craig (1999) investigated the hydration of carbonate anions. They found the 

average hydration number of carbonate is about six, while on the 1 pico-second time 

scale, it could be one. To aid understanding, the most likely position of the electron 

cloud in the ion has been added to Figure 6.48.  

  

Figure 6.48: a) A carbonate ion with six hydrating water molecules (b) a carbonate ion 

with one hydrating water molecule. 

 

It was in producing these pictures that the potential new explanation emerged. These 

two results may be explained by examining the likely position of the electron clouds, or 

polarization, of the carbonate ion for the two hydration states. Brooker & Craig’s 

hydration number of 6 is possible with an unpolarised carbonate ion. Single hydration is 

also possible, but it requires a polarized carbonate ion.  

 

Since this initial idea, Di Tommaso & de Leeuw’s modelling found that with only 1 or 2 

hydrating water molecules, the calcium carbonate monomer was always bidentate 
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(aragonite) and remained that way. With six hydrating molecules, only monodentate 

(calcite) monomers formed. When n = 3, 4 or 5, both modes are local minima, and the 

monomer could be mono or bi dentate. The difference is only 3-4 kilocalories/mole (Di 

Tommaso & de Leeuw, 2008). This is the point at which researchers want to exert some 

form of control to get the right polymorph. Di Tommaso & de Leeuw’s force field 

model from 2009 shows four possible approach angles for dimerization to occur. These 

are shown in Figure 6.49. Approaches C and D use less energy. 

 

Figure 6.49: (a) Calcium bicarbonate CaHCO3(H2O)5  monomers (b) can approach four 

ways to form (CaHCO3)2(H2O)10) dimers, adapted from Di Tommaso & de Leeuw, 

(2009) 

 

Consider the same concept of approach angles, but for the monomer’s formation. We 

know that the carbonate ion is readily polarised by the densely charged calcium ions. 

Should the calcium ion approach close to one of the oxygen atoms, the carbonate will 

polarise and then a monomer will form in the monodentate (calcite) form. Should the 

ion approach between two oxygens, the carbonate will still polarise, but the monomer 

will form in the bidentate (aragonite) form. 

 

The ease with which the carbonate ion polarises will depend on its hydration state at the 

point at which the calcium ion approaches. If the waters of hydration have already 

slightly polarised the carbonate ion, it will help the monomer form.  If the waters of 

hydration have not polarised the carbonate, the calcium ion has more work to do. In any 

case, the calcium has to move some of the hydrating molecules in order to bond and 
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form the monomer. That will determine how much energy goes into the formation, and 

what the final energy state is.  

 

More recently Feng used Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to show 

that calcite forms from the bicarbonate ion. Analysis of aragonite showed that only a 

small portion of its carbonates are protonated (Feng et al, 2006). While any calculations 

are beyond my range as an environmental engineer, visually assess the ease of 

formation of calcite from a bicarbonate ion, and aragonite from a polarized carbonate 

ion with only one water of hydration. This is shown in Figure 6.50 and Figure 6.51. 

    

Figure 6.50: Simplified transition from bicarbonate ion to calcite 

       

Figure 6.51: Simplified transition from polarised carbonate ion with one water of 

hydration to aragonite  

 

My result indicating a threshold value also backs this scenario. At lower conditioning 

flow rates, the carbonate could maintain its polarisation and smaller Stern layer for 
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longer, and form aragonite. But if more energy is added to the flow, the polarisation 

appears to dissipate and the Stern layer thickens, and the effect reduces so that more 

calcite is formed. 

 

Since the concept developed, other items of interest were found in the literature. In 

order of increasing solubility, calcium carbonate exists in three anhydrous polymorphs 

(calcite, aragonite and vaterite), two hydrous forms (calcium carbonate monohydrate 

and calcium carbonate hexahydrate), and amorphous CaCO3 (Njegić et al, 2004, Zhou et 

al, 2004, Manoli & Dalas, 2002). Among these, calcite is the most thermodynamically 

stable. The monohydrate and hexahydrate forms are highly unstable. Given Brooker & 

Craig’s work, it was interesting to note the one and six hydrating water molecules in the 

hydrous forms. 

 

Ikaite is the natural form of calcium carbonate hexahydrate (CaCO3.6H2O). Ikaite only 

exists in nature near a source of calcium and carbonate ions, in cold water, and with an 

inhibitor to prevent the preferred precipitation of calcite (Marland, 1975). It is unstable 

at ambient pressure in water above 0°C. It decomposes into calcite, and there is no sign 

of the formation of any lower hydrates as intermediate stages in the composition 

(Topley & Hume, 1928). 

 

Clarkson and others had explored the role of metastable phases in precipitation in 1992. 

At high supersaturation, amorphous calcium carbonate nucleated homogeneously. It 

turned into calcium hexahydrate at lower temperatures, and vaterite and calcite at higher 

ones. They showed the first solubility data for hexahydrate. Unlike all the other forms, 

hexahydrate solubility increases with temperature. 

 

Kojima and others explored the control of calcium carbonate morphology in 1994. 

Starting with amorphous calcium carbonate, they witnessed its transformation into 

hexahydrate at 0ºC, calcite at 15-20ºC, vaterite at 30-50ºC and aragonite above 80ºC. 

They followed this in 1995 by further exploring transition from hexahydrate at 0ºC, 

vaterite at 30-60ºC and aragonite above 90ºC. They noted the large effect on 

hexahydrate crystal shape and size of temperature, calcium concentration and stirring 

speed. Lennie and others (2006) studied the transition of hexahydrate to vaterite at 

ambient pressure and 70ºC. 
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Tlili and others reported the first Raman spectra of amorphous, monohydrate and 

hexahydrate calcium carbonate in 2001. They wrote that Amorphous Calcium 

Carbonate is better described as a transitory microcrystalline or spherulite monohydrate. 

They found that in air at ambient temperature, the amorphous phase recrystallizes in a 

few minutes into vaterite and calcite. However a slow recrystallization at 5ºC with a 

calcite inhibitor allows the monohydrate phase to form. Calcium carbonate 

monohydrate then slowly recrystallized into secondary aragonite. Their results were 

similar to Kojima and others. They also identified Calcium Carbonate Monohydrate as 

an intermediate in the degradation of hexahydrate (ikaite). 

Heeley and others (2002) performed the first in-situ wide angle X-ray scattering 

(WAXS) study of calcium carbonate forming from aqueous sodium carbonate and 

calcium nitrate. They observed a two-stage process. On mixing, an initial gelatinous 

amorphous metastable phase grew until it filled the available volume. Investigators 

claim that these amorphous particles are spherical, non-crystalline and sub-micron in 

size. The amorphous phase then led to the formation of calcite and vaterite. The 

transformation from the amorphous to crystalline phase is rapid, lasting less than 150 

seconds. They said the mechanism for the transformation is not yet fully understood. 

Weiner and others (2002) used Raman and infrared spectroscopy to demonstrate that the 

first-formed phase was indeed ACC. However they found with time it converted into 

aragonite. Their aragonite phase was much less crystalline than geological aragonite. 

 

The phase diagram for aragonite and calcite shows a very clear distinction in the 

temperature and pressure conditions required for formation (Salje & Viswanathan, 

1976). However it is not so definite in nature, shown by the cohabitation of aragonite 

and calcite in caves and shellfish for example. The release of carbon dioxide and the 

presence of magnesium and macromolecules inhibit calcite deposition and growth until 

concentration reaches saturation levels where aragonite can form. 

 

It is suggested that the work of Brooker & Craig, and Kojima and others can be 

summarised to show the progression of calcium carbonate formation seen in Figure 

6.52. 
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Figure 6.52: Proposed progression of formation of different calcium carbonate 

polymorphs. 

It would appear from the literature that Kojima and others found a branched progression 

between the calcium carbonate forms. It is proposed that the choice between branches is 

due to the polarization state of the carbonate ion: unpolarised carbonate ions lead to 

hexahydrate, and polarized to monohydrate. It is surmised that Heeley and others 

investigated the hexahydrate branch, while Weiner and others investigated the 

monohydrate side. 

 

This is the first time that it has been proposed that physical conditioning of calcium 

carbonate scale acts to polarize the carbonate ion, reducing the water of hydration of 

some ions from 6 towards 1. Polarization could also be achieved by the proximity of 

magnesium or other polyvalent ions. The percentage of ions polarized would determine 

the magnitude of the scale reduction results. It is proposed that some methods are more 

effective in polarizing a greater percentage of carbonate ions, and so produce larger 

effects than others. The consequent decrease to the Stern layer thickness makes calcium 

carbonate formation less energy intensive. This would lead to increased nucleation in 

the bulk of the liquid, more particles of smaller size, and a tendency towards vaterite 

and aragonite rather than calcite. Vaterite and aragonite are less tenacious than calcite, 

resulting in easily removed scale. However, there appears to be a threshold value for 

turbulence where the effect reduces. This could be because the extra random motion and 

collisions dissipates the polarisation and increases the waters of hydration.  

 

Another potential mechanism is to look at the turbulence as being responsible to 

liberating dissolved carbon dioxide from the water. This would upset the calco-carbonic 

balance and delay the onset of calcite formation. Aragonite is slightly more soluble than 
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calcite, so delaying precipitation until ionic concentrations reach those required for 

aragonite would see more aragonite formed instead of the usual calcite. The Conditioner 

may rely on one or both of these mechanisms. 

6.11 Summary of mechanism 

 

The earlier review of scale conditioning and potential mechanisms behind the 

experimental observations revealed controversy in the effects and mechanisms already 

proposed. The new idea is that physical conditioning polarizes the carbonate ion at a 

threshold value. This reduces the Stern layer to enable vaterite and aragonite to form. 

Adding more turbulence does not increase the effect, more collisions appear to dissipate 

the polarisation and increase the Stern layers. This concept draws together some of the 

mechanisms previously suggested by other authors. Experiments are required to confirm 

or deny this hypothesis, but are beyond the capability of today’s instruments. 

 

The removal of dissolved carbon dioxide could also hinder calcite formation until 

concentrations reached the saturations required for aragonite to form. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
7.1 Conclusions for Carefree Conditioner 

Calcium carbonate scale is a major problem facing attempts to increase the supply of 

fresh water around the world. Scale control is costly and has environmental 

consequences. Physical conditioning of scale is a way around that, but it had not been 

reviewed in a long time. Physical conditioning with magnets is the most widespread 

form; turbulent conditioning on its own is much less known. 

 

The literature review was able to identify weaknesses in the field of scale control, 

potential mechanisms, and the tests that needed to be applied to overcome these 

weaknesses and test the mechanisms. While hundreds of studies have identified many 

ways to favour aragonite over calcite, it has not been reported why the many methods 

that favour aragonite over calcite actually work, nor are the current postulates able to be 

definitively tested.  

 

An existing scale control device called the Carefree Conditioner is shown to physically 

condition scale by promoting turbulence. The device has an old Venturi design, and a 

new spiral design. All tests showed that the new design is much more effective than the 

old design. 

 

Particle size testing on the new Carefree Conditioner spiral design shows that the 

Conditioner reduced the size of suspended calcium carbonate particles in the test 

solution by up to 50%. Particle size testing on the old Conditioner showed much lesser, 

but still significant reductions. The addition of a magnetic field across the old 

Conditioner did not produce smaller particle sizes.  

 

X Ray Diffraction tests on the new spiral design show that the Conditioner can change 

up to 70.2% of the resulting scale from calcite to aragonite, but only if it was dissolved 

during conditioning. The Conditioner does not change the form of suspended calcium 

carbonate particles. Solids remain in their initial form even after conditioning. 
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Other tests showed that conditioning produces a marked change in zeta potential and a 

reduction in fouling potential. Inductively Coupled Plasma shows that the Conditioner 

does not achieve its effects on scale by changing the ionic composition of tested species 

in the conditioned solution. These tests are not as detailed as the particle size and 

morphology experiments, and are shown in the Appendix. 

 

The results of Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling and polymorph percentages 

determined through X Ray Diffraction found a near straight line relationship between 

the level of turbulence inside the Conditioner, and the percentage of calcite in scale 

formed from the conditioned solution.  There appears to be a threshold value of average 

ε that is responsible for converting the vast majority of dissolved calcium carbonate 

from calcite to aragonite. The threshold value is not known, but it is less than 2.45 x 10-

3 J/kg for average k and 0.272 J/kg.s for average ε. Applying more turbulence through a 

faster flow rate does not convert more calcite to aragonite, in fact it reverses the effect, 

and results in more calcite. 

 

The results of Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling and particle size analysis 

found there is a meaningful relationship between the level of turbulence inside the 

Conditioner, and the suspended particle size in the conditioned solution.  There appears 

to be a threshold value of average ε that is responsible for halving the particle size. The 

threshold value is not known exactly, but it occurs approximately when the flow rate is 

0.11 kg/s (average k of 2.5 x 10-2 J/kg and average ε of 17.2 J/kg.s). Applying more 

turbulence through a faster flow rate does not result in any further change in particle 

size, either up or down. This suggests that there is a threshold force for breaking the 

particles once, and that once broken, the turbulent forces are not strong enough to break 

them again. 

 

The CFD modelling showed that both old and new designs generate the majority of 

turbulence at the entrance to the device. The inserts in the tail end of both designs 

achieve comparatively little. Both designs of the device could be halved in length with 

little loss in effectiveness. 
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This study postulated a new mechanism for the results observed by magnetic, electric, 

sonic and turbulent conditioning. It could be that these physical techniques promote 

inter-molecular collisions and charge interactions that polarize both calcium and 

carbonate ions and affect the hydrating water molecules. Due to its unique structure, 

carbonate ions are affected more. The polarized ions can then combine at lower energies 

to form the vaterite and aragonite allotropes of calcium carbonate. These allotropes are 

known to be less tenacious than the calcite that causes scale problems. Previous 

researchers have known about the change in allotropes, but had not suggested 

polarization as the key mechanism. 

 

Based on outstanding results from the X-Ray Diffraction of calcite and vaterite in the 

scale resulting from conditioned and unconditioned water, the Care-free Conditioner 

does change the allotrope ratio in dissolved calcium carbonate significantly. Generated 

turbulence also significantly reduces the size of suspended solids. These combine to 

give the practical result of reducing problem scale without chemicals.  

 

This research provides new understanding and the results obtained add to the existing 

body of scientific knowledge. If these results hold when treating natural water, there is a 

bright future for this device, particularly in developing countries and remote regions 

where access to resources for other scale control techniques is severely limited. 

7.2 Recommendations for further work 

There is one notable omission in the literature on calcium carbonate scaling: that of 

scale adhesion strength. While literature states that deposited aragonite is less adhesive 

and more easily removed than calcite, this matter has not been quantified. As this is one 

of the key properties that researchers seek to exploit when opting for aragonite over 

calcite, further work is recommended. There is already a standardised test methodology 

that could be used (Keysar et al, 1994).   

 

The CFD modelling showed that the back half of both the old and new Conditioner 

designs comparatively little turbulent kinetic energy. The Conditioner should be re-

designed to either remove this section, or create more turbulence in it. Now that the 

technology is available, a design can be tested in a CFD model before it is physically 

constructed. It is strongly encouraged for all future designs. 
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While it is not possible now, molecular modellers in the future may be able to test the 

hypothesis that conditioning polarises the carbonate ion, reduces the Stern layer and so 

facilitates the formation of aragonite. They could also test if there is indeed some 

threshold value for this. 

 

It’s been proved that the Care-free Conditioner significantly changes the allotropic 

ratios of calcium carbonate formed after conditioning. The Conditioner can act on the 

morphology of dissolved calcium and carbonate ions, but not suspended calcium 

carbonate solids. The Conditioner acts on suspended particles by reducing their size. 

While there was success in determining that the lowest flow rate gives the best results 

for particle size reduction and changing allotrope ratios, it is up to the user to determine 

if it is worth processing their solutions at the low speed, or accepting less efficiency to 

use a faster flow rate. The flow rate that delivers the best result of all those tested has 

been identified, but more flexible experimental equipment should be used in future so 

that the flow rate range can be extended beyond the limitations that were in place here.  

 

While outstanding results were obtained with some of these test solutions, given the 

dependence of final particle sizes on both flow rate and particle concentration, users of 

the Carefree Conditioner should experiment with their own hard water to determine the 

best flow rate for treatment. These tests were done on straight calcium carbonate 

solutions; it is not known how the Conditioner would perform on particle size and 

allotrope ratios when conditioning problem scale in natural water. Now that it is known 

what should be tested for, future researchers are encouraged to try the Carefree 

Conditioner on hard waters around the world. Since desalination represents a huge 

growth market, it is suggested the Care-free Conditioner be tested in seawater to see 

what voltage and current is needed to have an effect on reducing scaling with seawater. 
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Appendix 1 Computational Fluid Dynamics results 

CFD Results for 0.027 kg/s 

 
CFD Results for 0.053 kg/s 
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CFD Results for 0.081 kg/s 
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CFD Results for 0.110 kg/s 
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CFD Results for 0.115 kg/s 
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Results for 0.142 kg/s 
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CFD Results for 0.143 kg/s 
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CFD Results for 0.115 
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CFD Results for 0.193 kg/s 
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Appendix 2: Particle sizing - clay particles 

 

These section records preliminary testing of the Carefree Conditioner on other 

suspended particle materials and size ranges. These were brief experiments to 

demonstrate concepts, and were never meant to be as onerous as the main experiments. 

Previous experiments were performed on suspended calcium carbonate particles. The 

calcium carbonate size range of 0-60µm required use of the Galai particle sizer. Clay 

particles are much larger (up to 1mm in diameter) and required measuring with the 

Malvern Zetasizer 3000. 

Solution 

Forty litres of a solution of suspended kaolinite clay and tap water was mixed in the urn at 

ambient temperatures. The clay concentration was 5.79 g/L. The solution was then passed 

through the pump alone at 8 L/min. A 100 mL sample was taken. The same base solution 

was then passed through the pump and conditioner at 8 L/min, and another sample was 

taken. 

Equipment 

The calcium carbonate particles measured previously have a size range of 0-60µm. These 

can be measured on the Galai particle sizer. Clay particles are much larger (up to 1mm in 

diameter) and required measuring with the particle size testing function of the Malvern 

Zetasizer 3000. The Zetasizer has fewer test size ranges than the Galai, hence its 

‘distribution’ only consists of five points. The peak of this distribution is also analysed for 

the mean and width. The size ranges for measuring are set by the Zetasizer: the operator 

cannot choose these. The Malvern Zetasizer is shown in Figure A2.1. 
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Figure A2.1: Malvern Zetasizer 3000. 

A 40-litre solution of suspended clay (kaolinite) was mixed up in the urn and half of it 

was passed through the pump alone at 8 L/min. The clay concentration was 5.79 g/L. A 

100 mL sample was taken. The same base solution was then passed through the pump 

and conditioner and another sample was taken. Both were subjected to the particle size 

testing function of the Zetasizer. The Zetasizer does not have the number of test size 

ranges that the Galai has, hence its ‘distribution’ only consists of a few points. However 

the difference between conditioned and unconditioned clay particle size is noticeable 

enough to overcome this. The particle size distribution of conditioned and 

unconditioned particles pumped at 8 L/min is shown in Figure A2.2. Conditioning 

dramatically reduces the size of clay particles. The difference is best expressed in the 

particle size peak analysis given in Table A2.1. 
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Figure A2.2: Comparison between Conditioned and Unconditioned Clay Particles at 8 

L/min. 
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Table A2.1: Peak analysis comparison of unconditioned and conditioned clay particles 

at 8 litres/min 

Particle Size Peak Analysis Unconditioned Conditioned Absolute Percentage 

 Units Clay Particles Clay Particles Difference Difference 

Counts  66.5 66.4 -0.1 -0.2 

Mean Diameter (Intensity) Nm 654.1 403.1 -251.0 -38.4 

Width (Intensity) Nm 261.2 168.6 -92.6 -35.5 

Mean Diameter (Number) Nm 696.6 436.6 -260.0 -37.3 

Width (Number) Nm 343.0 210.2 -132.8 -38.7 

Mean Diameter (Volume) Nm 707.1 441.2 -265.9 -37.6 

Width (Volume) Nm 337.1 207.6 -129.5 -38.4 

 

These results show that both the mean and the standard deviation of conditioned clay 

particle diameters are more than 35% less than the same particles that have not been 

conditioned at 8 L/min. As both samples were the same, the difference is due to the 

conditioner, not the pump. The other interesting result is that the number of particles 

counted during the test did not change significantly. This would suggest that the size 

reduction of conditioned particles is not due to splitting, as the number of particles 

would increase. The only mechanism left is a change in particle density. This could 

occur as large flat particles become more spherical.  

 

This is the result of one test of one flow rate. The same tests applied to calcium 

carbonate could be tested on clay to examine the impact of different flow rates, and 

removing the pump. Other researchers may try this in future. They may also explore 

micrograph pictures of conditioned and unconditioned particles to see if they can 

explain the mechanism behind the size difference. 
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Appendix 3: Zeta potential of calcium carbonate particles 

The key question to be answered by these experiments is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on a suspended particle’s zeta 

potential? 

And if so, 

2. Is there an optimum flow rate? 

3. Does adding magnets have an effect on zeta potential, and so affect the 

Conditioner’s efficiency? 

 

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning are water 

flow rate, water temperature, the presence or absence of a battery, the presence or absence 

of a magnetic field, and particle concentration. The data required to be measured during 

experiments includes inlet water temperature, flowrate, and inlet water particle 

concentration. This requires a thermometer and flow meter on the inlet of conditioner, a 

battery pack and magnet, and a conductivity meter. The key outcome is the zeta potential 

distribution, measured by the Malvern Zetasizer 3000 in zeta potential mode. 

 

The samples from Part III of calcium carbonate particle sizing tests were explored for 

changes in zeta potential. They were run through the Zetasizer zeta potential test 46 days 

after they were created. Zeta potential was tested for uncirculated, circulated, conditioned 

and conditioned & magnetized samples. The suspension that had not been through the pump 

is labeled ‘0 L/min’, while the rest passed through the pump at 10 L/min. Three 

measurements were taken for each sample. The equipment and water used were described 

previously. The averaged zeta potential results are shown in Figure A3.1. 

 

There is a clear difference between the four results, but it is not the same as the clay 

particles. Peak zeta potential of suspended calcium carbonate particles reduced with 

pumping, and further reduced with magnetization. Just conditioning alone gave the best 

result. It also pushed the shape of the zeta curve towards the negative. This is seen in the 

results from Table A3.1. 

 

Conditioning could decrease the likelihood of ‘sticky’ collisions of suspended calcium 

carbonate particles due to higher repulsions between negatively charged particles. The 

outstanding conclusions are that the conditioner does have an effect on the zeta potential 
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of calcium carbonate particles, and that effect lasts up to 46 days after conditioning. It is 

unknown how long the effect lasts in total, or what its magnitude was initially. Other 

researchers may like to examine this in future. 

Zeta Potential for Uncirculated, Circulated, Conditioned and Magnetised CaCO3 Solutions
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Figure A3.1: Zeta potential of uncirculated, pumped, conditioned and conditioned-and-

magnetized calcium carbonate particles  

Table A3.1: Peak analysis of zeta potential for uncirculated, pumped, conditioned-and-

magnetized and conditioned suspensions of calcium carbonate. 

Zeta Potential Peak Amp Mean Width 

   mV mV 

Uncirculated 1 100 -2.8 6.4 

Circulated 1 100 -6.3 6.5 

Conditioned 1 100 -8.5 6.5 

Conditioned, Magnetised 1 100 -5.3 6.5 

Mobility Peak Amp Mean Width 

   µmcm/Vs µmcm/Vs 

Uncirculated 1 100 -0.2 0.5 

Circulated 1 100 -0.5 0.5 

Conditioned 1 100 -0.7 0.5 

Conditioned, Magnetised 1 100 -0.4 0.5 
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Appendix 4: Zeta potential of clay particles 

This section records preliminary testing of the Carefree Conditioner on suspended clay 

particles. These were brief experiments to demonstrate concepts, and were never meant to 

be onerous, as clay is not a key component of scale. Measuring zeta potential of clay 

particles in a lab must be fast as well in order to avoid settling. 

 

Clay solution 

Forty litres of a solution of suspended clay (kaolinite) and tap water was mixed in the urn at 

ambient temperatures, and then passed through the pump alone at 8 L/min. The clay 

concentration was 5.79 g/L. A 100 mL sample was taken. The same base solution was then 

passed through the pump and conditioner and another sample was taken. These same 

samples had been used in testing the Conditioner’s effect on clay particle size.  

Equipment 

These tests used the zeta potential testing function of the Malvern Zetasizer 3000.It 

measures the range of + 150 mV. Each sample was tested 3 times and the results averaged. 

The mean and width of the distribution peak were also analysed. 

While the kaolinite solutions mentioned in the previous section were in the lab and 

being tested by the Zetasizer’s particle size function, the Zetasizer’s zeta potential 

function was used as well. Zeta potential measures charge on the surface of a suspended 

particle. As the Conditioner uses a battery during operation, some increase in negative 

charge for conditioned particles was expected. The results obtained from the initial test 

were very encouraging, and are shown in Figure A4.1. Conditioning at 8 L/min 

dramatically reduced both the mean and standard deviation of the zeta potential for the 

clay particles. Table A4.1 shows the peak analysis results. 

 

A mean zeta potential change of 21.7mV and a spread reduced by 16.4 mV has 

ramifications for removing clay from water. The larger charge and smaller spread 

should make positively charged flocculants more effective, possibly resulting in lower 

concentrations being used. This could be a very useful result if proven. It has been 

observed in practice (Bob Uden, pers. comm.).  

The Conditioner achieved large differences in both size reduction and zeta potential 

change for clay. This is good, as the Conditioner is most often used on freshwater where 
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suspended clay is present. The large zeta potential difference suggests that conditioned 

clay particles should be easier to flocculate than unconditioned ones. Conditioned clay 

should also remain in suspension longer if untreated, as its higher zeta potential will 

prevent sticky collisions with other clay particles that would otherwise speed up settling 

by gravity. Future researchers may like to explore this further. 

Zeta Potential Comparison between Conditioned and Unconditioned Clay Particles at 8 L/min
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Figure A4.1: Zeta Potential of Conditioned and Unconditioned Clay Particles at 8 L/min 

Table A4.1: Peak Analysis of Unconditioned and Conditioned Clay Particles at 8 L/min 

according to Zeta Potential and Mobility 
Zeta Potential Peak Analysis Unconditioned Conditioned Absolute Percentage 

 Units Clay Particles Clay Particles Difference Difference 

Mean (Zeta Potential) mV -15.3 -37.0 -21.7 -141.8 

Width (Zeta Potential) mV 22.8 6.4 -16.4 -71.9 

Mean (Mobility) µmcm/Vs -1.2 -2.9 -1.7 -141.7 

Width (Mobility) µmcm/Vs 1.8 0.5 -1.3 -72.2 
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Appendix 5: Zeta potential of seawater 

Natural seawater contains a small amount of suspended solids, even after careful collection 

to remove large particles such as sand. The seawater was collected from the Pacific Ocean 

near the shoreline of Bellambi Beach, New South Wales. The experiments were conducted 

at the University of Wollongong Environmental Engineering Lab. 

 

Conditioned, conditioned and magnetized and unconditioned seawater was used. Some was 

fully conditioned with the flow rate at 10 L/minute, some was conditioned and magnetized 

at 10 L/min and some was merely pumped at 10 L/min. Uncirculated seawater was not 

passed through the pump. 

Equipment 

These tests used the zeta potential testing function of the Malvern Zetasizer 3000. It 

measures the range of + 150 mV. The mean and width of the distribution peak is also 

analysed. Each sample was tested 3 times. All samples were put through the Zetasizer 

within 6 hours of conditioning. The averaged results are shown in Figure A5.1. Pumped, 

conditioned and magnetized seawater particles show a slight shift in zeta potential to the 

negative when compared to particles in natural seawater. The spread has also reduced 

very marginally. This is shown better in the results of Table A5.1. 

Zeta Potential for Uncirculated, Circulated, Conditioned and Magnetised Seawater
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Figure A5.1: Zeta potential of uncirculated, pumped, conditioned and conditioned and 

magnetized particles in natural seawater. 
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Table A5.1: Peak analysis of zeta potential for uncirculated, pumped, conditioned, and 

conditioned and magnetized particles in natural seawater. 

Zeta Potential Peak Amp Mean Width 

   mV mV 

Uncirculated 1 100 -3.3 23.3 

Circulated 1 100 -7.8 23.0 

Conditioned 1 100 -9.1 23.1 

Conditioned, Magnetised 1 100 -7.7 23.1 

Mobility Peak Amp Mean Width 

   µmcm/Vs µmcm/Vs 

Uncirculated 1 100 -0.3 1.8 

Circulated 1 100 -0.6 1.8 

Conditioned 1 100 -0.7 1.8 

Conditioned, Magnetised 1 100 -0.6 1.8 

 

All three treatments affected the zeta potential substantially compared to the natural zeta 

values. Just pumping the seawater has the same effect on zeta potential as conditioning-

and-magnetizing. The magnets have not added anything here. Conditioning on its own 

had the greatest impact.  

The effects on suspended calcium carbonate and natural particles are not as large as 

those on clay. However, like clay, the larger charge and smaller spread should make the 

application of positively charged flocculants more effective, possibly resulting in 

smaller concentrations being used. Conditioned particles would not remain in 

suspension any longer after treatment however, as the particle’s small size rules out it 

ever settling by gravity.  

 

The Conditioner with its small voltage and current is not able to affect the zeta potential 

of particles in seawater as much as the clay in freshwater. This may be due to the ions in 

the seawater dissipating the charge before it can act on the particles. For the Conditioner 

to be effective in more significantly altering the zeta potential of particles in seawater, a 

larger voltage and current is needed. Future researchers may like to explore this. 
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Appendix 6: The Conditioner’s effect on corrosion and fouling 

Another relatively minor part of the experiments was answering the question as to whether 

or not the conditioning process changes the corrosive or fouling potential of the conditioned 

water in any way. The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on corrosion and fouling in 

conditioned water?  

And if so, 

2. Does the addition of magnets have an effect on corrosion and fouling? 

 

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning are the 

presence or absence of a battery, and the presence or absence of a magnetic field. The data 

required to be measured during experiments includes the rate of corrosion and the mass of 

foulants. The equipment required is a battery pack, magnet, filter and filter paper and a 

microbalance. 

Material 

Two types of stainless steel (types 316 and 304) were chosen for testing. The stainless steel 

was cut into rectangles 5cm long by 2 cm wide. Three millimetre diameter holes were 

drilled through each coupon, before each was weighed and recorded. There were 17 

samples of type B209 stainless steel, and 12 of type B304. The samples were then left 

suspended in beakers of seawater using fishing line through the holes. This is shown in 

Figure A6.1. 

Water 

As with the ICP tests, seawater was unconditioned, as well as fully conditioned (using the 

battery) and partly conditioned (without the battery) at 8 L/min. Conditioned and 

unconditioned seawater was used to fill 12 beakers each while partly conditioned seawater 

was used in 5 beakers, making a total of 29. Cling wrap was placed over the top to prevent 

evaporation and the beakers were left in ambient lab conditions for nearly two years. The 

samples are shown in Figure A6.1 and A6.2. 
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Figure A6.1: Stainless steel coupons suspended in seawater 

 

Figure A6.2: Lab conditions for stainless steel suspended in seawater. 

Fouling Potential 
This experiment was a late addition, inspired by the observation that some samples in the 

corrosion test had grown algal blooms during the almost two years they were left in the lab. 

It was planned to see if there was any significant difference in the amount of algae grown in 

the conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned waters.  The mass of foulants was 

determined by 

§ Weighing filter paper 

§ Filtering the contents of each beaker through the paper 

§ Drying the paper 

§ Weighing the paper again 

The filtration equipment is shown in Figure A6.3. 
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Figure A6.3: Vacuum assisted filtration 

These experiments began as an attempt to see if conditioned seawater would corrode 

metals significantly less than unconditioned seawater. The seawater was collected from 

Bellambi beach on 1/6/2004. The seawater was conditioned at a flowrate of 13.66 

L/min. This flow rate was calculated from the average time to fill a 9-litre bucket 3 

times. The unconditioned seawater was run through the same pump without the 

conditioner at 22.75 L/min.  

Coupons 20mm by 50 mm were cut from type B209 and type B304 stainless steel. They 

were weighed on a microbalance and measured with a Mitutoyo Absolute Digimatic 

digital Vernier. Six coupons of type B209 stainless steel were then suspended in fully 

conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned seawater respectively, making 18 

samples in all. Another six coupons of type B304 stainless steel were suspended in fully 

conditioned, and unconditioned seawater, making a further 12 samples. The 30 coupons 

were left for nearly two years at ambient conditions in the Environmental Engineering 

lab at Wollongong University 

White crystals were observed to build up on some of the stainless steel coupons, but 

there was no visible rust. Even with plastic ‘Glad-wrap’ covering the beakers, some 

evaporation did occur so that some of the coupons were not fully immersed at the end as 

they had been at the beginning. Some samples were observed to grow green foulants, 

assumed to be algae. After nearly two years, on 10/1/2006 the samples were scrubbed to 

remove built up crystals, any corrosion or foulants, then dried and weighed to determine 

if there was any change. The results are shown in Table A6.1. The coupons had 
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increased in mass due to the presence of crystals and foulants. A micrograph of the 

foulants on a B304 stainless steel coupon is shown in Figure A6.4. 

 

Figure A6.4 Micrograph of foulants built up on B304 stainless steel (scale bar 200µm) 

Table A6.1 Dimensions and mass change of 30 samples of stainless steel of different 

types suspended in conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned seawater. 

              Fouled Fouling 

Sample Material Water Thickness Length Width 
Initial 
Mass 

Final 
Mass 

Mass 
Gain 

      mm mm mm g g Mg 
A B209 Unconditioned 2.31 50.16 22.55 6.7000 6.7612 61.2 
B B209 Unconditioned 2.26 50.19 19.77 5.9441 6.0184 74.3 
C B209 Unconditioned 2.25 50.23 19.71 5.9010 6.0980 197.0 
D B209 Unconditioned 2.28 49.86 19.59 5.8872 6.0420 154.8 
E B209 Unconditioned 2.27 50.37 19.32 5.7839 5.9003 116.4 
F B209 Unconditioned 2.27 49.82 20.6 6.2022 6.2852 83.0 
G B209 Conditioned 2.26 49.45 19.65 5.8806 5.9379 57.3 
H B209 Conditioned 2.26 49.97 20.21 6.1343 6.1984 64.1 
I B209 Conditioned 2.25 49.37 21.67 6.4813 6.5625 81.2 
J B209 Conditioned 2.32 50.94 21.64 6.5398 6.6673 127.5 
K B209 Conditioned 2.31 49.18 22.02 6.3980 6.5097 111.7 
L B209 Conditioned 2.24 51.27 17.86 5.3934 5.4690 75.6 
1 B304 Unconditioned 0.72 49.87 20.40 5.5294 5.5448 15.4 
2 B304 Unconditioned 0.70 50.06 20.43 5.5630 5.5760 13.0 
3 B304 Unconditioned 0.71 49.41 20.16 5.3802 5.3911 10.9 
4 B304 Unconditioned 0.68 50.33 18.37 4.9358 4.9451 9.3 
5 B304 Unconditioned 0.71 50.52 20.36 5.5597 5.5967 37.0 
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6 B304 Unconditioned 0.71 50.95 19.90 5.5493 5.5781 28.8 
7 B304 Conditioned 0.67 50.04 20.44 5.4297 5.4597 30.0 
8 B304 Conditioned 0.69 49.52 19.81 5.2904 5.3111 20.7 
9 B304 Conditioned 0.69 50.46 21.40 5.8988 5.9344 35.6 
10 B304 Conditioned 0.69 49.82 19.26 5.1680 5.1811 13.1 
11 B304 Conditioned 0.68 50.38 20.34 5.5186 5.5249 6.3 
12 B304 Conditioned 0.70 50.39 19.34 5.3384 5.3450 6.6 
I B209 Part Conditioned 2.29 50.36 20.19 6.0991 6.1780 78.9 
II B209 Part Conditioned 2.3 50.59 22.79 6.8828 6.9770 94.2 
III B209 Part Conditioned 2.26 49.55 19.67 5.9039 5.9762 72.3 
IV B209 Part Conditioned 2.29 53.19 23.41 7.3678 7.4474 79.6 
V B209 Part Conditioned 2.27 49.56 19.85 5.9575 6.0441 86.6 

 

The foulant could be easily removed from the coupons, as shown by the scratches in 

Figure A6.4. The coupons did not show any detectable loss of mass due to corrosion in 

either conditioned or unconditioned water after nearly two years.  

 

It would have been better to use a readily corrosive metal such as iron to test the 

hypothesis. However as iron is not used in seawater desalination plants, it was decided 

to experiment with the materials that are used. It was surprising how little stainless steel 

was affected. This bodes well for seawater desalination plants, but is not helpful for 

answering the initial question. A more corrosive material would need to be tested to 

determine if conditioning does or doesn’t have an effect on the rate of corrosion. A 

definitive answer cannot be determined based on these results. 

 

During the attempted corrosion test, a visible difference was observed in the amount of 

fouling in conditioned and unconditioned seawater. The manufacturer had previously 

found some anecdotal evidence that conditioning led to a decrease in the amount of 

algae in circulated water systems. Investigations were made to see if there was any 

difference after once-through conditioning. Following the earlier weighing of coupons 

with the corrosion test, the seawater solution from each of the 30 samples was filtered 

through pre-weighed filter paper so that the mass of any foulants could be calculated.  

 

Some of the filter papers can be seen in Figure A6.5, A6.6 and A6.7. The fouling in the 

unconditioned B304 samples (1-6) is visibly larger than the conditioned B304 samples 

(7-12), and much larger than the fouling of any of the type B209 samples (A – L). The 

fouling present on the coupons shown in Table A6.1 was added to the filtered foulants 

to give the final results shown in Table A6.2. 
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Figure A6.5: Filter papers and foulants 

 
Figure A6.6(a) Filter paper 5 (scale bar 200µm) (b) Filter paper 11 (scale bar 200µm) 

 
Figure A6.7(a) Filter paper B (scale bar 200µm) (b) Filter paper I (scale bar 200µm) 
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Table A6.2 Total foulant mass of 30 samples of stainless steel of different types 

suspended in conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned seawater. 

      Filter 
Filter 
Paper Filtered Total  

      Paper +Foulant Foulant Foulant 
Sample Material Seawater g g g g 
A B209 Unconditioned 0.1143 0.1307 0.0164 0.0776 
B B209 Unconditioned 0.1146 0.1361 0.0215 0.0958 
C B209 Unconditioned 0.1153 0.1312 0.0159 0.2129 
D B209 Unconditioned 0.1137 0.1366 0.0229 0.1777 
E B209 Unconditioned 0.1116 0.1370 0.0254 0.1418 
F B209 Unconditioned 0.1125 0.1353 0.0228 0.1058 
I B209 Part Conditioned 0.1169 0.1480 0.0311 0.1100 
II B209 Part Conditioned 0.1151 0.1594 0.0443 0.1385 
III B209 Part Conditioned 0.1149 0.1473 0.0324 0.1047 
IV B209 Part Conditioned 0.1153 0.1359 0.0206 0.1002 
V B209 Part Conditioned 0.1154 0.1505 0.0351 0.1217 
G B209 Conditioned 0.1122 0.1551 0.0429 0.1002 
H B209 Conditioned 0.1129 0.1298 0.0169 0.0810 
I B209 Conditioned 0.1122 0.1300 0.0178 0.0990 
J B209 Conditioned 0.1171 0.1434 0.0263 0.1538 
K B209 Conditioned 0.1167 0.1419 0.0252 0.1369 
L B209 Conditioned 0.1173 0.1356 0.0183 0.0939 
1 B304 Unconditioned 0.1154 0.1462 0.0308 0.0462 
2 B304 Unconditioned 0.1172 0.1593 0.0421 0.0551 
3 B304 Unconditioned 0.1176 0.1423 0.0247 0.0356 
4 B304 Unconditioned 0.1174 0.1343 0.0169 0.0262 
5 B304 Unconditioned 0.1163 0.1395 0.0232 0.0602 
6 B304 Unconditioned 0.1150 0.1308 0.0158 0.0446 
7 B304 Conditioned 0.1159 0.1379 0.0220 0.0520 
8 B304 Conditioned 0.1159 0.1444 0.0285 0.0492 
9 B304 Conditioned 0.1170 0.1311 0.0141 0.0497 
10 B304 Conditioned 0.1152 0.1292 0.0140 0.0271 
11 B304 Conditioned 0.1177 0.1371 0.0194 0.0257 
12 B304 Conditioned 0.1170 0.1536 0.0366 0.0432 

The results from Table A6.2 have been averaged for each material and type of seawater. 

The results are shown in Table A6.3. 

Table A6.3 Averaged foulant mass for samples of stainless steel of different types 

suspended in conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned seawater. 

      Filter       
    Filter Paper Filtered Total  Difference 
    Paper +Foulant Foulant Foulant Cond/Uncond 
Material Water g g g g % 
B209 Unconditioned 0.1137 0.1345 0.0208 0.1353   
B209 Conditioned 0.1155 0.1482 0.0327 0.1150 -18.09 
B209 Part Conditioned 0.1147 0.1393 0.0246 0.1108 -14.97 
B304 Unconditioned 0.1165 0.1421 0.0256 0.0447   
B304 Conditioned 0.1165 0.1389 0.0224 0.0411 -7.84 
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Using the unconditioned seawater as the baseline, full conditioning resulted in an 18% 

reduction, and part conditioning reduced fouling by almost 15% for B209 stainless 

steel. For B304 steel, full conditioning reduced fouling by nearly 8%.  The samples 

were kept in exactly the same conditions for nearly two years, and there were six of 

each sample. It is not known why type B209 stainless steel exhibited a greater reduction 

in fouling after conditioning compared to type B304. Perhaps the greater thickness of 

the material had some effect. 

 

This experiment would be more meaningful if the same amount of live foulants could 

be added to the beakers at the beginning of the test, then the final mass be weighed at 

the end to see whether conditioned water had caused the foulants to grow more or less. 

The results do identify a decrease in fouling for conditioned water, but it cannot 

conclusively be determined if this is due to the conditioning process alone, or if foulants 

were unevenly distributed to begin with. Other researchers may like to investigate this 

in future. 
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Appendix 7: The Conditioner’s effect on conductivity  

The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on the conductivity of conditioned 

water?  

And if so, 

2. Does the addition of magnets have an effect on conductivity? 

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning’s effect on 

conductivity is water flowrate, water temperature, the presence or absence of a battery, the 

presence or absence of a magnetic field, and particle concentration. The data required to be 

measured during experiments included inlet water temperature and flowrate. The equipment 

required included a thermometer and flowmeter on the inlet of the conditioner, a 

conductivity meter, a magnet and a battery pack. 

 

Conductivity measures an aqueous solution’s ability to carry electricity. This depends on 

the total concentration, mobility, and valence of ions; and on the temperature. Conductance 

(G) is the reciprocal of resistance, and has the units of ohm-1 or siemens (S). Conductance 

of a solution is measured between two fixed and chemically inert electrodes. The 

conductance is directly proportional to the electrode surface area, A (measured in cm2), and 

inversely proportional to the distance between the electrodes, L (cm). The constant of 

proportionality k (ohm-1/cm or S/cm) is the conductivity: 

 

To compare conductivities, values of k are reported relative to electrodes with A=1cm2 and 

L =1cm. Absolute conductances, Gs, of standard potassium chloride (KCl) solutions 

between electrodes of precise geometry have been measured. The corresponding standard 

conductivities, ks, are shown in Table A7.1. Conditioning was tested to see if it had any 

effect on the conductivity of seawater at different temperatures, concentrations and 

flowrates. The idea was to measure the conductivity of conditioned and unconditioned 

seawater at 60ºC and 80ºC as it was evaporated. 
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Table A7.1: Conductivity ks of KCl at 25 C 

KCl concentration (mol/L) Conductivity ks (µS/cm) 
0 
0.0001 
0.0005 
0.001 
0.005 
0.01 
0.02 
0.05 
0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
1 

 
14.9 
73.9 
146.9 
717.5 
1412 
2765 
6667 
12890 
24800 
58670 
111900 

Equipment 
Experiments for conductivity were done with the same conditioning system as that used in 

the particle sizing experiments. It consists of the Care-Free Conditioner (with the core 

inside), a battery pack, a small pump, a flowmeter and pipes and valves to complete the 

system. 

 

The first experiment was conducted with a flat plate heater for 6 samples (3 of conditioned 

seawater, 3 of unconditioned seawater). Heat transfer through the base of the glass beakers 

was insufficient, so more experiments with more samples in a water bath were conducted. 

This gave better control over heat fluctuations. An Alpha 800 conductivity meter was used 

for all the experiments. 

 

Water 

The seawater was collected from the Pacific Ocean near the shoreline of Bellambi Beach, 

New South Wales. The experiments were conducted in the Environmental Engineering 

laboratory at Coniston, and then back at the University of Wollongong itself. Seawater was 

passed through the conditioner using the pump at different flow rates (5.9 L/min, 9.76 

L/min, and 12.09 L/min) and seawater was partly conditioned for another sample at 9.478 

L/min by leaving the battery off the conditioning unit. The flow rates were calculated from 

data measured with a stopwatch and a 9 litre bucket, with three measures for each flow rate 

for more accuracy.  

 

Conductivity Procedure  

The procedure is as follows. 

§ Prepare standard KCl reference solution (at 25ºC, ks=1412 µS/cm) 

• Calibrate conductivity meter at the beginning of each day. 
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• Weigh beaker and watchglass  

• Add approximately 80 ml of seawater 

• Weigh the mass of beaker, watch glass and seawater) 

• Put all samples in the water bath at 60ºC 

• Dry and weigh the samples every hour 

•  Measure the conductivity. 

• Return samples to the water bath 

• Once conductivity reaches 95,000 µS/cm, place beakers in an oven to evaporate 

all water. 

• Weigh the final mass of beaker, watch glass and dried salt. 

Each experiment took three days and there were four experiments (one with a heater and 

three with water baths). The first two experiments enabled the comparison between 

conditioned and unconditioned seawater. Twenty samples were tested. The third experiment 

evaluated the differences between two temperatures for conditioned seawater, again with 20 

samples. The experiments were conducted at 60ºC and 80ºC. The last experiment was to 

compare the four different flow rates. Forty samples were used.  

 

For the calculation of the seawater density at 60ºC, the relationship between the density and 

the salinity of: density = 0.7603 salinity + 982.04 was used, when salinity is in parts per 

thousand. That relation is graphed in Figure A7.1. 

 

According to the literature and from previous experiments, physical conditioning has 

many effects on water; it affects pH, conductivity, zeta potential, particle size 

distribution etc. It was decided to study the conductivity as the main parameter. 

 

The seawater was collected from the Pacific Ocean near the shoreline of Bellambi 

Beach, New South Wales. The seawater was conditioned at the Environmental 

Engineering laboratory at Coniston. Seawater was passed through the conditioner using 

a garden pump. Unconditioned seawater was run through the pump only at the 

maximum flowrate of 22.06 L/min. The conditioned seawater used in the first 

experiment was run through the pump and conditioner at the maximum flowrate of 

14.59 L/min. Seawater was also fully conditioned and sampled at a few different rates 

(5.9 L/min, 9.76 L/min, and 12.09 L/min) and partly conditioned at 9.478 L/min by 

leaving the battery off the conditioning unit. The samples were then tested back at the 
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University of Wollongong itself. An Alpha 800 conductivity meter was used to perform 

all the conductivity experiments. 

y = 0.7603x + 982.04
R² = 0.9991
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Figure A7.1: Density of Seawater as a Function of Salinity 

The aim was to investigate the influence on conductivity as the seawater was 

concentrated to crystallization by evaporation. This would be important in assessing if 

conditioning should be part of the VMD pre-treatment. The first experiment was 

conducted using a flat plate heater for 6 samples (3 of seawater conditioned at 14.59 

L/min, 3 of unconditioned seawater pumped at 22.09 L/min). Heat-transfer through the 

base of the beakers was insufficient, so other experiments with a water bath and more 

samples were conducted. This gave better control over heat fluctuations. 

 

Each experiment took three days and there were four experiments (one with a heater and 

three with water baths). The first complete experiments enabled the comparison 

between seawater fully conditioned at 14.59 L/min, and unconditioned seawater 

pumped at 22.09 L/min.  This result was based on 7 samples for the unconditioned 

seawater, and 9 for the conditioned seawater. There were initially 10 samples each but 

some were lost during the course of the experiments through mishandling and 

contamination. The average results are shown in Figure A7.2. 
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Conductivity versus Salinity - 
 Comparison between Conditioned and Unconditioned Seawater
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Figure A7.2: Comparison between conductivities of unconditioned and conditioned 

seawater 

 

Figure A7.2 shows no significant difference between conductivity for conditioned and 

unconditioned seawater. This was a very disheartening result first up, as it went against 

all expectation. The result was explored a number of ways. The first was to look at the 

standard deviation of the samples to see if outriders had influenced the result. Those 

analyses are shown in Figure A7.3 and A7.4.  

Conductivity versus Salinity for Unconditioned Seawater
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Figure A7.3: Conductivity versus Salinity for Unconditioned Seawater 

Conductivity versus salinity for Conditioned Seawater
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Figure A7.4: Conductivity versus Salinity for Conditioned Seawater 

The standard deviation for the conditioned seawater does appear to be larger than that of 

the unconditioned water. Standard deviation of the two results was calculated and 

summarised in Figure A7.5. 
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Figure A7.5: Standard Deviation of Conductivity versus Salinity for Conditioned and 

Unconditioned Seawater 

The standard deviation for the unconditioned seawater was low, due in part to the fewer 

number of samples creating the average. The conditioned seawater did have more 

scatter than the unconditioned data, but even removing outliers so that each data set 
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contained 7 samples didn’t change the overall result. A possible explanation emerged 

nearly 3 years after the experiments were conducted. 

 

The second experiment tested conductivity during concentration with four different 

conditioning flow rates. This experiment used 10 samples of each flowrate. The results 

are shown in Figure A7.6. 
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Figure A7.6: Comparison between four different flow rates for conditioned seawater 

In Figure A7.6, conductivity for a given salinity increases with the flow rate to a point 

(from 5.9 L/min to 9.76 L/min) then it decreases as the flow rate further increases (from 

9.76 L/min to 12.09 L/min and to 14.59 L/min). The best result is 9.76 L/min. 

 

This is where the result of the first experiment was so confusing. If the first experiment 

showed no significant difference between conductivity for conditioned and 

unconditioned seawater, then conditioning has no effect. But the results of the second 

experiment disagree with this. The question was how to account for the difference in 

conductivity between different conditioning flow rates. 

 

After further thought, the conclusion on the first experiment was too broad. The first 

experiment didn’t show any significant difference between conductivity for conditioned 

and unconditioned seawater, but this is only conclusive for the two flow rates used. It 

had just so happened that the flow rate for the conditioner was used that showed the 

least effect on conductivity. Had the unconditioned seawater been compared to that 
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conditioned at 9.76 L/min, the first result would have been encouraging, instead of 

discouraging. 

 

Using the same information from experiment 2, conductivity versus the flow rate was 

plotted with the four different flow rates to see if there is an optimum flow rate for 

conditioning at different salinities. This time the salinity is the independent variable. 

The result is shown in Figure A7.7. 

 

It appears from Figure A7.7 that the optimum flow rate that results in the highest 

conductivity is around 10 L/min. While it may be expected from the earlier Figure A7.6, 

it was encouraging as the concept was consistent across the four salinities. It is further 

encouraging as the manufacturer’s recommended flow rate for this unit is 10 L/min. 

 

The third experiment attempted to make a comparison of conductivity between fully 

conditioned seawater with the battery versus partly conditioned seawater without the 

battery for a given flow rate. The results are shown in Figure A7.8. 

 

Conductivity versus Conditioning Flow Rate for a given Salinity
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Figure A7.7: Conductivity versus the flow rate for a given salinity 
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Conductivity versus Salinity -
Comparison with and without battery at a given flow rate 
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Figure A7.8: Conditioned seawater with and without battery for given flow rates 

The battery used to condition seawater had a relatively minor effect on the conductivity 

as presented in Figure A7.8. The effect on conductivity is initially a little higher with 

the battery than without. The interesting result is that it becomes more so at higher 

concentrations. Perhaps the highly conductive seawater has dissipated the conditioner’s 

small charge easily when the concentration is low, and the dissipation shrinks as the 

water is concentrated and mobile ions become less abundant. Based on the results of 

these and the zeta potential experiments, the manufacturer has now attached a larger 

battery to the seawater conditioning units to get a better effect. 

 

It would have been ideal to guarantee the same flow rate through the system for both 

situations, however the flowmeter used did not measure accurately enough to achieve 

this when samples were collected. The same flow was attempted, the difference in flow 

rate was only picked up in calculation from the recorded data after the conditioning and 

sampling was complete. It is possible that the difference in conductivity is due at least 

in part to the extra 0.28 L/min flow rate rather than just the battery itself. Other 

researchers may like to look at this. 

 

The final experiment was a comparison between temperatures for conditioned seawater 

to see what the effect of a change may be. The experiments were conducted at 60°C and 
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80°C. Ten samples were taken for both temperatures. The results are shown in Figure 

A7.9. 

Conductivity versus Salinity - 
Comparison between two temperatures
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Figure A7.9: Comparison between the temperatures (60°C and 80°C) for conditioned 

seawater 

For any given salinity, the conductivity of seawater at 80°C is higher than the one at 

60°C. This makes sense as ions are even more mobile at higher temperatures. It follows 

that conditioned seawater should be more conductive than unconditioned water at 

higher temperatures. The large change means that researchers must be able to accurately 

measure and control the water temperature if they want to experiment further with the 

conditioner’s effect on conductivity.  The water bath enabled this, the flat plate heater 

did not. Experimenting without controlling the temperature may see some researchers 

impart an effect to the conditioner or some other mechanism when it is actually due to 

temperature. 

 

There were a few problems with the conductivity experiments due to the equipment 

used. For example two different water baths were used for the experiments with the four 

different flow rates. The temperature was set at 60°C for both yet the evaporation of 

water was slower in one of them. It was probably due to a problem with the heating 

element, and was countered by extra refilling of the faster water bath. As each 

experiment took three days, the process was discontinuous as the water bathes were 

turned off overnight. Experiments were delayed each morning until the temperature 
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reached 60°C. Moreover, the conductivity meter had to be recalibrated. Consequently, 

the results were not absolutely accurate due to an equipment problem found at the end 

of the experiments. During the evaporation process, the conductivity varies from 40,000 

to 110,000 µS/cm. To calibrate the conductivity meter a standard potassium chloride 

solution was used. This is the standard reference solution, which at 25°C has a 

conductivity of 1412 µS/cm. However seawater has a conductivity greater than 50,000 

µS/cm, so a more concentrated standard solution should have been used. At least this 

error was made consistently to enable some use of the data. Furthermore, it appears that 

conductivity greater than 50,000 µS/cm or less than about 10 µS/cm may be difficult to 

measure with usual measurement electronics and cell capacitance. 

 

It has already been shown that the conductivity of seawater changes a little after 

conditioning. Though electrons are being added to the flow, they do not exist in large 

enough numbers to cause a significant change in ionic charge. The Conditioner needs a 

larger power source if it does want to change the seawater’s conductivity. 

 

The resulting hypothesis is that the battery on the conditioner has little effect on the 

water passing through the conditioner; it simply prevents corrosion in the stainless steel 

housing and inner core. The 3 Volts and 2 milliamps of power used is supplied by 2 D 

batteries in the battery pack. These are said to last 12 months in operation, so it is 

clearly not a large current.  The literature has shown that high-speed liquids have a 

quickly corrosive effect on metal pipes and the like, and this is especially true of 

seawater. Sacrificing a battery instead of the more expensive conditioner is a good idea. 

 

No moves are planned to test this hypothesis, though an experimental demonstration 

would be simple to arrange. A conditioner with and without battery would have to be 

run side by side on the same water and flowrate for the same length of time, and the 

mass change due to corrosion measured. The pipe used would have to be non-

conductive, and the conditioner with no battery would have to be insulated from the 

ground to avoid earthing, so that only electrons from the battery are admitted. The 

original version of the Conditioner included a zinc earth rod wired to the conditioner 

unit, which had to be kept wet to enable electron flow. All conditioners are now sold 
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with battery packs as it is easier to change the batteries once a year rather than regularly 

water the earthing rods. 

 

Incidentally, since these experiments began, the manufacturer released a new inner core 

material that will not corrode in seawater, after the old one was noted to have problems. 

It is not known what is in the new alloy, except to say that there must contain iron due 

to its action in magnetic fields. The previous core would not interact with magnets at all. 
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Appendix 8: Conditioner’s influence on evaporation rates 

The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on evaporation in conditioned 

water?  

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning are water 

flowrate, conductivity, and mass. The data required to be measured during experiments 

includes conductivity and mass. This required a flowmeter on the inlet of the conditioner 

and a microbalance. 

Water 

Seawater was tested to see if conditioning affected evaporation rates. The seawater was 

collected from the Pacific Ocean near the shoreline of Bellambi Beach, New South Wales. 

Unconditioned, conditioned and conditioned and magnetized seawater was used. Some was 

fully conditioned with the flowrate at 10 L/minute, some was conditioned and magnetized 

at 10 L/min and some was merely pumped at 10 L/min. Uncirculated seawater was not 

passed through the pump. There were six beakers for each type of water.  

 

Equipment 

The experiments were conducted at the University of Wollongong Environmental 

Engineering Lab. The 18 samples were filled with approximately 200mL of seawater of the 

three kinds, weighed initially, then placed in a water bath set at 60ºC. Every few hours they 

were drawn out, dried and weighed again to determine the mass change. This experiment 

lasted 66.5 hours. Their position in the water bath was swapped around so that any warm 

areas in the bath didn’t affect the results. A control beaker of unconditioned seawater was 

sat on the bench to measure the evaporation at ambient temperature. The rate of evaporation 

for the three levels of conditioning shown in Figure A8.1 is the average of the 6 samples. 

 

This brief experiment was to see if the various types of conditioning affected 

evaporation rates. Unconditioned, conditioned and conditioned and magnetized 

seawater was used, all pumped at the rate of 10 L/min. There were six beakers for each 

type of water. The initial volume was around 200mL. All 18 samples were kept at 60°C 

for a total of 66 hours. They were dried periodically, and weighed on a microbalance.  
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The mass loss due to evaporation was averaged over the 6 samples. The results for 

unconditioned, conditioned and conditioned and magnetized seawater pumped at 10 

L/min is shown in Figure A8.1. 

Comparison of Evaporation Rates for Unconditioned, Conditioned and Magnetically Conditioned Seawater
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Figure A8.1: Comparison of Evaporation Rates for Unconditioned, Conditioned and 

Magnetically Conditioned Seawater. 

The results show that the conditioned and magnetized seawater finished with the highest 

evaporation over the period. Conditioning on its own appears to depress the rate of 

evaporation. There is a significant difference between evaporation of conditioned and 

normal seawater for the first 45 hours. This reduction in evaporation could be due to 

conditioning acting to strengthen hydrogen bonding, though this cannot be proven 

definitively from these limited results.  

 

All the samples were roughly similar at the end, perhaps due to osmotic effects: those 

samples which had evaporated faster in the beginning became more concentrated, and 

that concentration inhibited further evaporation, enabling the other types to ‘catch up’. 

Again further work would be needed to draw definitive conclusions, but it is an 

interesting initial result. 

 

This experiment was to explore the concept of an evaporation rate difference. Had more 

time been available, a larger experiment would be justified.  
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Appendix 9: Microscope Pictures of Conditioned Salt 

The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner have a measurable effect on particles size in conditioned 

water?  

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning is the water 

flowrate. This requires a flowmeter on the inlet of the conditioner and a micrograph. 

Water 

The seawater was collected from the Pacific Ocean near the shoreline of Bellambi Beach, 

New South Wales. Some was fully conditioned with the flowrate at 9.76 L/min. 

Unconditioned seawater was not pumped at all. 

Equipment 

The conditioned seawater was dried to salt in an oven at 60 degrees Celsius, then stored in a 

dessicator until the observations were made. A DMRM Research microscope with a 

Panasonic digital camera was used to record the table salt and conditioned salt. The 

micrograph is shown in Figure A9.1. 

 

Figure A9.1DMRM Research microscope with Panasonic digital camera 

Investigations were made to see if there was any major difference in the salt particles 

resulting from conditioned seawater, compared to normal table salt. A LEICA DMRM 

Research microscope with a Panasonic digital camera was used to take the following 
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pictures of table salt and conditioned salt. The table salt was CASA ground salt 

available from supermarkets. The conditioned seawater was dried to salt in an oven at 

60 degrees Celsius, then stored in a dessicator until the observations were made. The 

table salt is shown in Figure A9.2. The conditioned salt crystals are shown in Figure 

A9.3. 

 

Figure A9.2: Table salt crystal (scale 30 µm) 

 

Figure A9.3: Conditioned salt particles (left scale 100 µm, right scale 75 µm) 

From a quick comparison with the scale bar, the conditioned particles are many times 

larger than the table salt. The table salt appeared to have a regular size, while the 

conditioned salt particles are inhomogeneous, in shape and size. While there is clearly a 

difference, this could be explained by the processing of the table salt, which is 

evaporated at a lower temperature, and ground to remove inconsistencies. It can’t be 

determined if conditioning does affect the size or shape of salt crystallizing from 

seawater solutions unless the crystals compared are all processed in the same way. 
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Appendix 10: Conditioner’s effect on solution composition 

Many scale reduction technologies such as anti-scalants work by adding substances to 

the original solutions. These additions prevent various phases of the crystallization 

process. For instance, some magnetic processes have been shown to work by releasing 

iron into the solution. This experiment was designed to see if the Conditioner is 

changing the composition of seawater as it flows through the unit by releasing ions into 

solution. The initial thought is that it does not. If any liquid was going to draw material 

out of the Conditioner, aggressive seawater should do it. 

 

The key question to be answered by the experiments in this section is 

1. Does the Conditioner produce measurable changes of solution composition in tested 

species during conditioning? and if so, 

2. Does the removal of the battery pack have any effect on the composition? 

This would answer the question of whether or not the Conditioner was ameliorating scale 

by adding species to the solution.  

 

The key experimental variables involved in investigating turbulent conditioning are water 

flow rate, water temperature, and the presence or absence of a battery. The only data 

required to be measured during experiments is the flow rate. The equipment required for 

this section is a flow meter on inlet of conditioner, and Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) to 

test the composition. 

 

The Carefree Conditioner claims to add no chemicals to the water, nor does it filter or retain 

any. The only thing the inventor claims to add is turbulence and some electrons to the flow. 

If this is true, the composition of the water would not change, only the charge would. There 

is expected to be no change in Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) readings of species 

concentration in seawater before and after conditioning. This would rule out the idea of 

tested species from the unit being responsible for the reduction in scaling. This mechanism 

has been shown to be responsible for the effectiveness of some magnetic devices. 

 

Inductively Coupled Plasma is useful for seawater composition tests as it determines the 

levels of a number of species at the same time. In this case, Bismuth (Bi), Calcium (Ca), 

Copper (Cu), Potassium (K), Magnesium (Mg), Sodium (Na), Lead (Pb) and Strontium (Sr) 

were measured concurrently. 
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Composition Experiments 
Water 

The seawater was collected from the Pacific Ocean near the shoreline of Bellambi Beach, 

New South Wales. The experiments were conducted at the University of Wollongong 

Environmental Engineering Lab. Three samples were prepared for testing:  

1. unconditioned seawater which had not been through the pump and conditioner,  

2. partly conditioned seawater which had been through the pump and conditioner at 8 

L/min without a battery being attached, and  

3. fully conditioned seawater, which was put through the pump and conditioner at 8 

L/min with the battery working. 

Equipment 

The three samples were tested with the Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) machine in UOW 

Mechanical Engineering. The samples were tested twice each, and the results averaged.  

 

Results 

Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) is the most accurate means available at Wollongong 

University for measuring the composition of several dissolved species simultaneously. 

The full results of the ICP analysis of fully conditioned, partly conditioned and 

unconditioned seawater are shown in Table 6.3. Partly conditioned seawater was 

pumped through the turbulence-inducing unit, but with no battery attached. The ICP 

tests show the expected major species of sodium, magnesium, calcium and potassium in 

seawater with only minor levels of bismuth, strontium and lead. 

Table A10.1: Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) results for the composition of fully 

conditioned, partly conditioned and unconditioned seawater. 

Element Spec. Line Label 
Soln 
Conc  Label 

Soln 
Conc  Label 

Soln 
Conc 

           
Ca Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 315.887   4.0380   4.0730   4.0806 
 317.933   4.0498   4.0846   4.0985 
 370.602   4.0567   4.1015   4.0943 
 373.690   3.7863   3.8261   3.8460 
 393.366   4.0293   4.0203   4.0556 
 396.847   4.0142   4.0106   4.0313 
 422.673   3.8593   3.8486   3.8893 
      AVERAGE 3.9223   AVERAGE 3.9264   AVERAGE 3.9556 
      ST DEV 0.1188   ST DEV 0.1033   ST DEV 0.1035 
           
K Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 404.721   2.3951   2.8119   2.3509 
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 766.491   4.2060   4.1658   4.0913 
 769.897   4.1051   4.0688   3.9977 
      AVERAGE 3.5687   AVERAGE 3.6822   AVERAGE 3.4800 
      ST DEV 1.0176   ST DEV 0.7552   ST DEV 0.9789 
           
Mg Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 277.983   15.154   14.862   14.533 
 279.553   16.302   15.707   15.370 
 279.800   14.582   14.409   14.129 
 280.270   14.257   13.868   13.663 
 285.213   14.863   14.659   14.311 
 293.651   15.909   15.625   15.215 
 383.829   14.679   14.478   14.164 
      AVERAGE 14.927   AVERAGE 14.658   AVERAGE 14.338 
      ST DEV 0.702   ST DEV 0.728   ST DEV 0.647 
           
Na Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 568.821   166.95  568.821 166.46  568.821 162.74 
      AVERAGE 166.95   AVERAGE 166.46   AVERAGE 162.74 
           
Pb Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 182.143   0.024634   0.012052   0.014442 
 217.000   0.008614   0.000427   0.003947 
 220.353   0.004337   0.001169   0.000382 
 283.305   0.015598   0.012678   0.005932 
 405.781   0.040310   0.049599   0.039730 
      AVERAGE 0.017190   AVERAGE 0.012697   AVERAGE 0.011393 
      ST DEV 0.022366   ST DEV 0.032700   ST DEV 0.024743 
           
Sr Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 215.283   0.073113   0.073395   0.070241 
 216.596   0.072898   0.070502   0.069043 
 338.071   0.061482   0.060088   0.060721 
 346.445   0.069940   0.072330   0.068777 
 407.771   0.070530   0.069928   0.068333 
 421.552   0.068414   0.067839   0.066309 
 430.544   0.070902   0.069413   0.065095 
 460.733   0.070229   0.069846   0.067797 
      AVERAGE 0.070019   AVERAGE 0.069257   AVERAGE 0.066884 
      ST DEV 0.001105   ST DEV 0.000972   ST DEV 0.001468 
           
Bi Nm   Full cond mg/L   Part cond mg/L   Uncond mg/L 
 190.171   0.090549   0.079983   0.100150 
 222.821   0.047263   0.051986   0.043491 
 223.061   0.018859   0.013630   0.016571 
 289.799   0.080390   0.152500   0.057924 
      AVERAGE 0.059265   AVERAGE 0.074525   AVERAGE 0.054534 
      ST DEV 0.032668   ST DEV 0.058669   ST DEV 0.034907 
           

 

The average for each element for the conditioned and partly conditioned seawater is 

within the range of the standard deviation for the unconditioned seawater. The average 

compositions from the spectral lines for the three samples have been further averaged 
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for easier analysis in Table 6.4. A significant standard deviation in this table would 

point to a change in composition during conditioning. 

Table A10.2: Average composition of seawater across unconditioned, conditioned and 

partly conditioned samples. 

Species Average St Dev 

   

  mg/L mg/L 

   

Ca 3.93474 0.01814 

K 3.57696 0.10135 

Mg 14.64092 0.29473 

Na 165.38333 - 

Pb 0.01376 0.00304 

Sr 0.06872 0.00164 

Bi 0.06277 0.01045 

 

Table A10.2 shows that the absolute standard deviations for all species except 

magnesium and sodium were quite small across the three samples of unconditioned, 

partly conditioned and fully conditioned seawaters. Magnesium had an absolute 

standard deviation of nearly 0.3mg/L, however this is only 2% of the average value in 

relative terms. Sodium only had one spectral line reading, so it was impossible to 

compute a standard deviation across multiple lines. The standard deviation here was the 

worst for the 8 species examined in absolute terms, it ranged 2.3 mg/L between the 

three samples. However this still is only 1.4% in relative terms. 

 

It is clear from the results in Table A10.2 that there are no clear trends in the data, and 

differences in any of the species can be ascribed to randomness and experimental error. 

Therefore it is concluded that the Care-free Conditioner does not affect the composition 

of the water it conditions for the species tested for here, and that any effects on scale 

amelioration are not due to these species being released. This experiment would have 

been more useful had it analysed for iron and other corrosion products that are known to 

inhibit scale. The new Conditioner is exclusively stainless steel. It is not expected to 

release any species into the water it conditions, but this test is not adequate to rule all 

species out. It is only sure that the Conditioner does not release the seven species that 

were tested for. Other researchers may like to explore this in future. 
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